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Introduction
by Mark Cocker

J.A. Baker (1926-1987) is now widely acknowledged as one of the most
important British writers on nature in the twentieth century. When his first
book, The Peregrine, appeared in 1967 with all the unexpected power and
vertiginous daring of its eponymous bird, it was instantly recognised as a
masterpiece. Today it is viewed by many as the gold standard for all nature
writing and, in many ways, it transcends even this species of praise. A case
could easily be made for its greatness by the standards of any literary genre.

It has been thirty years since his untimely death in 1987, aged just 61,
and more than four decades since the publication of his last and only other
work, The Hill of Summer (1969). For much of the intervening period,
neither of the books has been in print. Yet, if anything, Baker’s stock stands
higher today than at any time. His writing has been intimately associated
with the resurgence of literature on nature and landscape, the so-called New
Nature Writing of authors like Tim Dee and Robert Macfarlane (the latter,
in fact, has played a key role in Baker’s rediscovery). His books are studied
as set texts at university. Major modern poets, from Kathleen Jamie to the



former laureate Andrew Motion, acknowledge Baker’s poetic genius.
Commentators of various stamp, from the film maker David Cobham to the
TV presenter and wildlife cameraman Simon King, hail his influence upon
them.

All of this is a remarkable achievement, particularly in view of Baker’s
personal circumstances. He was an Essex man born and bred, living all of
his days in what was then the small rural town of Chelmsford, largely at
two addresses – 20 Finchley Avenue and 28 Marlborough Road. His
parents, Wilfred and Pansy, were what might be called lower middle class;
his father a draughtsman with the engineering company Crompton
Parkinson. The formal education of their only son at Chelmsford’s King
Edward VI School ended in 1943, when he was just sixteen years old. His
abiding love for poetry and opera were perhaps exceptional in one of his
social background, but Baker junior seems to have had little or no contact
with other writers and artists. His only literary connections flowed from
Collins’ eventual decision to publish The Peregrine and The Hill of
Summer.

It is, in many ways, confirmation of his extraordinary talent that the
author’s reputation rests entirely on two works – 350 published pages of
prose – and in spite of their extremely narrow geographical focus. They
describe a roughly rectangular Essex patch of just 550km , which includes

the Chelmer Valley from the eastern edge of Chelmsford as far west as
Maldon and the confluence of the Chelmer and Blackwater rivers. At its
heart lies Danbury Hill, the highest ground in Essex, with its glorious
ancient woodlands of coppiced hornbeam and sweet chestnut. Baker
country then runs down Danbury’s far slope and on to the southern and
northern shores of the Blackwater Estuary, there to be extinguished in the
dark silts at the North Sea’s edge. Most of this countryside now lies within a
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commuter belt less than an hour from central London, yet in Baker’s day it
was a deeply rural district. Residents of the beautiful village of Little
Baddow recall how their doors were left unlocked at night until at least the
1970s. Between the dawn and dusk of a single winter’s day, Baker could
traverse the whole area via a network of quiet country lanes. Throughout his
life a bicycle was his only means of transport. He never learnt to drive a car.

This concentrated focus on one patch reminds us very much of the life
and work of a historical writer such as Gilbert White, or perhaps the poet
John Clare. Yet, simultaneously, the strict limit to his geographical
explorations marks Baker out as a singularly important modern figure. In
The Peregrine he wrote: ‘Before it is too late, I have tried to … convey the
wonder of … a land to me as profuse and glorious as Africa.’ That he
achieved this so brilliantly and excavated prose of such quality from what
seems, on first acquaintance, a modest landscape, throws down the gauntlet
to our own age. For a society now deeply sensitive to the issue of carbon
usage, Baker is surely a shining example. His bicycle-bounded territory is a
model for future writers. His books strip back from the word ‘parochial’ its
accreted, pejorative associations of narrowness and conservatism. He is
parochial only in its truest sense. He illuminated the rich mysteries to be
found in every parish in these islands.

His two books on Essex landscape and wildlife are intimately connected
with one another in terms of their style and content. They are, in some
ways, very simple. They are books of encounter. They describe the wild
animals, particularly the birds, that Baker saw and heard when he was out.
They both draw upon his relentless foraging across the same landscape.
However, while The Hill of Summer is a generic description of all his
wildlife encounters between the seasons of spring and autumn, The



Peregrine is distinguished by its close focus on one species, the fastest-
flying bird on Earth.

During Baker’s life this glorious creature was no more than a rare winter
visitor to his portion of Essex. Worse still, the raptor had endured a
catastrophic decline in the second half of the twentieth century. Fortunately
in recent years peregrines have reversed the trend, climbing back to a
population level probably not seen in Britain since the seventeenth century.
It is, once more, a breeding bird even in Essex. Today it is extremely
difficult for us to recover fully the sense of crisis prevailing in 1960s
Europe or North America. Yet to understand this book and its impact, we
must remind ourselves how one of the most successful predators on the
planet – exceeded in its transcontinental range only perhaps by ourselves or
the red fox – was then so stricken by the toxic effects of organochlorine-
based agrochemicals, it was considered at risk of global extinction.

It was that anxiety which charged Baker with his deep sense of mission
as he tracked the falcons across the wintry landscapes of Essex. ‘For ten
years I followed the peregrine,’ he wrote. ‘I was possessed by it. It was a
grail for me. Now it has gone.’ This sense of the bird’s impending doom
supplies the book not only with its emotional rationale but also its thematic
unity and burning narrative drive. However, those elements are far less
apparent in The Hill of Summer which is, in truth, a more difficult and
elusive text. It has almost no plot, and the author never seeks to explain any
overall shape or intention, except to hang each chapter loosely around a
separate habitat: beech wood, estuary, etc. Without having first read The
Peregrine and appreciated how the latter supplies a context for the second
book, a reader of The Hill of Summer might easily find it a meandering,
slow-moving account of rather random encounters with nature. It is, in



truth, far more than that. There is writing of the highest order on every
page.

Nevertheless, the overarching structure in The Peregrine leads many
people to conclude that this is the finer of his two books. The inference is
that Baker drew together his richest material and poured into it deeper
editorial effort. It was claimed in the blurb to a later edition that he rewrote
it five times. The almost inevitable speculation is that his constant rewriting
arose from an attempt to find some means of fusing into a coherent whole
his quest for peregrines over ten separate winter periods. I emphasise the
word ‘speculation’, because truthfully we have no real understanding of
Baker’s methods. Not only does he appear to have destroyed each
successive manuscript, he even discarded many of his own daily
handwritten notes. About one third of the surviving diaries were published
for the first time in 2010.

Baker’s work presents other problems for readers because in the text
itself he was extremely reluctant to reveal his own personality or his private
views. These do intrude in places, but, by and large, as Baker himself
asserted, The Peregrine is an objective account of what he experienced:
‘Everything I describe,’ he writes, ‘took place while I was watching it.’ The
lack of any detailed self-revelation by its quiet, unassuming author creates a
partial vacuum at the heart of the book, into which commentators have felt
almost impelled to pour their own theories and ideas. A fact that was little
appreciated even relatively recently was Baker’s full name: J.A. stands for
John Alec. Another mystery solved only in the last decade was the identity
of the obviously patient and understanding woman behind the dedication in
The Peregrine. ‘To My Wife’ referred to Doreen Grace Baker (née Coe),
who died only in 2006, more than a quarter of a century after her first
husband. They had been married for 31 years.



It is perhaps the perverse fate of a deeply private person to find that the
thing he or she wishes most to withhold, or deems least important, becomes
the stuff of widest speculation. In the absence of hard fact, myths and half-
truths have regularly added themselves to the Baker story like barnacles
catching on the hull of a boat. A classic example is the idea that he was a
librarian, perhaps because of an assumption that only a bookish person
could have produced such a literary work. In fact, Baker was the manager
of the Chelmsford branch of the Automobile Association (odd, perhaps, in
one who never drove), then later the manager of a Britvic depot.

Another typical conjecture was that he wrote The Peregrine after the
diagnosis of a serious illness and therefore the text is stained by the dark,
mordant tones of the invalid. There is at least a germ of truth behind this
suggestion. However, Baker was not seriously ill until after he had finished
The Peregrine. In the ten main years of his wildlife forays (1955-1965)
which supplied the raw material for his writing, Baker led a relatively
normal life. By day he worked for the AA or Britvic. In his spare time he
cycled out along the banks of the Chelmer to birdwatch. Yet throughout this
period he did suffer increasingly from rheumatoid arthritis, and by the time
that The Hill of Summer was published he was seriously incapacitated. It
was this disease, in fact, which eventually brought about his premature
death: the cancer that killed him was triggered by drugs prescribed for his
condition.

By far the most challenging and difficult speculation to address is the
claim that Baker made up parts or even all of the contents of The Peregrine.
This has long been a response, particularly among readers who are
knowledgeable about birds. These doubts cannot simply be dismissed as the
kind of pettifogging scepticism that sometimes seems indivisible from the
science and pastime of ornithology. There are serious issues that all



informed readers of The Peregrine have to face. One is that Baker was
finding his falcons in and around the Chelmer Valley, where few or no other
fellow observers managed to see them. At that time the editors of the Essex
Bird Report expressed their barely concealed incredulity by suggesting that
Baker was seeing peregrines of non-wild origin (i.e. falconers’ birds).

One specific concern centres on Baker’s assertion that he found, over a
ten-year period, 619 carcasses of other birds that were killed by the
wintering falcons. Anyone who walks regularly in the countryside will
recognise how unusual it is to see dead birds of any kind. So the author’s
claim to have located the remains of so many corpses eaten by individual
peregrines does seem remarkable. Baker then faced a series of smaller-scale
questions. How come he saw peregrines eating worms unearthed by a
tractor and plough, when nobody else had? The translator of the Swedish
edition of The Peregrine, an experienced birdwatcher himself, questioned
Baker’s assertion that the species ever hovers. Yet Baker insisted that an
exact translation of that word (ryttla) be used. One notable peregrine expert
even went so far as to claim that Baker could not tell that species from
kestrel.

There are several forms of response to these suspicions and doubts. The
most obvious is the counter-assertion that Baker was absolutely fixated with
peregrines. His excursions into the Essex landscape were driven by a single
search image. He acquired intimate insight into the personalities of
individual birds, and over the years he built up an understanding of where
they would be and when. It was, therefore, ever likely that he would
regularly see the falcons where others did not, and also find the remains of
peregrine kills because he knew exactly their preferred haunts.

Another key point is that if you watch peregrines long enough they will
do things that other people do not normally see, and even things that no one



else has seen, such as eating worms. Recent research has just disclosed
behaviour not widely recognised – namely that peregrines hunt and kill
during the hours of darkness (Baker, incidentally, noted that the birds are
active after sunset). Clearly no one would judge the recent nocturnal
observations as untrue simply because they are without precedent. (At least
they would find it difficult, given that the bird, an individual roosting on
Derby Cathedral, was filmed eating a live woodcock, and is shown on
YouTube.) Why should Baker be less trustworthy? Peregrines, however
well studied, are birds of mystery still. That, surely, is the allure of all field
study.

A second partial explanation of why Baker has generated such suspicion
or scepticism relates to his openly declared method in writing The
Peregrine. The book is framed as a diary account of a single winter, but its
author clearly specified that this was a way to distil all ten years of his
experiences into a narrative whole. To read the book as a blow-by-blow
series of genuine journal entries is to fail to appreciate the difference
between the literal truth of a notebook and the literary truth as expressed by
Baker. In fact, if a reader of either of his books persists in this particular
false assumption, then they will face ever-deepening problems. Baker not
only compressed and manipulated the time frame of both books, he stripped
out the names of places or references to identifiable land features. In The
Peregrine he writes of ‘the ford’, or the ‘North Wood’ or ‘South Wood’, but
nothing more explicit that would enable the reader to fix the text easily in
an actual moment or location.

For Baker devotees this compositional device has given rise to a kind of
sport, as they try to tease out a real geography behind the otherwise
anonymous descriptions. Some landmarks are just recognisable. A
reference in The Peregrine (24 October) to a ‘two-hundred-foot chimney’



where the falcon roosted is almost certainly an old brick tower, now
demolished, for a steam pump attached to the waterworks in the parish of
Beeleigh, just west of Maldon. On 25 January he saw a ‘wren creeping over
the sloping roof of a wooden church tower’. This is probably the beautiful
little church by the River Chelmer at Ulting, one of the famous wooden-
towered churches of Essex. Perhaps the most important geographical
feature that one can identify with some certainty is ‘the ford’, a place where
many of his observations are rooted and where peregrines came to bathe
regularly. The most likely candidate is the spot where Sandon Brook flows
across Hurrell’s Lane just west of Little Baddow.

A rough sense of Baker’s real time frame can also be teased out from
internal evidence. The inferential details that help us to anchor the work in
some genuine calendar is the extreme weather he described in his single
winter of observations. It is without doubt the extraordinary winter of
1962–1963, that Arctic season when snow – more than at any time for 150
years – lay thick on the ground for months. It was the coldest period
recorded in southern England since 1740, and long stretches of the coast
froze into solid sheets with incipient ice floes. Baker’s description of an
Essex landscape snowbound from 27 December right through until the first
week of March fits closely with the meteorological pattern of that period.

While these details may suggest a rough template for the book’s time and
place, Baker felt in no way bound by it. The fact that he opted for this
degree of freedom in his treatment of the material has led some to suggest
that The Peregrine could be read almost as a novel. With more certainty we
can see how the device created not just the layer of ambiguity troubling his
more literal-minded readers, it also conferred a remarkable universality. If
not quite timeless, the book certainly seems to move with the reader, each
new generation finding the text as accessible and as meaningful as the one



before. Similarly, by refusing to yoke the birds to one identifiable locale, he
allows the falcons in his book to become almost as wide ranging as the real
species. The glorious landscape he explored could almost be any landscape.
The reader is at liberty to transfer imaginatively ‘the ford’ or the ‘North
Wood’ of Baker country to Skåne, or California or Quebec, or even
Queensland. By stripping away so much, what Baker left us with is a
mythic story of quest for a mythic bird that is magically unconfined and yet
simultaneously authentic.

In a way the deepest irony about the suggestions of fraud or deception on
Baker’s part is not just their irrelevance to his project. It is that he answers
the charges himself in almost every sentence he wrote. The whole of his
work is shot through with an almost forensic concern for truthfulness about
his encounters with birds, nature and landscape, that has few rivals not just
among British writers but in the entire English-speaking world. When he
looks, for instance, into the piercing lemon eyes of a little owl he notes that
‘the black pupil is the same width as the vivid yellow iris’. He finds the
freshly killed body of a common shrew and notes how the ‘impressions of
the kestrel’s gripping toes still showed on its soft grey fur’.

In many ways his concern for veracity is even more abundantly clear in
The Hill of Summer. Its structureless format seems to emphasise how the
author has pared everything down to one goal: how can a naturalist capture
in words what he or she sees and experiences? It is his faithfulness to this
enterprise, at the expense of all else, which probably explains why The Hill
of Summer has been virtually forgotten. Yet simultaneously it is his
uncompromising quest for an authentic language which supplies its curious
but undeniable magic.



In The Peregrine he wrote: ‘The hardest thing of all to see is what is
really there.’ That, in a nutshell, is the philosophy that informs all his work.
It is notable that Baker never validates his own observations, thoughts or
feelings by reference to those of other authors. There are no intermediaries.
Instead, he drills down into the moment to haul back to the surface a prose
that is astonishing for its inventiveness, yet also for its clarity and precision.
Sometimes it is the sheer simplicity with which he finds ways to note the
most subtle register of change that is so compelling. On 2 April in The
Peregrine he writes: ‘Spring evening; the air mild, without edges’. On 27
March he sees a ‘grazing rabbit that was big with disease’; and on the same
day he describes the sunlight as ‘quiet’. The full sentence reads: ‘Quiet
sunlight gleamed the falling tide.’

The line typifies Baker’s delight in playing with the function of words.
So verbs that are traditionally intransitive are suddenly made to take a direct
object (‘They shone frail gold’). He converts nouns into verbs (‘Starlings …
sky up violently’; ‘every twig seemed to vein inwards’), adjectives into
nouns (‘Wisps of sunlight in a bleak of cloud’) and then turns full circle to
make nouns out of verbs (‘a seethe of white’). Sometimes it is simple
juxtapositions that create the startling energy. A classic example is, ‘gulls
bone-white in ashes of sky’, or this description in The Hill of Summer for
the hard, nasal, invertebrate call of a willow tit: ‘a narrow parsimony of
sound’. Finally, there are neologisms of almost Shakespearean daring.
Perhaps the most famous is his sentence: ‘I swooped through leicestershires
of swift green light.’

Occasionally it is not the language, but the structure of the sentences,
which is so inventive. A classic example is the way he finds a means to
express the mesmeric effect created by wader flocks on tidal mud and also
their random, chaotic shapelessness.



The faint, insistent sadness of grey plover calling. Turnstones and dunlin
rising. Twenty greenshank calling, flying high; grey and white as gulls, as
sky. Bar-tailed godwits flying with curlew, with knot, with plover; seldom
alone; seldom settling; snuffling eccentrics; long-nosed, loud-calling sea-
rejoicers; their call a snorting, sneezing, mewing, spitting bark. Their thin
upcurved bills turn, their heads turn, their shoulders and whole bodies turn,
their wings waggle. They flourish their rococo flight above the surging
water.

As the passage demonstrates, Baker was never afraid of brevity,
repetition or stating the obvious. One of my favourite sentences in The
Peregrine is, ‘Nothing happened.’ In The Hill of Summer he varies this
nullity to ‘Nothing happens.’ No naturalist-writer has ever been more
honest about, or lovingly attentive to, the real patience required in the
enterprise of watching wildlife. His writing is in many ways the antithesis
of wildlife television, which is always to cut to the chase. Baker is the
master of emptiness and no action.

A falcon peregrine watched me from posts far out on the saltings, sitting
huddled and morose under darkening rain. She flew seldom, had fed, had
nothing to do. Later, she went inland.

While he might convey the emotional flatness or neutrality experienced
during long passages of his wildlife excursions, Baker is never dull. In fact,
if there is any criticism, it arises because there is so little downtime in the
prose. It is all highly distilled, highly concentrated. The reader is being
challenged with virtually every sentence. So much so, that it is sometimes
easier to consider his prose as poetry. A page or two at a time can
occasionally feel like enough. Indeed, it is remarkable how easily his
writing can be framed as verse. Take this sentence:

Spring dusk;



Creak of bats’ wings
Over the steel river,
Curlew-call
Of the lemuring owls.
Or this paragraph:
A wrought-iron starkness of leafless trees
Stands sharply up along the valley skyline.
The cold north air, like a lens of ice,
Transforms and clarifies.
Wet plough lands are dark as malt,
Stubbles are bearded with weeds
And sodden with water.
Gales have taken the last of the leaves.
Autumn is thrown down. Winter stands.
If one had to name Baker’s most extraordinary gifts as a writer then I

would isolate two qualities. One is a capacity to convey the otherness of
wildlife through reference to objects of domestic and human function. The
risk he runs is the charge of anthropomorphism, into which he almost never
descends. It sounds paradoxical, but he somehow makes the animal or plant
instantly accessible through the familiarity of his imagery, yet without
diminishing its separate non-human identity. Here is an extended example:

A dead porpoise was humped upon the shingle, heavy as a sack of
cement. The smooth skin was blotched with pink and grey; the tongue black
and hard as stone. Its mouth hung open like the nail-studded sole gaping
from an old boot. The teeth looked like the zip-fastener of a gruesome
nightdress case.

More perfect, perhaps, is his description of golden plovers in their
summer plumage:



Their black chests shone in the sun below the mustard yellow of their
backs, like black shoes half covered with buttercup dust.

The other ability at the heart of his achievement is what I call – though it
is not completely adequate – his ‘synaesthesia’: a capacity to experience
and express information derived from one sense as if it were encountered
by another. For example, he interprets sounds as if they could be seen or
tasted. In The Peregrine he writes of the crepuscular churring of the
nightjar:

Its song is like the sound of a stream of wine spilling from a height into a
deep and booming cask. It is an odorous sound, with a bouquet that rises to
the quiet sky. In the glare of day it would seem thinner and drier, but dusk
mellows it and gives it vintage. If a song could smell, this song would smell
of crushed grapes and almonds and dark wood. The sound spills out and
none of it is lost.

This capacity for synaesthesia is seldom expressed in this clear and
unambiguous form. More usually it is blended into his wider perception in
smaller, subtler gestures that comprise a single word or phrase. Here are
four sentences from The Hill of Summer:

The pure green song of a willow warbler descends from a larch.
A moorhen calls from the smell of a pond.
The churring song of a nightjar seems to furrow the smooth surface of

the silence.
One by one the calls of stone curlews rose in the long valleys of the

downs, like fossil voices released from the strata of the chalk.
The last two quotations are particularly important and exhibit the same

sensibility manifest in that line already quoted about ‘leicestershires of
swift, green light’. Note how the light is experienced as ‘swift’. These three



examples emphasise how my word, ‘synaesthesia’, is not quite enough to
encompass all of this facet of Baker’s genius.

For I mean, in addition to the standard definition of that word, his ability
to make what is immaterial and without physical form somehow concrete
and solid. He reifies the invisible. His prose puts flesh on the white bone of
light, space, time, gravity and the physics of movement. It is as if he
encountered the air as the material element that we know, from chemistry –
oxygen, nitrogen, etc. – that it is, but which we seldom, if ever, truly
experience. It was an art that seems almost ecologically adapted to
capturing the fastest flying bird on Earth. Baker and the peregrine were a
perfect consummation. Yet this special gift is everywhere in Baker’s
writings. Here is how he sees a group of greenfinches:

Frequently the flock flew up to the trees with a dry rustle of wings, then
drifted silently down again through the dust-moted trellis of sun and shade.
The yellow sunlight flickered with a thin drizzle of bird shadow.

In The Peregrine the ability to envision the heavens as something solid
leads to a whole sequence of metaphors in which the air and its inhabitants
are described in terms of marine life. As Baker looked upwards, so he
seems to peer down into the ocean depths. Most beautifully, towards the
end of the book, he imagines the falcon: ‘Like a dolphin in green seas, like
an otter in the startled water, he poured through deep lagoons of sky up to
the high white reefs of cirrus.’

Elsewhere as Baker muses on the fluidity and apparent joyfulness of a
seal’s motion at sea he speculates:

It is a good life, a seal’s, here in these shallow waters. Like the lives of so
many air and water creatures, it seems a better one than ours. We have no
element. Nothing sustains us when we fall.



Here Baker edges towards a remarkable revelation about the whole
nature-writing genre. On reading the passage, one thinks of the specific
creatures (as well as their most devoted author/admirers) that have made the
deepest appeal to the modern British imagination: the otter (Henry
Williamson, Gavin Maxwell), whales and dolphins (Heathcote Williams
and the whole New-Age fixation with cetaceans) and birds, particularly
birds of prey (W.H. Hudson, T.H. White and J.A. Baker himself). If we
cannot move between the elements like these wonderful animals, then
humans can at least imagine what it is like to be an otter or a peregrine. But
no writer I know has taken us deeper into the life of another creature and
allowed us to experience how that elemental mastery might possibly feel
than John Alec Baker.

Mark Cocker, March 2010



Notes on J. A. Baker
by John Fanshawe

When the Penguin paperback edition of J.A. Baker’s The Peregrine
appeared in 1970 – with a striking, black-and-white cover design by Brian
Price-Thomas – the biographical sketch revealed little: ‘John A. Baker is in
his forties and lives with his wife in Essex. He has no telephone and rarely
goes out socially. Since leaving school at the age of seventeen he has had
some fifteen assorted jobs, which have included chopping down trees, and
pushing book trolleys in the British Museum, and none of which was a
success. In 1965, he gave up work and lived on the money he had saved,
devoting all his time to his obsession of the last ten years – the peregrine.
He re-wrote his account of this bird five times before submitting it for
publication. Although he had no ornithological training and had never
written a book before, when The Peregrine was published in 1967 it was
received with enthusiastic reviews and praise for his lyrical prose. Later that
year he was awarded the distinguished Duff Cooper Prize. He was also
awarded a substantial Arts Council grant. His second book, The Hill of



Summer, was published in 1969, and was also received with universal
praise by the critics.’

Between the first publication of The Peregrine in 1967 and the spring of
2010, when Collins republished it in a single volume with his other works,
The Hill of Summer and Baker’s edited diaries, the man remained an
enigma. In 1984 Penguin re-issued The Peregrine in the Country Library
series with a new cover from the illustrator Liz Butler, but the introduction
remained much the same. After another twenty years, in 2004, The
Peregrine reappeared as part of the New York Review of Books Classics
series with a fine introduction by the author Robert Macfarlane, who argued
that the book was ‘unmistakably, a masterpiece of twentieth-century non-
fiction’. Yet the NYRB editors were unable to reveal much more of the man
whose style Macfarlane describes as ‘so intense and incantatory that the act
of bird-watching becomes one of sacred ritual’. They simply concluded that
‘Baker’s second book [The Hill of Summer] was his last, and [that] he
appeared to have worked as a librarian for the remainder of his life.’ ‘Little
else,’ they admitted, ‘including the exact year of his death, is known about
this singularly private man.’

Those lucky enough to own an early copy of The Peregrine treasured it.
In The Running Sky, Tim Dee writes: ‘the peregrine in my young mind was
built by J.A. Baker’s The Peregrine. I read it when I was eleven, it stole into
my head and stayed there, and then I reread it compulsively.’

What was it about the enigmatic Baker’s writing which so captured the
imagination of later writers like Macfarlane and Dee? These were the years
following the publication of Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring, and, as Baker
concluded in his own introduction, ‘Few peregrines are left, there will be
fewer, they may not survive. Many die on their backs, clutching inanely at
the sky in their last convulsions, withered and burnt away by the filthy,



insidious pollen of farm chemicals. Before it is too late, I have tried to
recapture the extraordinary beauty of this bird and to convey the wonder of
the land he lived in, a land to me as profuse and glorious as Africa. It is a
dying world, like Mars, but glowing still.’

Without doubt, Baker would have been amazed and delighted that
peregrines have recovered so successfully, returning to many traditional
sites, as well as breeding in cities and towns around Britain, including
London, not least the celebrated pairs that are nesting on both the Houses of
Parliament and Tate Modern. This recent recovery was in no way apparent
in Baker’s lifetime or to a generation of writers growing up in the 1960s.
Tim Dee writes that he ‘grew up thinking of peregrines as sickly’. ‘The
magnificent hunter, the apotheosis of the wild, the falcon on the king’s
gloved fist, was becoming as helpless as a spastic battery hen, a bird that
broke its own eggs.’

In the nineteenth century, peregrines had suffered from a host of troubles;
notably persecution by gamekeepers and pigeon fanciers, but also the
depredations of egg collectors. Though numbers had stabilised by the
1930s, the Air Ministry authorised widespread culling to save carrier
pigeons at the outbreak of the Second World War, and several hundred birds
were exterminated. By the 1950s, numbers had started to recover, but then a
new and catastrophic decline began. As Baker lamented, it was the
chemical ravages of organochlorine pesticides that killed adults and thinned
their egg shells into fracturing. The story is now well known, and related by
the late Derek Ratcliffe in his epic monograph on the peregrine, but when
Baker was walking the Essex countryside, persistent pesticides were still
paramount in the minds of the newly emerging conservation community as
a threat to the birds that occupied the land and seascapes he loved and



celebrated in all his writing. Peregrines were totems of a wilderness under
siege.

In 2009, as Mark Cocker and I prepared a new edition of The Peregrine,
The Hill of Summer and the edited diaries, growing interest in J.A. Baker
had revealed a little more about his life, and in Mark’s introduction, and in
my own introduction to the diaries, we outlined the new material that had
come to light when the film maker David Cobham visited Baker’s late
widow, Doreen, and was given his diaries. This began a process that has
already revealed, and will, we hope, continue to reveal, insights into the
author’s life and influences. Chief among these were meetings with his
school contemporaries, and the discovery of a small collection of letters. An
archive of these papers has since been established at the University of
Essex.

John Alec Baker, only son of Wilfred and Pansy Baker, was born on 6
August 1926. His father worked as a draughtsman for the engineering
company Crompton Parkinson and, we believe, spent time as a borough
councillor, and later mayor of Chelmsford. The family lived at 20 Finchley
Road, and Baker attended Trinity Road Primary School nearby from 1932
to 1936.

One of the first signs that Baker was a bright child appeared when he
won a Junior Exhibition to the King Edward VI Grammar School. Details
of his early days there remain hazy, but three of his close friends from this
time, Edward Dennis (who became Baker’s best man), John Thurmer (who
went on to become Canon of Exeter Cathedral) and Don Samuel (who
became an English teacher), have provided further insights into Baker’s
later school life. It has emerged that in 1942, after he had completed his
General School Certificate, he stayed on an extra year. It was wartime, so
the school was often disrupted, and only four other boys were studying the



arts at that time. Baker joined them, and although he did not study for the
Higher School Certificate, he enjoyed a year of ‘supervised’ reading under
the wing of a charismatic English teacher, the Rev. E.J. Burton.

Exactly why Baker was allowed this apparently unusual extra year is
unknown, though Thurmer recalls that he was often absent from school
with ill-health, including glandular fever, and early bouts of the arthritis that
crippled him in later life. Possibly staff at KEGS – as the school was known
– were sympathetic to this, and felt Baker deserved some more time.

Other scraps of information have emerged. Nicknames were
commonplace and Baker was known as Doughy. This was a play on his
name, of course, but he was stocky, and, it seems, someone with whom
you’d be unlikely to pick a fight. Despite his bouts of ill-health, and
disarming short-sightedness, Baker did play cricket. A school magazine
report describes him as ‘an erratic bowler, whose chief fault is an inability
to maintain length. He is lacking in confidence, but shows great promise.’
Still, his friends all remembered him being keenly anti-establishment, and
rather obsessive. No-one could remember an interest in birds at school –
which accords with Baker’s own admission that ‘I came late to a love of
birds’.

Bright enough to be allowed to stay on into the Sixth Form, given to
bouts of ill-health, with a passion for reading, and a little rebellious, Baker
is remembered very warmly by his friends. At the end of his time at
grammar school, John Thurmer recalls, the Sixth Form master said that
Baker had ‘enjoyed some general reading, but had not exerted himself’.
Don Samuel goes as far as to describe him as talented, though bone idle, but
notes that he was an avid reader, and literally, to quote Samuel, ‘sated
himself in books’. He also recalls that Baker loved Dickens, and liked to
genuflect light-heartedly before his novels in the Sixth Form library.



In 1943, his contemporaries left school to join up, a fate which Baker’s
short sight ruled out. It appears that this might have been the period when,
as the original biographic sketch suggested, Baker undertook the earliest of
his unsuccessful ‘fifteen assorted jobs’. Information is scant, but Samuel
says that Baker liked to work outside – the best environment for his health –
and recalls him apple picking in the orchards around Danbury Hill, east of
Chelmsford.

All three friends remember that Baker was a keen correspondent while
they were overseas in the Forces, regularly sending them letters full of
news, and examples of his writing – including early poems. With great
prescience, Don Samuel had kept some letters, and these, largely written
between 1944 and 1946, provide new insights into Baker’s development.
They also confirm that he did, indeed, work behind the scenes at the British
Museum (although he left after just three months). Most are written from
his parental home in Chelmsford, but they include letters written from
North Wales, Cornwall and Oxfordshire, revealing a first-hand knowledge
of land and seascapes that appears in both The Peregrine and The Hill of
Summer. In August 1946, for example, he writes to Samuel: ‘On Monday, I
took trains from Paddington for Stow-in-the-Wold, and I have started
enquiries concerning farm-work. I have arrived a little too early for the
harvesting, but I have persevered, and obtained several half-promises from
the landed-gentry’.

Critically, these letters reveal the extent to which Baker was determined
to write. In one penned from Chelmsford on 25 April 1946, Baker declares:
‘I must confess that I occasionally despair of my capacity as a poet, solely
because I have so few people whose opinion I can obtain. I am however,
confident of ultimate success and that, as you [Don] say, is very important.’
And in his next on 5 May: ‘In the Observer this morning, I came across an



extract, in a book review, from a poem by the ultra-modern poet, Dylan
Thomas. Thomas is a very original writer – some of his poetry I like very
much.’ He goes on to describe how the poem in question, ‘Fern Hill’,
‘epitomises the happy summer days of our childhood – the love of the
woods and the rivers and hills’.

The young man revealed in these letters accords well with the boy
recalled by his school friends. Indeed, in the first letter that survives, written
from Llandudno, North Wales, in August 1944, Baker writes: ‘I have a
book with me on my holiday, the only book I ever take with me everywhere
I go; yes, you’ve guessed it – Pickwick – yet again do I marvel at the great
Dickens’ mastery of the art.’

A year later Baker expounds at length his admiration for another author,
the Irish playwright J.M. Synge, who, renowned for The Playboy of the
Western World, drew his inspiration from visits between 1898 and 1901 to
the remote group of three Aran Islands that lie west of Galway Bay, open to
the full fetch of the Atlantic. Synge’s The Aran Islands notebooks were
published in 1907. As Baker explains, they ‘give a faithful and vivid
account of the people and their ways’. Baker argues that ‘it was Aran, that
cradled his lovely, cadenced phraseology’, and that ‘for me they [the
islands] will be a point of pilgrimage in my journeying through the
countries of the mind’. All this was perhaps an influence on Baker’s acute
and vivid style, and on his sustained interest in the wilderness and potential
for solitude within his own home country.

On the last page of the same letter, Baker’s love of the Essex landscape is
already clear, and, long before he is following peregrines, he is rehearsing
some of the writing that appears in his later work: ‘The loveliest country of
all lies between Gt. Baddow and West Hanningfield. Green undulating
fields, rugged, furrowed earth, luscious orchards, pine clumps, rows of



stately elms – all these combine and resolve into a delicately balanced
landscape that can never become tedious to the eye. One cannot get far
from people – from the little rustic cottages that huddle in the winding
lanes. Yet the very proximity of these dwellings seems to give an
impression of remoteness. / As you walk across these fields – Danbury
stands all green and misty blue in the late afternoon of declining summer.
Everchanging – sometimes assuming truly mountainous grandeur – it
fascinates the eyes and brings an exaltation and a faith. / These last days of
summer are delicate poems in green and gold – the clouds unfurl in
unsurpassed magnificence and move me to tears for their passing. / This
country with its little fields and murmuring streams that basks in its waning
summer gold will still be there when you return – it is for you and all men,
for it is beauty.’

Along with these letters, another recent revelation has given us some
insight into Baker’s personal library. Following David Cobham’s interest in
making a film of The Peregrine, Baker’s brother-in-law, Bernard Coe, took
a series of photographs of the bookshelves in Doreen Baker’s house. Given
that this was twenty years after Baker’s death, some books may have been
lost, but the spines reveal titles on birds and nature, geography, geology,
travel, aerial photography, atlases, cookery, cricket, opera and, of course,
many volumes of literature, both prose and poetry. Poetry collections
include Wordsworth, Keats, Byron, Shelley, Tennyson, Hardy, Eliot, Gerard
Manley Hopkins, Edward Thomas, Dylan Thomas, Roy Campbell, Richard
Murphy, Pablo Neruda, Seamus Heaney, Charles Causley and Ted Hughes.

In May 2009, when the author, Adam Foulds, reviewed The Peregrine in
the Independent, he argued that Baker’s writing most resembled Ted
Hughes’: ‘the harsh vitality of the living world is perceptible at every
point.’ In 2005, the environmentalist Ken Worpole wrote that Baker was, ‘if



anything … more ferocious in his identification with the animal world.’
Baker owned several collections of Hughes’ poetry, including Crow,
Lupercal, Wodwo, Moortown Diary, Season Songs and his 1979
collaboration with the photographer Fay Goodwin, The Remains of Elmet.

Introducing The Peregrine, in his Beginnings section, Baker talks of
writing honestly about killing. ‘I shall try to make plain the bloodiness of
killing. Too often this has been slurred over by those who defend hawks.
Flesh-eating man is in no way superior. It is so easy to love the dead. The
word “predator” is baggy with misuse. All birds eat living flesh at some
time in their lives. Consider the cold-eyed thrush, that spring carnivore of
lawns, worm stabber, basher to death of snails. We should not
sentimentalise his song, and forget the killing that sustains it.’ And consider
too Hughes’ poem ‘Thrushes’, from the collection Lupercal, published in
1960, just when Baker was preparing to write The Peregrine: ‘Terrifying
are the attent sleek thrushes on the lawn, / More coiled steel than living – a
poised / Dark deadly eye, those delicate legs / Triggered to stirrings beyond
sense – with a start, a bounce, a stab / Overtake the instant and drag out
some writhing thing. / No indolent procrastinations and no yawning stares. /
No sighs or head scratchings. Nothing but bounce and stab / And a ravening
second.’ And, in The Peregrine, on 20 December, Baker writes: ‘Song
thrushes bounced and sprang to spear out the surfacing worms. There is
something very cold about a thrush, endlessly listening and stabbing
through the arras of grass, the fixed eye blind to what it does.’

With the end of J.A. Baker’s letters to Don Samuel in 1946, we enter
another period of silence, although it appears that in 1950 Baker decided to
train as a teacher. He would have been 23, and mentions the college in his
birdwatching diary four years later on 4 April 1954, but only as background
to an observation of a tree creeper: ‘Mousy little bird, with sharp call. First



seen at college in 1950 from library window, intent on its own business.’
His contemporaries cannot remember the name of the teachers’ training
college he attended, but all recall that it was not a success. Apparently, he
loathed teaching practice, and dealing with children.

Soon after this, Baker joined the Automobile Association. His friends
connived to get him the job. John Thurmer’s father was Regional Manager,
and Don Samuel was already working in the Chelmsford office. Both agree
it allowed Baker a chance to settle into some sort of stability.

At about this time, Baker met and fell in love with sixteen-year-old
Doreen Coe. Ted Dennis remembers that they met when Baker found her
bereft at missing a late bus, and gave her a ride home on his crossbar.
Doreen’s father forbade her from marrying Baker before she was 21, so she
waited, sticking with him, and they married on 6 October 1956. Baker was
30, and Doreen was 21 years and a month – almost to the day.

By then he was birdwatching regularly, crisscrossing the Chelmsford area
on his bicycle. The diaries begin on 21 March 1954 and the last extant page
is 22 May 1963. They run to 667 hand-written pages – all in a small
stitched school notebook. Doreen told David Cobham that Baker’s habit
was to retire to his study each evening, and write up his diaries. It is hard to
believe that he took no notes at all in the field, though there is no evidence
that he did so.

As is known, Baker became progressively crippled with rheumatoid
arthritis, and was, by the early 1970s, seriously incapacitated. Close friends
obviously knew of Baker’s growing ill-health, but another contemporary,
Jack Baird, who remembers meeting Baker at a rare school reunion in the
early 1980s, says he did not complain of it at all. Latterly, Doreen learned to
drive, and bought a car, and would take Baker out to favourite haunts,
leaving him to walk and sit a little and watch birds before collecting him in



the evening. Certainly, John Thurmer says he remembers not a note of self-
pity. Baker died on 26 December 1986. He was just 61.

Among fragments of letters to Baker was one from a reader, which
praised a piece that Baker had written in RSPB Birds magazine in 1971.
This essay formed part of a Birds issue dedicated to fighting against a
proposal for a third London airport, and a deep-water port on the Maplin
Sands, off Foulness. The article is entitled ‘On the Essex Coast’. Apart from
a paper on peregrines which Baker wrote for the Essex Bird Report, this
article appears to be his only other published piece of writing, and, with the
kind agreement of the RSPB, we reproduce it here in full (here).

‘On the Essex Coast’ also spawned an RSPB film, Wilderness Is Not a
Place, produced by Anthony Clay, and filmed by Alan McGregor. The film
did the rounds of the popular RSPB film circuit alongside three others,
entitled High Life of the Rook, Avocets Return and Adventure Has Wings.
The title and spare commentary are drawn directly from Baker’s text, which
also begins with an editor’s note: ‘The Essex coastline is threatened by
development. J.A. Baker, author of The Peregrine and The Hill of Summer,
shows that it has aesthetic as well as scientific value.’

‘On the Essex Coast’ appeared a year after Collins published The Hill of
Summer, and is full of the passion Baker feels for his county, and the
frustration that lay behind his anger at peregrines killed by the ‘filthy,
insidious pollen of farm chemicals’. The essay describes the Dengie, a fist-
like wedge of coast that stretches north from Foulness to Mersea. An outcry
ensued over the plans for development, and they were finally shelved, in
part because of the oil crisis in 1973. It was an early conservation
campaign, and Baker’s article clearly contributed positively. Indeed, in his
use of what is now a potentially offensive phrase, a ‘Belsen of floating oil’,
perhaps we get a sense of his despair. The infamous 1967 Torrey Canyon



super-tanker disaster was still fresh in the memory. When the ship broke up
on the Seven Sisters, flooding oil into the sea, and onto the Cornish coast,
the government decided to bomb and napalm the oil, creating a hellish
scene that would have seared itself into the minds of many people,
including Baker. It was a less politically sensitive time, and perhaps, in
using the image, he intended to shock.

The Birds article reveals a man who was willing to harness his powerful
writing to support the emerging environmental movement. Had Baker
remained well, surely he would have written much more. Indeed, were he
alive now, like so many of his octogenerian contemporaries, he would still
be fighting for Essex and for many other wild places, and urging us not to
be ‘soothed by the lullaby language of indifferent politicians’.

John Fanshawe, February 2011



The Peregrine

B E G I N N I N G S

East of my home, the long ridge lies across the skyline like the low hull of a
submarine. Above it, the eastern sky is bright with reflections of distant
water, and there is a feeling of sails beyond land. Hill trees mass together in
a dark-spired forest, but when I move towards them they slowly fan apart,
the sky descends between, and they are solitary oaks and elms, each with its
own wide territory of winter shadow. The calmness, the solitude of horizons
lures me towards them, through them, and on to others. They layer the
memory like strata.

From the town, the river flows north-east, bends east round the north side
of the ridge, turns south to the estuary. The upper valley is a flat open plain,
lower down it is narrow and steep-sided, near the estuary it is again flat and
open. The plain is like an estuary of land, scattered with island farms. The
river flows slowly, meanders; it is too small for the long, wide estuary,
which was once the mouth of a much larger river that drained most of
middle England.



Detailed descriptions of landscape are tedious. One part of England is
superficially so much like another. The differences are subtle, coloured by
love. The soil here is clay: boulder clay to the north of the river, London
clay to the south. There is gravel on the river terraces, and on the higher
ground of the ridge. Once forest, then pasture, the land is now mainly
arable. Woods are small, with few large trees; chiefly oak standards with
hornbeam or hazel coppice. Many hedges have been cut down. Those that
still stand are of hawthorn, blackthorn, and elm. Elms grow tall in the clay;
their varying shapes contour the winter sky. Cricket-bat willows mark the
river’s course, alders line the brook. Hawthorn grows well. It is a country of
elm and oak and thorn. People native to the clay are surly and slow to burn,
morose and smouldering as alder wood, laconic, heavy as the land itself.

There are four hundred miles of tidal coast, if all the creeks and islands
are included; it is the longest and most irregular county coastline. It is the
driest county, yet watery-edged, flaking down to marsh and salting and
mud-flat. The drying sandy mud of the ebb-tide makes the sky clear above;
clouds reflect water and shine it back inland.

Farms are well ordered, prosperous, but a fragrance of neglect still
lingers, like a ghost of fallen grass. There is always a sense of loss, a feeling
of being forgotten. There is nothing else here; no castles, no ancient
monuments, no hills like green clouds. It is just a curve of the earth, a
rawness of winter fields. Dim, flat, desolate lands that cauterise all sorrow.

I have always longed to be a part of the outward life, to be out there at
the edge of things, to let the human taint wash away in emptiness and
silence as the fox sloughs his smell into the cold unworldliness of water; to
return to the town as a stranger. Wandering flushes a glory that fades with
arrival.



I came late to the love of birds. For years I saw them only as a tremor at
the edge of vision. They know suffering and joy in simple states not
possible for us. Their lives quicken and warm to a pulse our hearts can
never reach. They race to oblivion. They are old before we have finished
growing.

The first bird I searched for was the nightjar, which used to nest in the
valley. Its song is like the sound of a stream of wine spilling from a height
into a deep and booming cask. It is an odorous sound, with a bouquet that
rises to the quiet sky. In the glare of day it would seem thinner and drier, but
dusk mellows it and gives it vintage. If a song could smell, this song would
smell of crushed grapes and almonds and dark wood. The sound spills out,
and none of it is lost. The whole wood brims with it. Then it stops.
Suddenly, unexpectedly. But the ear hears it still, a prolonged and fading
echo, draining and winding out among the surrounding trees. Into the deep
stillness, between the early stars and the long afterglow, the nightjar leaps
up joyfully. It glides and flutters, dances and bounces, lightly, silently away.
In pictures it seems to have a frog-like despondency, a mournful aura, as
though it were sepulchred in twilight, ghostly and disturbing. It is never like
that in life. Through the dusk, one sees only its shape and its flight,
intangibly light and gay, graceful and nimble as a swallow.

Sparrowhawks were always near me in the dusk, like something I meant
to say but could never quite remember. Their narrow heads glared blindly
through my sleep. I pursued them for many summers, but they were hard to
find and harder to see, being so few and so wary. They lived a fugitive,
guerrilla life. In all the overgrown neglected places the frail bones of
generations of sparrowhawks are sifting down now into the deep humus of
the woods. They were a banished race of beautiful barbarians, and when
they died they could not be replaced.



I have turned away from the musky opulence of the summer woods,
where so many birds are dying. Autumn begins my season of hawk-hunting,
spring ends it, winter glitters between like the arch of Orion.

I saw my first peregrine on a December day at the estuary ten years ago.
The sun reddened out of the white river mist, fields glittered with rime,
boats were encrusted with it; only the gently lapping water moved freely
and shone. I went along the high river-wall towards the sea. The stiff
crackling white grass became limp and wet as the sun rose through a clear
sky into dazzling mist. Frost stayed all day in shaded places, the sun was
warm, there was no wind.

I rested at the foot of the wall and watched dunlin feeding at the tide-line.
Suddenly they flew upstream, and hundreds of finches fluttered overhead,
whirling away with a ‘hurr’ of desperate wings. Too slowly it came to me
that something was happening which I ought not to miss. I scrambled up,
and saw that the stunted hawthorns on the inland slope of the wall were full
of fieldfares. Their sharp bills pointed to the north-east, and they clacked
and spluttered in alarm. I followed their point, and saw a falcon flying
towards me. It veered to the right, and passed inland. It was like a kestrel,
but bigger and yellower, with a more bullet-shaped head, longer wings, and
greater zest and buoyancy of flight. It did not glide till it saw starlings
feeding in stubble, then it swept down and was hidden among them as they
rose. A minute later it rushed overhead and was gone in a breath into the
sunlit mist. It was flying much higher than before, flinging and darting
forwards, with its sharp wings angled back and flicking like a snipe’s.

This was my first peregrine. I have seen many since then, but none has
excelled it for speed and fire of spirit. For ten years I spent all my winters
searching for that restless brilliance, for the sudden passion and violence
that peregrines flush from the sky. For ten years I have been looking



upward for that cloud-biting anchor shape, that crossbow flinging through
the air. The eye becomes insatiable for hawks. It clicks towards them with
ecstatic fury, just as the hawk’s eye swings and dilates to the luring food-
shapes of gull and pigeons.

To be recognised and accepted by a peregrine you must wear the same
clothes, travel by the same way, perform actions in the same order. Like all
birds, it fears the unpredictable. Enter and leave the same fields at the same
time each day, soothe the hawk from its wildness by a ritual of behaviour as
invariable as its own. Hood the glare of the eyes, hide the white tremor of
the hands, shade the stark reflecting face, assume the stillness of a tree. A
peregrine fears nothing he can see clearly and far off. Approach him across
open ground with a steady unfaltering movement. Let your shape grow in
size but do not alter its outline. Never hide yourself unless concealment is
complete. Be alone. Shun the furtive oddity of man, cringe from the hostile
eyes of farms. Learn to fear. To share fear is the greatest bond of all. The
hunter must become the thing he hunts. What is, is now, must have the
quivering intensity of an arrow thudding into a tree. Yesterday is dim and
monochrome. A week ago you were not born. Persist, endure, follow,
watch.

Hawk-hunting sharpens vision. Pouring away behind the moving bird,
the land flows out from the eye in deltas of piercing colour. The angled eye
strikes through the surface dross as the obliqued axe cuts to the heart of the
tree. A vivid sense of place glows like another limb. Direction has colour
and meaning. South is a bright, blocked place, opaque and stifling; West is a
thickening of the earth into trees, a drawing together, the great beef side of
England, the heavenly haunch; North is open, bleak, a way to nothing; East
is a quickening in the sky, a beckoning of light, a storming suddenness of
sea. Time is measured by a clock of blood. When one is active, close to the



hawk, pursuing, the pulse races, time goes faster; when one is still, waiting,
the pulse quietens, time is slow. Always, as one hunts for the hawk, one has
an oppressive sense of time contracting inwards like a tightening spring.
One hates the movement of the sun, the steady alteration of the light, the
increase of hunger, the maddening metronome of the heart-beat. When one
says ‘ten o’clock’ or ‘three o’clock,’ this is not the grey and shrunken time
of towns; it is the memory of a certain fulmination or declension of light
that was unique to that time and that place on that day, a memory as vivid to
the hunter as burning magnesium. As soon as the hawk-hunter steps from
his door he knows the way of the wind, he feels the weight of the air. Far
within himself he seems to see the hawk’s day growing steadily towards the
light of their first encounter. Time and the weather hold both hawk and
watcher between their turning poles. When the hawk is found, the hunter
can look lovingly back at all the tedium and misery of searching and
waiting that went before. All is transfigured, as though the broken columns
of a ruined temple had suddenly resumed their ancient splendour.

I shall try to make plain the bloodiness of killing. Too often this has been
slurred over by those who defend hawks. Flesh-eating man is in no way
superior. It is so easy to love the dead. The word ‘predator’ is baggy with
misuse. All birds eat living flesh at some time in their lives. Consider the
cold-eyed thrush, that springy carnivore of lawns, worm stabber, basher to
death of snails. We should not sentimentalise his song, and forget the killing
that sustains it.

In my diary of a single winter I have tried to preserve a unity, binding
together the bird, the watcher, and the place that holds them both.
Everything I describe took place while I was watching it, but I do not
believe that honest observation is enough. The emotions and behaviour of
the watcher are also facts, and they must be truthfully recorded.



For ten years I followed the peregrine. I was possessed by it. It was a
grail to me. Now it has gone. The long pursuit is over. Few peregrines are
left, there will be fewer, they may not survive. Many die on their backs,
clutching insanely at the sky in their last convulsions, withered and burnt
away by the filthy, insidious pollen of farm chemicals. Before it is too late, I
have tried to recapture the extraordinary beauty of this bird and to convey
the wonder of the land he lived in, a land to me as profuse and glorious as
Africa. It is a dying world, like Mars, but glowing still.

P E R E G R I N E S

The hardest thing of all to see is what is really there. Books about birds
show pictures of the peregrine, and the text is full of information. Large and
isolated in the gleaming whiteness of the page, the hawk stares back at you,
bold, statuesque, brightly coloured. But when you have shut the book, you
will never see that bird again. Compared with the close and static image, the
reality will seem dull and disappointing. The living bird will never be so
large, so shiny-bright. It will be deep in landscape, and always sinking
farther back, always at the point of being lost. Pictures are waxworks beside
the passionate mobility of the living bird.

Female peregrines, known as falcons, are between seventeen and twenty
inches long; roughly the length of a man’s arm from elbow to fingertip.
Males, or tiercels, are three to four inches shorter, fourteen to sixteen inches
long. Weights also vary: falcons from 1¾ to 2½ pounds, tiercels from 1¼ to
1¾ pounds. Everything about peregrines varies: colour, size, weight,
personality, style: everything.



Adults are blue, blue-black, or grey, above; whitish below, barred
crosswise with grey. During their first year of life, and often for much of
their second year also, the younger birds are brown above, and buff below –
streaked vertically with brown. This brown colour ranges from foxy red to
sepia, the buff from pale cream to pale yellow. Peregrines are born between
April and June. They do not begin to moult their juvenile feathers till the
following March; many do not begin till they are more than a year old.
Some may remain in brown plumage throughout their second winter,
though they usually begin to show some adult feathers from January
onwards. The moult may take as long as six months to complete. Warmth
speeds it, cold retards it. Peregrines do not breed till they are two years old,
but one-year birds may select an eyrie and defend territory.

The peregrine is adapted to the pursuit and killing of birds in flight. Its
shape is streamlined. The rounded head and wide chest taper smoothly back
to the narrow wedge-shaped tail. The wings are long and pointed; the
primaries long and slender for speed, the secondaries long and broad to give
strength for the lifting and carrying of heavy prey. The hooked bill can pull
flesh from bones. It has a tooth on the upper mandible, which fits into a
notch in the lower one. This tooth can be inserted between the neck
vertebrae of a bird so that, by pressing and twisting, the peregrine is able to
snap the spinal cord. The legs are thick and muscular, the toes long and
powerful. The toes have bumpy pads on their undersides that help in the
gripping of prey. The bird-killing hind toe is the longest of the four, and it
can be used separately for striking prey to the ground. The huge pectoral
muscles give power and endurance in flight. The dark feathering around the
eyes absorbs light and reduces glare. The contrasting facial pattern of
brown and white may also have the effect of startling prey into sudden
flight. To some extent it also camouflages the large, light-reflecting eyes.



The speed of the peregrine’s wing-beat has been recorded as 4.4 beats per
second. Comparative figures are: jackdaw 4.3, crow 4.2, lapwing 4.8,
woodpigeon 5.2. In level flapping flight the peregrine looks rather pigeon-
like, but its wings are longer and more flexible than a pigeon’s and they curl
higher above the back. The typical flight has been described as a succession
of quick wing-beats, broken at regular intervals by long glides with wings
extended. In fact, gliding is far from regular, and at least half the peregrine
flights I have seen have contained few, if any, glides. When the hawk is not
hunting, the flight may seem slow and undulating, but it is always faster
than it looks. I have timed it at between thirty and forty miles an hour, and it
is seldom less than that. Level pursuit of prey has reached speeds of fifty to
sixty miles an hour over distances of a mile or more; speeds in excess of
sixty m.p.h. were only attained for a much shorter time. The speed of the
vertical stoop is undoubtedly well over a hundred miles an hour, but it is
impossible to be more precise. The excitement of seeing a peregrine stoop
cannot be defined by the use of statistics.

Peregrines arrive on the east coast from mid-August to November; the
majority reach here in late September and the first half of October. They
may come in from the sea in any weather conditions, but are most likely to
do so on a clear sunny day with a fresh north-west wind blowing. Passage
birds may stay in one area for two to three weeks before going south.
Return passage lasts from late February to May. Winter residents usually
depart in late March or early April. Juvenile falcons are the first peregrines
to arrive in the autumn, followed by juvenile tiercels, and later by a few
adult birds. Most adults do not come so far south, but remain as close as
they can to their breeding territory. This order of migration, which prevails
along the European coastline from the North Cape to Brittany, is similar to
that observed on the eastern coast of North America. Ringing recoveries



suggest that immigrants to the east coast of England have come from
Scandinavia. No British-ringed peregrines have been recovering in south-
east England. Generally speaking, all the juveniles that wintered in the river
valley, and along the estuaries, were paler in colour than juveniles from
British nests; they had a distinctive wing pattern of light reddish-brown
wing coverts and secondaries contrasting with black primaries, similar to
that of a kestrel.

The territory in which my observations were made measures roughly
twenty miles from east to west and ten miles from north to south. It was
hunted over by at least two peregrines each winter, sometimes by three or
four. The river valley and the estuary to the east of it are both ten miles in
length. Together they formed a long narrow centre to the territory, where at
least one peregrine could always be found. Why these particular places
were chosen it is difficult to be sure. Most parts of England, including
towns and cities, could provide a winter’s keep for a resident peregrine, yet
certain areas have always been regularly visited, while others have been
ignored. Peregrines that have a definite liking for duck or shore birds will
obviously be found on the coast, at reservoirs and sewage farms, or in
fenland. But the birds that wintered in the valley took a wide range of prey,
in which woodpigeons and black-headed gulls predominated. I think they
came here for two reasons: because this was a wintering place that had been
used for many years, and because the gravelly streams of the valley
provided ideal conditions for bathing. The peregrine is devoted to tradition.
The same nesting cliffs are occupied for hundreds of years. It is probable
that the same wintering territories are similarly occupied by each generation
of juvenile birds. They may in fact be returning to places where their
ancestors nested. Peregrines that now nest in the tundra conditions of
Lapland and the Norwegian mountains may be the descendants of those



birds that once nested in the tundra regions of the lower Thames. Peregrines
have always lived as near the permafrost limit as possible.

Peregrines bathe every day. They prefer running water, six to nine inches
deep; nothing less than two inches or more than twelve inches is acceptable
to them. The bed of the stream must be stony or firm, with a shallow incline
sloping gradually down from the bank. They favour those places where the
colour of the stream-bed resembles the colour of their own plumage. They
like to be concealed by steep banks or overhanging bushes. Shallow
streams, brooks, or deep ditches, are preferred to rivers. Salt water is
seldom used. Dykes lined with concrete are sometimes chosen, but only if
the concrete has been discoloured. Shallow fords, where brown-mottled
country lanes are crossed by a fast-running brook, are favourite places. For
warning of human approach they rely on their remarkably keen hearing and
on the alarm calls of other birds. The search for a suitable bathing place is
one of the peregrine’s main daily activities, and their hunting and roosting
places are located in relation to this search. They bathe frequently to rid
themselves of their own feather lice and of the lice that may transfer to
them from the prey they have killed. These new lice are unlikely to live
long once they have left their natural host species, but they are an additional
irritation to which the hawk is most sensitive. Unless the number of lice
infesting the hawk’s feathers is controlled by regular bathing, there can be a
rapid deterioration in health, which is dangerous for a juvenile bird still
learning to hunt and kill its prey.

Though there can be many variations, a peregrine’s day usually begins
with a slow, leisurely flight from the roosting place to the nearest suitable
bathing stream. This may be as much as ten to fifteen miles away. After
bathing, another hour or two is spent in drying the feathers, preening, and
sleeping. The hawk rouses only gradually from his post-bathing lethargy.



His first flights are short and unhurried. He moves from perch to perch,
watching other birds and occasionally catching an insect or a mouse on the
ground. He re-enacts the whole process of learning to kill that he went
through when he first left the eyrie: the first, short, tentative flights; the
longer, more confident ones; the playful, mock attacks at inanimate objects,
such as falling leaves or drifting feathers; the games with other birds,
changing to a pretence or attack, and then to the first serious attempt to kill.
True hunting may be a comparatively brief process at the end of this long
re-enactment of the hawk’s adolescence.

Hunting is always preceded by some form of play. The hawk may feint at
partridges, harass jackdaws or lapwings, skirmish with crows. Sometimes,
without warning, he will suddenly kill. Afterwards he seems baffled by
what he has done, and he may leave the kill where it fell and return to it
later when he is genuinely hunting. Even when he is hungry, and has killed
in anger, he may sit beside his prey for ten to fifteen minutes before starting
to feed. In these cases the dead bird is usually unmarked, and the hawk
seems to be puzzled by it. He nudges it idly with his bill. When blood
flows, he feeds at once.

Regular hunting over the same area will produce an increasingly effective
defensive reaction from possible prey. It is always noticeable that the
reaction of birds to a peregrine flying above them is comparatively slight in
September and October, but that it steadily increases throughout the winter,
till in March it is violent and spectacular. The peregrine has to avoid
frightening the same birds too often, or they may leave the area altogether.
For this reason he may be seen hunting in the same place for several days in
succession, and then not be seen there again for a week or more. He may
move only a short distance, or he may go twenty miles away. Individuals
vary greatly in their hunting habits. Some hunt across their territory in



straight lines five to fifteen miles long. They may suddenly turn about and
fly back on the same course to attack birds already made uneasy. These
hunting lines may run from estuary to reservoir to valley, and from valley to
estuary; or they may follow the lines of flight from roosting places to
bathing places. The territory is also effectively quartered by long up-wind
flights, followed by diagonal down and cross wind gliding that finishes a
mile or two away from the original starting point. Hunting on sunny days is
done chiefly by soaring and circling down wind, and is based on a similar
diagonal quartering of the ground. When an attack is made, it is usually a
single vicious stoop. If it misses, the hawk may fly on at once to look for
other prey.

In early autumn, and in spring, when days are longer and the air warmer,
the peregrine soars higher and hunts over a wider area. In March, when
conditions are often ideal for soaring, his range increases, and by long
stoops from a great height he is able to kill larger and heavier prey. Cloudy
weather means shorter flights at lower levels. Rain curtails the hunting
range still further. Fog reduces it to a single field. The shorter the day the
more active the hawk, for there is less time available for hunting. All its
activities contract or expand with the shortening or lengthening of days on
either side of the winter solstice.

Juvenile peregrines hover whenever the wind is too strong to allow them
to circle sufficiently slowly above the area they are surveying. Such
hovering usually lasts for ten to twenty seconds, but some birds are more
addicted to the habit than others and will hover persistently for long
periods. The hunting hawk uses every advantage he can. Height is the
obvious one. He may stoop (stoop is another word for swoop) at prey from
any height between three feet and three thousand. Ideally, prey is taken by
surprise: by a hawk hidden by height and diving unseen to his victim, or by



a hawk that rushes suddenly out from concealment in a tree or a dyke. Like
a sparrowhawk, the peregrine will wait in ambush. The more spectacular
methods of killing are used less often by juveniles than they are by adults.
Some soaring peregrines deliberately stoop with the sun behind them. They
do it too frequently for it to be merely a matter of chance.

Like all hunters, the peregrine is inhibited by a code of behaviour. It
seldom chases prey on the ground or pursues it into cover, in the manner of
other hawks, though it is quite capable of doing so. Many adults take only
birds in flight, but juveniles are less particular. Peregrines perfect their
killing power by endless practice, like knights or sportsmen. Those most
adaptable, within the limits of the code, survive. If the code is persistently
broken, the hawk is probably sick or insane.

Killing is simple once the peregrine has the advantage of his prey. Small,
light birds are seized in his outstretched foot; larger, heavier birds are
stooped at from above, at any angle between ten and ninety degrees, and are
often struck to the ground. The stoop is a means of increasing the speed at
which the hawk makes contact with his prey. The momentum of the stoop
adds weight to the hawk and enables him to kill birds twice as heavy as
himself. Young peregrines have to be taught to stoop by their parents;
captive birds have to be trained by falconers in a similar way. The action of
stooping does not seem to be innate, though it is quickly learnt. The ability
to stoop at birds in flight was probably a comparatively recent evolutionary
development, superseding capture by follow-chase and the taking of
ground-game. Most birds still fly up from the ground when a peregrine
passes above them, though this may increase their vulnerability.

The peregrine swoops down towards his prey. As he descends, his legs
are extended forward till the feet are underneath his breast. The toes are
clenched, with the long hind toe projecting below the three front ones,



which are bent up out of the way. He passes close to the bird, almost
touching it with his body, and still moving very fast. His extended hind toe
(or toes – sometimes one, sometimes both) gashes into the back or breast of
the bird, like a knife. At the moment of impact the hawk raises his wings
above his back. If the prey is cleanly hit – and it is usually hit hard or
missed altogether – it dies at once, either from shock or from the
perforation of some vital organ. A peregrine weighs between 1½ and 2½
lbs.; such a weight, falling from a hundred feet, will kill all but the largest
birds. Shelduck, pheasants, or great black-backed gulls usually succumb to
a stoop of five hundred feet or more. Sometimes the prey is seized and then
released, so that it tumbles to the ground, stunned but still alive; or it may
be clutched and carried off to a suitable feeding place. The hawk breaks its
neck with his bill, either while he is carrying it or immediately he alights.
No flesh-eating creature is more efficient, or more merciful, than the
peregrine. It is not deliberately merciful; it simply does what it was
designed to do. The crow-catchers of Königsberg kill their prey in the same
way. Having decoyed the crows into their nets, they kill them by biting
them in the neck, severing the spinal cord with their teeth.

The peregrine plucks feathers from his prey before he begins to eat. The
amount of plucking varies, not only with the hunger of the hawk, but also
according to individual preference. Some hawks always pluck their prey
thoroughly, others pull out only a few beakfuls of feathers. Peregrines hold
the prey steady by standing on it, gripping it with the inner talon of one or
both feet. Plucking takes two to three minutes. Eating takes ten minutes to
half an hour, depending on the size of the prey; ten minutes for a fieldfare
or redshank, half an hour for a pheasant or mallard.

Prey may be eaten where it falls, if it is too heavy to carry off, or if it has
landed in a suitable place. Many peregrines seem to be quite indifferent,



feeding wherever they happen to make a kill. Others prefer a completely
open place, or a completely secluded one. Seventy per cent of the kills I
have found were lying on short grass, although most of the land here is
arable. Peregrines like a firm surface to feed on. Small kills are often eaten
in trees, especially in autumn. Birds reared in tree nests may eat their kills
in trees whenever possible. On the coast, some peregrines prefer the top of
the sea-wall for feeding, others eat at the foot of the wall, near the water
line. The latter may have come from cliff eyries and be used to a steep slope
above them as they eat.

A peregrine kill can be easily recognised. The framework of a bird is left
on its back, with the wings untouched and still attached to the body by the
shoulder-girdles. The breast-bone and all the main bones of the body may
be quite fleshless. If the head has been left, the neck vertebrae will usually
be fleshless also. The legs and back are frequently left untouched. If the
breast-bone is still intact, small triangular pieces will have been nipped out
of it by the peregrine’s bill. (This is not always true of very large birds,
which have thicker bones.) When a kill is left with a good deal of meat still
on it, the peregrine may return next day, or even several days later, to finish
it up. Surplus meat from abandoned kills helps to support foxes, rats, stoats,
weasels, crows, kestrels, gulls, tramps, and gypsies. The feathers are used
by long-tailed tits in the construction of their nests. I have found an unusual
concentration of such nests in areas where many kills have been made.

No other predator conflicts with the peregrine in the pursuit of prey, but it
is sometimes prevented from hunting in certain places by the determined
and concerted attacks of crows. When man is hunting, the peregrine goes
elsewhere. It is remarkably quick to distinguish between an unarmed man
and a man with a gun. There is a curious relationship between peregrines
and kestrels that is difficult to define. The two species are often seen in the



same place, especially in autumn and spring. I rarely saw one of them
without finding the other close by. They may share the same bathing places,
the peregrine may occasionally rob the kestrel of its prey, the kestrel may
feed on kills the peregrine has left, the peregrine may attack birds that the
kestrel unwittingly puts up for him. In September and October some
peregrines seem to copy the kestrel’s way of hunting, and I have seen the
two species hovering together over the same field. In a similar way, I have
seen a peregrine hunting near a short-eared owl, and apparently mimicking
its style of flight. By March the relationship between kestrel and peregrine
has changed; the peregrine has become hostile, and will stoop at, and
probably kill, any kestrel hovering near him.

During ten winters I found 619 peregrine kills. Individual species were
represented as follows:

Woodpigeon – 38%
Black-headed gull – 14%
Lapwing – 6%
Wigeon – 3%
Partridge – 3%
Fieldfare – 3%
Moorhen – 2%
Curlew – 2%
Golden plover – 2%
Rook – 2%

In addition to these ten, there were 35 other species taken, to make up the
remaining 25% of the total. Analysed by families, these are the proportions:



Pigeons – 39%
Gulls – 17%
Waders – 16%
Duck – 8%
Game – 5%
Corvids – 5%
Small or medium-sized Passerines – 5%
Others – 5%

More woodpigeons were killed during the winter I have described in this
book, because of their extraordinary abundance in the cold weather, and
because of the absence of other inland species at that time. The relative
figures for this particular winter are as follows:

Woodpigeon – 54%
Black-headed gull – 9%
Lapwing – 7%
Wigeon – 3%
Partridge – 3%
Fieldfare – 2%
Moorhen – 2%
Curlew – 2%
Rook – 2%
Mallard – 2%

The remaining 14% was made up of 22 other species.
These tables suggest that the juvenile peregrine preys mainly on those

species that are most numerous in its hunting territory, provided they weigh



at least half a pound. Sparrows and starlings are very common here, but few
are killed by peregrines. Of the larger birds, the commonest and most
widely distributed species are woodpigeons, black-headed gulls, and
lapwings, in that order. If the total weight of available prey is considered,
the woodpigeon probably represents a proportion of the total biomass
approximately equal to the percentage of woodpigeons actually killed by
the peregrine. The method of selection employed, if there is one, may in
fact be nothing more spectacular than this: that the peregrine kills most
frequently the species of bird it sees most frequently, provided it is a
reasonably large and conspicuous one. The presence of abnormally large
numbers of any species of bird invariably results in a higher proportion of
that species being killed by the peregrine. If a dry summer enables more
partridges to breed successfully, then more partridges will be taken by the
peregrine during the following winter. If wigeon numbers increase when the
cold weather comes, more wigeon will be killed. Predators that kill what is
commonest have the best chance for survival. Those that develop a
preference for one species only are more likely to go hungry and to
succumb to disease.

Over the valley and the estuary, many gulls and lapwings are killed by
the peregrine in October and November, chiefly from freshly ploughed
land. From December to February woodpigeons are the main prey,
especially in hard weather, when fewer lapwings are available.
Woodpigeons are still taken in March, the killing of lapwings and gulls
increases again, and more duck are killed than in any other month. Game-
birds, moorhens, fieldfares, and waders, are taken occasionally throughout
the winter. In rain or fog, game-birds and moorhens become the principal
prey. Ducks are killed far less often than is popularly supposed. This is true
of all countries, both in summer and winter; the peregrine is definitely not a



‘duck-hawk’. Domestic and feral pigeons figure highly in most lists of
peregrine kills, but I have found none here. No peregrine I have seen has
ever attacked them, or shown any interest in them at all.

The peregrine’s choice of prey can be affected by weather conditions.
When a wet summer is followed by a wet winter, the land becomes
waterlogged, ploughing is delayed, and the valley bathing-places are
covered by flood-water. Peregrines then hunt over the grasslands to the
south of the valley and between the two estuaries. They bathe in ditches or
at the edge of flood-water. Some birds prefer to hunt over grassland,
irrespective of weather conditions. These green-country peregrines arrive
late in the autumn and stay till late April or early May. Possibly they come
from the Lapland tundra, where the country, in summer, is like a huge
emerald sponge. The wet marsh pastures, and the green fields of the heavy
clay, are the colour of home to them. They range over vast distances, they
fly high, they are much harder to find and follow than the comparatively
sedentary peregrines of the valley. Lapwings, gulls, and fieldfares, feeding
on worms in wet pastures, are their favourite prey. Clover-eating
woodpigeons are taken from January to March. Nest-building rooks are
often attacked.

It seems unlikely that the peregrine can have a discriminating sense of
taste. If it has a preference for a certain species, it is probably because of the
texture of the flesh and the amount of tender meat on the bones. Rooks,
jackdaws, gulls, sawbill ducks and grebes, are all more or less distasteful to
the human palate, but are eaten by the peregrine with apparent relish.

Conspicuousness of colour or pattern increases vulnerability and
influences the peregrine’s choice of prey. Birds moving from place to place
are always vulnerable, whether they are flying to and from their roosts
along known ways, or merely passing over the territory on migration.



Recent arrivals are attacked at once, before they can learn refuges. The odd
are always singled out. The albinos, the sick, the deformed, the solitary, the
imbecile, the senile, the very young; these are the most vulnerable.

Predators overcome their prey by the exploitation of weakness rather
than by superior power. As in the following instances:

Woodpigeon

The white wing and neck feathers are visible at a great distance. White
shows up against all ground-colours. The peregrine sees and reacts to white
more rapidly than to any colour. Eight per cent of the birds killed in the
territory were either mainly white or showed conspicuous white markings.
Woodpigeons are also betrayed by the loud clatter of their wings at take-off.
In spring, their display flight makes them still more obvious. Their flocks
gain height too slowly, and the individual birds do not keep close enough
together. They are strong in level flight; they are quick to see danger from
below and to swerve suddenly aside; but when attacked from above, their
reaction is less violent, they dodge with difficulty, their straight flight is
slow to bend. Because they are so much shot at and disturbed by man they
are often forced to fly beneath the hunting hawk. They are loose-feathered
and easy to pluck. In every respect they are an ideal species for the
peregrine to prey upon. They are noisy, conspicuous, numerous, heavy,
well-fleshed, nourishing, and not hard to kill.

Black-headed gull

White gulls are the most conspicuous of all winter birds. Against dark
ploughland they are visible even to the feeble human eye when half a mile



away. That is why the peregrine kills so many adult gulls, and so few
juveniles. Gulls can rise quickly to evade the stoop, but they are easily
driven to panic by attack from below. Their whiteness blends with the sky.
It may make them invisible to the fish they live on when at sea. Relying on
camouflage, perhaps they are slow to adapt themselves to unexpected
danger from beneath. It was once believed that peregrines detested gull-
flesh. Many gulls are killed by Finnish peregrines during the summer, and
gulls are frequently taken on the coast of Norway, and in Scotland.

Lapwing

They are well hidden when feeding in a field, but the flocks always fly up
when a peregrine goes over. As soon as they rise, their black and white tails
are a target to the falcon’s eye. Their spring display flight makes them
careless of danger and less alert to predators. They have the reputation of
being hard to kill, but the peregrines I have seen have outflown them fairly
easily.

Wigeon

Peregrines prefer wigeon to any other species of duck. It is the commonest
coastal duck, in winter, and its broad white wing-markings and loud
whistling calls make it very conspicuous. Like all duck, it flies fast and
straight, but it cannot dodge easily from the stoop. In March the paired birds
are slow to react to the peregrine’s approach. When wildfowling finishes in
February, the peregrine kills more duck and is often seen hunting on the
coast at nightfall.



To summarise, these are the characteristics that make birds vulnerable to
peregrine attack: white or light-coloured plumage or markings, too great a
reliance on cryptic colouring, loud repetitive calling, audible wing-beats,
straight inflexible flight, prolonged and high song-flight (e.g. skylark and
redshank), display and fighting by males in spring, feeding too far from
adequate refuge, the habitual use of the same feeding and bathing places,
flying to and from roost along known ways, the failure of a flock to bunch
together when attacked.

The quantity of food eaten by wild peregrines is difficult to estimate
accurately. Captive peregrines are given four to five ounces of beef daily (or
its equivalent). Wild juveniles probably eat more than this. A wild tiercel
will kill and eat two lapwings each day, or two black-headed gulls, or one
woodpigeon. A falcon may eat two woodpigeons – though not wholly – or
one larger bird, such as a mallard or a curlew.

During March, a greater variety of prey is taken, including a wider range
of bird species and a surprisingly large number of mammals. Moult is
beginning, and the time for migration is near. An increased blood supply is
needed for the growth of new feathers. The peregrine seems to be always
eating. Two birds are killed daily, as well as mice, worms, and insects.

The eyes of a falcon peregrine weigh approximately one ounce each; they
are larger and heavier than human eyes. If our eyes were in the same
proportion to our bodies as the peregrine’s are to his, a twelve-stone man
would have eyes three inches across, weighing four pounds. The whole
retina of a hawk’s eye records a resolution of distant objects that is twice as
acute as that of the human retina. Where the lateral and binocular visions
focus, there are deep-pitted foveal areas; their numerous cells record a
resolution eight times as great as ours. This means that a hawk, endlessly
scanning the landscape with small abrupt turns of his head, will pick up any



point of movement; by focusing upon it he can immediately make it flare up
into larger, clearer view.

The peregrine’s view of the land is like the yachtsman’s view of the shore
as he sails into the long estuaries. A wake of water recedes behind him, the
wake of the pierced horizon glides back on either side. Like the seafarer, the
peregrine lives in a pouring-away world of no attachment, a world of wakes
and tilting, of sinking planes of land and water. We who are anchored and
earthbound cannot envisage this freedom of the eye. The peregrine sees and
remembers patterns we do not know exist: the neat squares of orchard and
woodland, the endlessly varying quadrilateral shapes of fields. He finds his
way across the land by a succession of remembered symmetries. But what
does he understand? Does he really ‘know’ that an object that increases in
size is moving towards him? Or is it that he believes in the size he sees, so
that a distant man is too small to be frightening but a man near is a man
huge and therefore terrifying? He may live in a world of endless pulsations,
of objects forever contracting or dilating in size. Aimed at a distant bird, a
flutter of white wings, he may feel – as it spreads out beneath him like a
stain of white – that he can never fail to strike. Everything he is has been
evolved to link the targeting eye to the striking talon.

T H E  H U N T I N G  L I F E

October 1st

Autumn rises into the bright sky. Corn is down. Fields shine after harvest.
Over orchards smelling of vinegary windfalls, busy with tits and

bullfinches, a peregrine glides to a perch in a river-bank alder. River



shadows ripple on the spare, haunted face of the hawk in the water. They
cross the cold eyes of the watching heron. Sunlight glints. The heron blinds
the white river cornea with the spear of his bill. The hawk flies quickly
upward to the breaking clouds.

Swerving and twisting away from the misty lower air, he rises to the first
faint warmth of the sun, feels delicately for winghold on the sheer fall of
sky. He is a tiercel, lean and long and supple-winged, the first of the year.
He is the colour of yellow ochre sand and reddish-brown gravel. His big,
brown, spaniel eyes shine wet in the sunlight, like circles of raw liver,
embedded in the darker matt brown of the moustachial mask. He sweeps
away to the west, following the gleaming curve of water. Laboriously I
follow his trail of rising plover.

Swallows and martins call sharply, fly low; jays and magpies lurk and
mutter in hedges; blackbirds splutter and scold. Where the valley widens,
the flat fields are vibrant with tractors. Gulls and lapwings are following the
plough. The sun shines from a clear sky flecked with high cirrus. The wind
is moving round to the north. By the sudden calling of red-legged partridges
and the clattering rise of woodpigeons, I know that the hawk is soaring and
drifting southward along the woodland ridge. He is too high to be seen. I
stay near the river, hoping he will come back into the wind. Crows in the
elms are cursing and bobbing. Jackdaws cackle up from the hill, scatter,
spiral away, till they are far out and small and silent in blue depths of sky.
The hawk comes down to the river, a mile to the east; disappears into trees
he left two hours before.

Young peregrines are fascinated by the endless pouring up and drifting
down of the white plume of gulls at the brown wake of the plough. While
the autumn ploughing lasts, they will follow the white-bannered tractors



from field to field across the valley. They seldom attack. They just like to
watch.

That is what the tiercel was doing when I found him again in the alder.
He did not move from his perch till one o’clock, when the tractor driver
went home to his lunch and gulls settled to sleep in the furrows. Jays were
screeching in oaks near the river. They were looking for acorns to bury in
the wood. The peregrine heard them, watched their wings flashing white
between the leaves. He flew steeply up into the wind, and began to soar.
Turning, drifting, swaying, he circled up towards the burning clouds and the
cool swathes of sky. I lowered the binoculars to rest my aching arms. As
though released, the hawk swept higher and was gone. I scanned the long
white spines of cirrus for his thin dark crescent shape, but could not find it.
Faint as a whisper, his harsh exultant cry came drifting down.

The jays were silent. One flew heavily up, carrying an acorn in its wide-
open bill. Leaving the cover of the trees, it rose high above the meadows,
making for the hillside wood four hundred yards away. I could see the big
acorn bulging its mandibles apart, like a lemon stuffed in the mouth of a
boar’s head. There was a sibilant purring sound, like the distant drumming
of a snipe. Something blurred and hissed behind the jay, which seemed
suddenly to trip and stumble on the air. The acorn spurted out of its bill, like
the cork out of a bottle. The jay fell all lopsidedly and threshing, as though
it were having a fit. The ground killed it. The peregrine swooped, and
carried the dead bird to an oak. There he plucked and ate it, gulping the
flesh hastily down, till only the wings, breast-bone, and tail were left.

Gluttonous, hoarding jay; he should have hedge-hopped and lurched
from tree to tree in his usual furtive manner. He should never have bared the
white flashes of his wings and rump to the watching sky. He was too vivid a
mark, as he dazzled slowly across the green water-meadows.



The hawk flew to a dead tree, and slept. At dusk he flew east towards his
roosting place.

Wherever he goes, this winter, I will follow him. I will share the fear, and
the exaltation, and the boredom, of the hunting life. I will follow him till my
predatory human shape no longer darkens in terror the shaken kaleidoscope
of colour that stains the deep fovea of his brilliant eye. My pagan head shall
sink into the winter land, and there be purified.

October 3rd

Inland stagnant under fog. On the coast: hot sun and cooling breeze, the
North Sea flat and shining. Fields of skylarks, singing, chasing, flashing in
the sun. Saltings ringing with the redshanks’ cry. Shooting, at high tide.
Shimmering columns of waders rising from the mud-flats, shaking out
across the saltings. White beaches under haze. Waders flashing on the sea
like spray, firing the dusty inland fields.

Most of the smaller waders settled on the shell beach: grey plover, knot,
turnstone, ringed plover, sanderling. All faced different ways, sleeping,
preening, watching, sharp shadowed on the dazzling gritty whiteness of the
beach. Dunlin perched on the tips of marsh plants, just above the surface of
the tide. They faced the breeze; stolid, patient, swaying uneasily. There was
room for them on the beach, but they would not fly.

Five hundred oystercatchers came down from the south; pied brilliance,
whistling through pink bills like sticks of rock. Black legs of sanderling ran
on the white beach. A curlew sandpiper stood apart; delicate, foal-like, sea
rippling behind it, soft eyes closing in the roan of its face. The tide ebbed.
Waders swam in the heat-haze, like watery reflections moored to still, black
shadows.



Far out at sea, gulls called. One by one, the larks stopped singing. Waders
sank into their shadows, and crouched small. A falcon peregrine, sable on a
white shield of sky, circled over from the sea. She slowed, and drifted
aimlessly, as though the air above the land was thick and heavy. She
dropped. The beaches flared and roared with salvoes of white wings. The
sky shredded up, was torn by whirling birds. The falcon rose and fell, like a
black billhook in splinters of white wood. She slashed and ripped the air,
but could not strike. Tiring, she flew inland. Waders floated down. Cawing
rooks flew out to feed on plains of mud.

October 5th

A kestrel hovered beside the brook that separates the flat river plain from
the wooded hill. He sank slowly down into stubble, lowering like a threaded
spider from the web his wings had spun.

East of the brook, a green orchard rises to the skyline. A peregrine circled
high above it, and began to hover. He advanced into the wind, hovering
every fifty yards, sometimes staying motionless for a minute or more. The
strong west wind was rising to a gale, bending branches, threshing leaves.
The sun had gone, and clouds were deepening. The western horizon pricked
out black and thorny. Rain was coming. Colour ebbed to brilliant
chiaroscuro. Between the narrow edges of his long, level wings, the hawk’s
down-bent head looked round and bulky as an owl’s. A moorhen called, and
tinkling goldfinches hid silently in thistles. Magpies hopped into the longer
grass, with deep-flexing frog-like bounds. When the orchard ended, the
hawk veered away to the north. He would not cross the brook while I was
there.



He rose upon the wind, and climbed in a narrow spiral, wafting a
thousand feet higher with lyrical ease. He skimmed and floated lightly,
small and slowly spinning, like a drifting sycamore seed. From far above
and beyond the church on the hill, he came down to the orchard again,
hovering and advancing into the wind, just as before. His wide-spread tail
depressed, his hook-shaped head bent down, his wings curved forward to
hug the gale. He crouched upon air, small and huddled, a thousand feet
above the orchard trees. Then he uncurled, slowly stretching out his wings
and turning on his side. He folded over and down into a steep spiral,
suddenly straightening to a vertical dive. He bucked and jerked in the air,
and dropped between the trees, with long legs swinging down to strike.
Dark against the sky, his legs and feet showed thick and sinewy. But it was
a clumsy strike, which must have missed, for he rose with nothing in his
grasp.

Ten minutes later, a large covey of red-legged partridges left the long
grass under the hedge, where they had been hiding, and went back to a
patch of bare earth to continue their dust-bathing, which the hawk had
disturbed. Partridges can be killed when bathing in this way. The fluttering
of their wings draws the eye towards them.

The kestrel hovered over stubble again, and the peregrine swooped at it.
Merely a slight, disdainful gesture; yet the kestrel dropped low and flew to
the furthest corner of the field, his wings almost touching the stubble.

At three o’clock the drenching rain began. A green sandpiper dwindled
up from the brook. Its plaintive, plangent call came chiming back, long after
it had woven away into the shining reed-bed of the rain-cloud. Golden
plover called in deepening mist. The day seemed over. But as I left the rain-
smoked field, the peregrine flew heavily up from the blended mud and
straw of the wet soil near the gate. Six partridges followed, and settled in



the hedge. As the hawk got smaller, his colour seemed to change from the
muddy grey-brown of a curlew to the red-brown and grey-black of a kestrel.
He flew heavily, as though waterlogged. I think he had been sitting in the
stubble for a long time, waiting for the partridges to rise. He called, and
faded over the dim eastern skyline, calling and fading. In the grey mist he
looked so like a distant curlew that I half expected to hear the far bugling of
a curlew’s desolate cry echoing through the harsh staccato chatter of a
hawk.

October 7th

The tiercel freed himself from starlings with a rippling slash of wings, and
melted up into the mauve haze of the northern sky. Five minutes later he re-
appeared, aimed at the river, glided swiftly down into the wind. A falcon
flew beside him. Together they glided forward, coming down towards me,
beating their wings lightly, then gliding. In ten seconds they had descended
from a thousand feet to two hundred, and were passing overhead. The
tiercel was more slender and rakish in outline than the falcon. Seen from
beneath, their wings were wide across the secondaries, where they joined
the body. The falcon’s width of wing was equal to more than half her body
length. Their tails were short. The outstretched length of head and neck in
front of their wings was only slightly less than the length of body and tail
behind the wings, but the breadth was twice as great. This gave them an
oddly heavy-headed look. I describe these effects in detail, because they can
only be observed when peregrines are gliding directly above. Peregrines are
more often seen at flatter angles, or in profile, when the proportions seem
quite different. The head then looks blunter, the tail longer, the wings less
wide.



Evanescent as flame, peregrines sear across the cold sky and are gone,
leaving no sign in the blue haze above. But in the lower air a wake of birds
trails back, and rises upward through the white helix of the gulls.

The sun shone warmer as the wind grew cold. Woods floated clear along
the ridge. The cedars of the big house lawns began to burn and smoulder
into dark green light.

At the side of the lane to the ford, I found a long-tailed field mouse
feeding on a slope of grass. He was eating the grass seeds, holding the
blades securely between his skinny white front paws. So small, blown over
by the breath of passing cars, felted with a soft moss of green-brown fur;
yet his back was hard and solid to the touch. His long, delicate ears were
like hands unfolding; his huge, night-seeing eyes were opaque and dark. He
was unaware of my touch, of my face a foot above him, as he bent the tree-
top grasses down to his nibbling teeth. I was like a galaxy to him, too big to
be seen. I could have picked him up, but it seemed wrong to separate him
now from the surface he would never leave until he died. I gave him an
acorn. He carried it up the slope in his mouth, stopped, and turned it round
against his teeth, flicked it round with his hands, like a potter spinning. His
life is eating to live, to catch up, to keep up; never getting ahead, moving
always in the narrow way between a death and a death; between stoats and
weasels, foxes and owls, by night; between cars and kestrels and herons by
day.

For two hours, a heron stood at the side of a field, by the hedge, facing
the furrowed stubble. He was hunched, slumped, and drooping, on the long
stilts of his legs. He shammed dead. His bill moved only once. He was
waiting for mice to come and be killed. None came.

Along the brook a tern was hunting, looking down for the flash of a fish
at the edge of his dark reflection. He hovered, and plunged into the



shallows; rose with a roach in his bill. Twice he dropped it, and spiralled
down to catch it again before it hit the water. Then he swallowed it in four
large gulps. He glided down, and drank from the brook, running his lower
mandible through the surface of the water, slicing out a long, clear ripple.

As the tern rose, the peregrine stooped, whining down from the empty
sky. He missed, swept up, and flew off. In the crown of a hollow tree I
found three of his kills; a starling, a skylark, and a black-headed gull.

October 8th

Fog lifted. The estuary hardened into shape, cut by the east wind. Horizons
smarted in the sun. Islands grew upon the water. At three o’clock, a man
walked along the sea-wall, flapping with maps. Five thousand dunlin flew
low inland, twenty feet above his head. He did not see them. They poured a
waterfall of shadow on to his indifferent face. They rained away inland, like
a horde of beetles gleamed with gold chitin.

The tide was high; all waders flew inland; slowly the saltings drifted
down beneath the glassy water. Funnels of waders tilted onto inland fields. I
crept towards them along a dry ditch, inching forward like the tide. I
crawled across stubble and dry plough. A frieze of curlew stood along the
skyline, turning their narrow long-billed heads to watch and listen. A
pheasant spurted from the dust. The curlew saw me, and glided behind the
ridge, but the small waders did not move. They were a long white line on
the brown field, like a line of snow. A shadow curved across in front of me.
I looked up, and saw a falcon peregrine circling overhead. She kept above
me as I moved nearer to the waders, hoping I would put them up. She may
have been uncertain what they were. I stayed still, crouching like the
waders, looking up at the dark crossbow shape of the hawk. She came



lower, peering down at me. She called once: a wild, skirling, ‘airk, airk,
airk, airk, airk.’ When nothing moved, she soared away inland.

There were at least two thousand waders facing me across the furrows,
like toy soldiers formed up for battle. Their whiteness was chiefly the white
crowns and faces of grey plover. Many dunlin were asleep; turnstones and
knot were drowsy; only the godwits were restless and alert. A greenshank
flew over, calling monotonously for a long time, making the small waders
very uneasy. They reacted as they would to a hawk. Red-legged partridges
walked among them, bumping into dunlin, jostling turnstones. They walked
forward, or stopped and fed. When a wader would not move, they tried to
walk over it. For a bird, there are only two sorts of bird: their own sort, and
those that are dangerous. No others exist. The rest are just harmless objects,
like stones, or trees, or men when they are dead.

October 9th

Fog hid the day in steamy heat. It smelt acrid and metallic, fumbling my
face with cold decaying fingers. It lay by the road like a Jurassic saurian,
fetid and inert in a swamp.

As the sun rose, the fog shredded and whirled and died away under
bushes and hedges. By eleven o’clock the sun was shining from the centre
of a great blue circle. Fog burned outwards from its edge, like a dwindling
white corona. Colour flamed up from the kindled land. Skylarks sang.
Swallows and martins flew downstream.

North of the river, ploughs were turning the heavy earth to smoke and
glisten in the sun. From a distant coil of birds the peregrine shook free, and
rose into the morning sky. He came south, beating and gliding up in the first
frail thermal of the day, circling in figures of eight, curving alternately to



left and right. Mobbed by starlings, and rising among them, he passed
above me, very high and small, turning his head from side to side and
looking down. His large eyes flashed white between the dark bars of his
face. The sun bronzed the splendid stubble-coloured brown and yellow
hawk, and gleamed his clenched feet to sudden gold. His spread tail stood
stiffly out; twelve brown feathers with ten blue strips of sky between.

His circling stopped, and he darted quickly forward, plunging through
sunlight. Starlings poured back like jets of smoke, to diffuse and drift to
earth. The hawk flew on, into the shining mist-cloud of the south.

He went too fast for me to follow him. I stayed in the valley with
partridges and jays, watching skylarks and lapwings come in from the coast.
Red-legged partridges had a good breeding season; their coveys are larger
and more numerous than ever. Jays abound. I saw eight of them flying
across the river, each with an acorn in its bill. They have learnt nothing
from the death they saw a week ago; nor has the peregrine learnt how to
exploit their folly. Perhaps he found jay meat stringy or insipid. He returned
in the late afternoon, but he did not stay. He glided between lombardy
poplars, like a full-fed pike between reeds.

October 12th

Dry leaves wither and shine, green of the oak is fading, elms are barred
with luminous gold.

There was fog, but the south wind blew it away. The sunburnt sky grew
hot. Damp air moved over dusty earth. The north was a haze of blue, the
south bleached white. Larks sang up into the warmth, or flashed along
furrows. Gulls and lapwings drifted from plough to plough.



Autumn peregrines come inland from the estuaries to bathe in the stony
shallows of brook or river. Between eleven o’clock and one they rest in
dead trees to dry their feathers, preen, and sleep. Perching stiff and erect,
they look like gnarled and twisted oak. To find them, one must learn the
shapes of all the valley trees, till anything added becomes, at once, a bird.
Hawks hide in dead trees. They grow out of them like branches.

At midday I flushed the tiercel from an elm by the river. Against brown
fields, brown leaves, brown mist low to the skyline, he was hard to see. He
looked much smaller than the two crows that chased him. But when he rose
against the white sky he was bigger, and easier to focus. Quickly he circled
higher, slewing away from his course at sudden tangents, baffling the
clumsy crows. They always overshot him, and laboured heavily to regain
the distance lost. They called, rolling out the ‘r’s’ of their guttural high-
pitched ‘prruk, prruk’, their hawk-mobbing cry. When mobbed, the
peregrine beats its wings deeply and rhythmically. They bounce from the
air, with silent slaps, like a lapwing’s. This deliberate pulse of evasion is
beautiful to watch; one breathes in time to it; the effect is hypnotic.

The tiercel turned and twisted in the sun. The undersides of his wings
flashed in sword-glints of silver. His dark eyes shone, and the bare skin
around them glittered like salt. At five hundred feet the crows gave up,
planing back to the trees on outspread wings. The hawk rose higher, and
flew fast to the north, gliding smoothly up and round into long soaring
circles, till he was hidden in blue haze. Plover volleyed from the fields and
fretted the horizon with the dark susurrus of their wings.

Throughout the glaring afternoon, I sat at the southern end of the big
field by the river. The sun was hot on my back, and the dry sand-and-clay
coloured field shimmered in desert haze. Partridge coveys stood out upon
the shining surface like rings of small black stones. When the peregrine



circled above them, the partridge rings shrank inward. Lapwings rose and
fled. They had been hidden in the furrows, as the hawk was hidden in the
shiny corrugations of the sky.

Crows flew up again to chase the hawk away, and the three birds drifted
east. Dry feathered and more buoyant now, the tiercel did not beat his
wings, but simply soared in the abundant warmth of air. He dodged easily
the sudden rushes of the crows, and swooped at them with waggling snipey
wings. One crow planed back to earth, but the other plodded on, beating
heavily round, a hundred feet below the hawk. When both were very small
and high above the wooded hill, the hawk slowed down to let the crow
catch up. They dashed at each other, tangling and flinging away, swooping
up to regain the height they lost. Rising and fighting, they circled out of
sight. Long afterwards the crow came floating back, but the hawk had gone.
Half-way to the estuary I found him again, circling among thousands of
starlings. They ebbed and flowed about him, bending and flexing sinuously
across the sky, like the black funnel of a whirlwind. They carried the
tormented hawk towards the coast, till all were suddenly scorched from
sight in the horizon’s gold corona.

The tide was rising in the estuary; sleeping waders crowded the saltings;
plover were restless. I expected the hawk to drop from the sky, but he came
low from inland. He was a skimming black crescent, cutting across the
saltings, sending up a cloud of dunlin dense as a swarm of bees. He drove
up between them, black shark in shoals of silver fish, threshing and
plunging. With a sudden stab down he was clear of the swirl and was
chasing a solitary dunlin up into the sky. The dunlin seemed to come slowly
back to the hawk. It passed into his dark outline, and did not re-appear.
There was no brutality, no violence. The hawk’s foot reached out, and
gripped, and squeezed, and quenched the dunlin’s heart as effortlessly as a



man’s finger extinguishing an insect. Languidly, easily, the hawk glided
down to an elm on the island to plume and eat his prey.

October 14th

One of those rare autumn days, calm under high cloud, mild, with patches
of distant sunlight circling round and rafters of blue sky crumbling into
mist. Elms and oaks still green, but some now scorched with gold. A few
leaves falling. Choking smoke from stubble burning.

High tide was at three o’clock, lifting along the southern shore of the
estuary. Snipe shuddering from the dykes. White glinting water welling in,
mouthing the stones of the sea-wall. Moored boats pecking at the water.
Dark red glasswort shining like drowned blood.

Curlew coming over from the island in long flat shields of birds,
changing shape like waves upon the shore, long ‘V’s’ widening and
narrowing their arms. Redshanks shrill and vehement; never still, never
silent. The faint, insistent sadness of grey plover calling. Turnstone and
dunlin rising. Twenty greenshank calling, flying high; grey and white as
gulls, as sky. Bar-tailed godwits flying with curlew, with knot, with plover;
seldom alone, seldom settling; snuffling eccentrics; long-nosed, loud-
calling sea-rejoicers; their call a snorting, sneezing, mewing, spitting bark.
Their thin upcurved bills turn, their heads turn, their shoulders and whole
bodies turn, their wings waggle. They flourish their rococo flight above the
surging water.

Screaming gulls corkscrewing high under cloud. Islands blazing with
birds. A peregrine rising and falling. Godwits ricocheting across water,
tumbling, towering. A peregrine following, swooping, clutching. Godwit
and peregrine darting, dodging; stitching land and water with flickering



shuttle. Godwit climbing, dwindling, tiny, gone: peregrine diving, perching,
panting, beaten.

Tide going out, wigeon cropping zostera, herons lanky in shallows.
Sheep on the sea-wall grazing. Revolve the long estuary through turning
eyes. Let the water smooth out its healing line, like touch of dock on nettled
finger. Leave the wader-teeming skies, soft over still water, arched light.

October 15th

Fog cleared quickly after one o’clock, and sun shone. The peregrine arrived
from the east an hour later. It was seen by sparrows, lapwings, starlings, and
woodpigeons, but not by me. I watched and waited in a field near the ford,
trying to be as still and patient as the heron that was standing in stubble and
waiting for mice to run within reach of his down-chopping bill. Bullfinches
called by the brook; swallows flickered round my head. A covey of magpies
muttered in hawthorns and then dispersed, dragging up their baggy
broomstick tails, catapulting themselves forward from each flurry of
wingbeats, sagging on to air at the angle of a well-thrown discus.
Thousands of starlings came into the valley to gather by the river before
flying to roost.

At half-past four, blackbirds began to scold in the hedges, and red-legged
partridges called. I scanned the sky, and found two peregrines – tiercel and
falcon – flying high above the ford, chased by crows. The crows soon gave
up, but the peregrines flew round for another twenty minutes, in wide
random circles. They made many abrupt-angled turns, so that they were
never more than a quarter of a mile from the ford. They flew with deep,
measured wingbeats – the tiercel’s quicker than the falcon’s – but they did
not move fast. The tiercel flew higher, and constantly swooped down at the



falcon, shuddering his wings violently. She avoided these rushes by veering
slightly aside. Sometimes both birds slowed till they were almost hovering;
then they gradually increased their speed again.

The detail of their plumage was difficult to see, but their moustachial
bars seemed as prominent at a distance as they did when close. The falcon’s
breast was golden tinted, barred laterally with blackish brown. Her upper
parts were a blend of blue-black and brown, so she was probably a second
winter bird moulting into adult plumage.

This was the peregrines’ true hunting time; an hour and a half to sunset,
with the western light declining and the early dusk just rising above the
eastern skyline. I thought at first that the peregrines were ringing up to gain
height, but they went on circling for so long that obviously some sort of
sexual pursuit and display was involved. The birds around me believed they
were in danger. Blackbirds and partridges were never silent; woodpigeons,
lapwings, and jackdaws scattered from the fields and left the area
completely; mallard flew up from the brook.

After twenty minutes the hawks began to fly faster. They rose higher, and
the tiercel stopped swooping at the falcon. They circled once, at great
speed, and then flew east without turning back. They flickered out of sight
towards the estuary, vanishing into the grey dusk a thousand feet above the
hill. They were hunting.

October 16th

Waders slept in the spray that leapt from the waves along the shingle ridges.
They lined the hot furrows of the inland fields, where dust was blowing.
Dunlin, ringed plover, knot and turnstone, faced the wind and sun, clustered
together like white pebbles on brown earth.



A roaring southerly gale drove waves to lash the high sea-wall, flinging
their spray up through the air above. On the lee side of the wall the long,
dry grass was burning. Gasps of yellow flame and northward streaming
smoke jetted away in the wind. There was a fierce anguish of heat, like a
beast in pain. The short grass on top of the wall glowed orange and black; it
hissed when the salt spray thudded down. Under a torrid sky, and in the
strength of the sun, water and fire were rejoicing together.

When the waders suddenly flew, I looked beyond them and saw a
peregrine lashing down from the northern sky. By the high hunched
shoulders, and the big head bent between, and the long, flickering shudder-
up and shake-out of the wings, I knew that this was the tiercel. He flew
straight towards me, and his eyes seemed to stare into mine. Then they
widened in recognition of my hostile human shape. The long wings
wrenched and splayed as the hawk swerved violently aside.

I saw his colours clearly in the brilliant light: back and secondaries rich
burnt sienna; primaries black; underparts ochreous yellow, streaked with
arrowheads of tawny brown. Down the pale cheeks the long dark triangles
of the moustachial lobes depended from the polished sun-reflecting eyes.

Through the smoke, through the spray, he glided over the wall in a
smooth outpouring, like water gliding over stone. The waders shimmered to
earth, and slept. The hawk’s plumage stained through shadows of smoke,
gleamed like mail in glittering spray. He flew out in the grip of the gale,
flicking low across the rising tide. He slashed at a floating gull, and would
have plucked it from the water if it had not flown up at once. He flickered
out into the light, a small dark blemish diminishing along the great sword of
sun-dazzle that lay across the estuary from the south.

By dusk the wind had passed to the north. The sky was clouded, the
water low and calm, the fires dying. Out of the misty darkening north, a



hundred mallard climbed into the brighter sky, towering above the sunset,
far beyond the peregrine that watched them from the shore and the gunners
waiting low in the marsh.

October 18th

The valley a damp cocoon of mist; rain drifting through; jackdaws
elaborating their oddities of voice and flight, their rackety pursuits, their
febrile random feeding; golden plover calling in the rain.

When a crescendo of crackling jackdaws swept into the elms and was
silent, I knew that the peregrine was flying. I followed it down to the river.
Thousands of starlings sat on pylons and cables, bills opening wide as each
bird had his bubbly, squeaky say. Crows watched for the hawk, and
blackbirds scolded. After five minutes’ alertness the crows relaxed, and
released their frustration by swooping at starlings. Blackbirds stopped
scolding.

The fine rain was heavy and cold, and I stood by a hawthorn for shelter.
At one o’clock, six fieldfares flew into the bush, ate some berries, and flew
on again. Their feathers were dark and shining with damp. It was quiet by
the river. There was only the faint whisper of the distant weir and the soft
gentle breathing of the wind and rain. A monotonous ‘keerk, keerk, keerk’
sound began, somewhere to the west. It went on for a long time before I
recognised it. At first I thought it was the squeak and puff of a mechanical
water-pump, but when the sound came nearer I realised that it was a
peregrine screeching. This saw-like rasping continued for twenty minutes,
gradually becoming feebler and spasmodic. Then it stopped. The peregrine
chased a crow through the misty fields and into the branches of a dead oak.
As they swooped up to perch, twenty woodpigeons hurtled out of the tree as



though they had been fired from it. The crow hopped and sidled along a
branch till it was within pecking distance of the peregrine, who turned to
face it, lowering his head and wings into a threatening posture. The crow
retreated, and the hawk began to call again. His slow, harsh, beaky, serrated
cry came clearly across to me through a quarter of a mile of saturated misty
air. There is a fine challenging ring to a peregrine’s call when there are
cliffs or mountains or wide river valleys to give it echo and timbre. A
second crow flew up, and the hawk stopped calling. When both crows
rushed at him, he flew at once to an overhead wire, where they left him
alone.

He looked down at the stubble field in front of him, sleepy but watchful.
Gradually he became more alert and intent, restlessly clenching and shifting
his feet on the wire. His feathers were ruffled and rain-sodden, draggling
down his chest like plaited tawny and brown ropes. He drifted lightly to the
field, rose with a mouse, and flew to a distant tree to eat it. He came back to
the same place an hour later, and again he sat watching the field; sold,
hunched, and bulky with rain. His large head inclined downward, and his
eyes probed and unravelled and sorted the intricate mazes of stubbled
furrows and rank-spreading weeds. Suddenly he leapt forward into the
spreading net of his wings, and flew quickly down to the field. Something
was running towards the safety of the ditch at the side. The hawk dropped
lightly upon it. Four wings fluttered together, then two were suddenly still.
The hawk flew heavily to the centre of the field, dangling a dead moorhen
from his foot. It has wandered too far from cover, as moorhens so often do
in their search for food, and it had forgotten the enemy that does not move.
The bird out of place is always the first to die. Terror seeks out the odd, and
the sick, and the lost.



The hawk turned his back to the rain, half spread his wings, and began to
feed. For two or three minutes his head stayed down, moving slightly from
side to side, as he plucked feathers from the breast of his prey. Then both
head and neck moved steadily, regularly, up and down, as he skewered flesh
with his notched and pointed bill and dragged lumps of it away from the
bone by jerking his head sharply upward. Each time his head came up he
looked quickly to left and right before descending again to his food. After
ten minutes, this up and down motion became slower, and the pauses
between each gulp grew longer. But desultory feeding went on for fifteen
minutes more.

When the hawk was still, and his hunger apparently satisfied, I went
carefully across the soaking wet grass towards him. He flew at once,
carrying the remains of his prey, and was soon hidden in the blinding rain.
He begins to know me, but he will not share his kill.

October 20th

The peregrine hovered above the river meadows, large and shining in dark
coils of starlings, facing the strong south wind and the freshness of the
morning sun. He circled higher, then stooped languidly down, revolving as
he fell, his golden feet flashing through sunlight. He tumbled headlong,
corkscrewing like a lapwing, scattering starlings. Five minutes later he
lifted into air again, circling, gliding, diving up to brightness, like a fish
cleaving up through warm blue water, far from the falling nets of the
starlings.

A thousand feet high, he poised and drifted, looking down at the small
green fields beneath him. His body shone tawny and golden with sunlight,
speckled with brown like the scales of a trout. The undersides of his wings



were silvery; the secondaries were shaded with a horseshoe pattern of
blackish bars, curving inwards from the carpal joint to the axillaries. He
rocked and drifted like a boat at anchor, then sailed slowly out onto the
northern sky. He lengthened his circles into long ellipses, and swept up to
smallness. A flock of lapwings rose below him, veering, swaying, breaking
apart. He stooped between them, revolving down in tigerish spirals. Golden
light leapt from his twisting talons. It was a splendid stoop, but showy, and I
do not think he killed.

The river glinted blue, in green and tawny fields, as I followed the hawk
along the side of the hill. At one o’clock he flew fast from the north, where
gulls were following the plough. He landed on a post, mettlesome and wild
in movement, with the strong wind ruffling the long fleece of feathers on
his chest, yellow-rippling like ripe wheat. He rested for a moment, and then
dashed forward, sweeping low across a field of kale, driving out
woodpigeons. He rose slightly and struck at one of them, reaching for it
with his foot, like a goshawk. But it was the merest feint, an idle blow that
missed by yards. He flew on without pausing, keeping low, his back shining
in the sun to a rich mahogany roan, the colour of clay stained with a deep
rust of iron oxide.

Leaving the field, he swung up in the wind and glided over the river,
outlined against sunlight. His wings hung loosely in the glide, with
shoulders drooping; they seemed to project from the middle of his body,
more like the silhouette of a golden plover than a peregrine. Normally the
shoulders are so hunched, and point so far forward, that the length of body
and neck in front of the wings is never apparent.

Beyond the river, he flew to the east, and I did not see him again.
Hundreds of rooks and gulls puffed out of the skyline, circled and drifted,
thinned and subsided, put up by the hawk on his way to the coast.



Down by the brook I saw my first snipe of the autumn, and came close to
a partridge. The chestnut horseshoe marking on its breast seemed to stand
out in relief, sharp-edged by the rays of the sun. At half-past two, the falcon
peregrine came over the trees, with a crow in pursuit. She was much the
same size as the crow; her chest was wider and more barrel-shaped than the
tiercel’s, her wings wider and less pointed. She circled fast, eluded the
crow, and began to soar. She soared very high to the east, moving up
through the golden-brown, leaf-clouded sky of the hill and out into the
hovering cloud of light that towered on the distant water.

October 23rd

Many winter migrants have come into the valley since the twentieth. Today
there were fifty blackbirds in hawthorns by the river, where before there
were only seven.

The morning was misty and still. A starling mimicked the peregrine
perfectly, endlessly repeating its call in the fields to the north of the river.
Other birds were made uneasy by it; they were as much deceived as I had
been. I could not believe it was not a hawk, until I saw the starling actually
opening its bill and producing the sound. By listening to the autumn
starlings one can tell from their mimicry when golden plover, fieldfares,
kestrels, and peregrines arrive in the valley. Rarer passage birds, like
whimbrel and greenshank, will also be faithfully recorded.

At two o’clock, twelve lapwings flew overhead, travelling steadily north-
westward. Far above them a peregrine flickered. It was a small, light-
coloured tiercel, and it may have been migrating with the lapwings.

When the sun emerged from the mist, the tiercel I had seen throughout
the month soared above the water-meadows, surrounded by the inevitable



swarm of starlings. At three hundred feet he twitched himself away from
the circle, flew quickly over the river, and launched forward and down in a
long, fast glide. Hundreds of lapwings and gulls rose steeply from the field,
and the hawk was hidden among them. He was probably hoping to seize a
bird from below, just after it had risen, but I do not think he succeeded. Half
an hour later, many black-headed gulls were still circling a thousand feet
above the fields. They drifted fast and gracefully round, on still wings,
calling as they glided. Each bird circled a few yards from its neighbour, but
always in the opposite direction.

In the clear late-afternoon sunlight, woodpigeons, gulls, and lapwings
went up at intervals from different parts of the valley as the peregrine
circled over the ford and the woods, along the ridge, and back to the river.
He followed the gulls from plough to plough till an hour before sunset.
Then he left for the coast.

October 24th

The quiet sky brimmed with cloud, the air was cool and calm, the dry lanes
brittle with dead leaves. The tiercel peregrine flew above the valley woods,
light, menacing, and stiff-winged, driving woodpigeons from the trees.
Down by the river, I found his morning kill; a black-headed gull, a glaring
whiteness on dark wet ploughland. It lay on its back, red bill open and stiff
red tongue protruding. Though feathers had been plucked from it, not much
flesh had been eaten.

I went to the estuary, but the tide was low. The water was hidden in the
huge scooped-out emptiness of mud and mist, with the calling of distant
curlew and the muffled sadness of grey plover. In the drab light a perched
kestrel shone like a triangle of luminous copper.



I left early, and reached the lower river again at four o’clock. Small birds
were clamouring from the trees in a shrill hysteria of mobbing. The
peregrine flew from cover, passing quite close to me, pursued by blackbirds
and starlings. I saw the dark moustachial stripes on the pale face, the
buttercup sheen of the brown plumage, the barred and spotted underwings.
The crown of his head looked unusually pale and luminous, a golden-
yellow lightly flecked with brown. Long-winged, lean, and powerful, the
hawk drew swiftly away from the mob, and glided to north of the river.

He returned an hour later, and flew to the top of a tall chimney. Gulls
were passing high above the valley, going out towards the estuary to roost.
As each long ‘V’ of gulls went over, the peregrine flew up and attacked
them from below, scattering their close formation, slashing furiously at one
bird after another. He swept up among them with his wings half folded, as
though he were stooping. Then he turned on his back, curved over and
under, and tried to clutch a gull in his foot as he passed beneath it. Their
violent twisting and turning must have confused him, for he caught nothing,
though he tried, at intervals, for more than half an hour. Whether he was
wholly serious in his attempts it was impossible to judge.

At dusk, he settled to roost at the top of the two-hundred-foot chimney,
ready to attack the gulls again as they went inland at sunrise. This was a
well-sited roosting place at the confluence of two rivers, near the beginning
of a large estuary, and undisturbed by the shooting of wildfowl. The main
coastal hunting places, two reservoirs, and two river valleys, were all within
ten miles; less than twenty minutes’ flight. (This chimney has since been
felled.)

October 26th



The field was silent, misty, furtive with movement. A cold wind layered the
sky with cloud. Sparrows pattered into dry-leaved hedges, rustling through
the leaves like rain. Blackbirds scolded. Jackdaws and crows peered down
from trees. I knew the peregrine was in this field, but I could not find him. I
traversed it from corner to corner, but flushed only pheasants and larks. He
was hidden among the wet stubble and the dark brown earth his colour
matched so well.

Suddenly he was flying, starlings around him, rising from the field and
mounting over the river. His wings flickered high, with a lithe and vigorous
slash, looking supple and many-jointed. Darting and shrugging, he shook
starlings from his shoulders, like a dog shaking spray from his body. He
climbed steeply into the east wind, then turned abruptly and headed south.
Turning in a long-sided hexagon, not circling, he swung and veered and
climbed above the bird-calling fields. In the misty greyness he was the
colour of mud and straw; dull frozen shades that only sunlight can
transform to flowing gold. His erratic mile-long climb, from ground-level to
five-hundred feet, lasted less than a minute. It was made without effort; his
wings merely rippled and surged back in an easy unbroken rhythm. His
course was never wholly straight; he was always leaning to one side or the
other, or suddenly rolling and jinking for a second, like a snipe. Over fields
where gulls and lapwings were feeding, he glided for the first time; a long
slow glide that made many birds sky up in panic. When they were all rising,
he stooped among them, spiralling viciously down. But none was hit.

Two jays flew high across the fields when the peregrine had gone.
Unable to decide their direction, they clawed along in an odd disjointed
way, carrying acorns and looking gormless. Eventually they went back into
the wood. Skylarks and corn buntings sang, the sweet and the dry; redwings
whistled thinly through the hedges; curlew called; swallows flew



downstream. All was quiet till early afternoon, when the sun shone and
gulls came circling over, drifting westward under a small fleece of cloud.
They were followed by lapwings and golden plover, including a partial
albino with broad white wing-bars and a whitish head. All around me there
were birds rising and calling, but I could not see the hawk that was
frightening them.

Soon afterwards the tiercel flew near me, where I could not help seeing
him. Starlings buzzed about his head, like flies worrying a horse. The sun lit
the undersides of his wings, and their cream and brown surfaces had a silver
sheen. The dark brown oval patches on the axillaries looked like the black
‘armpit’ markings of a grey plover. There were dark concavities of shadow
under the carpal joint of each wing. Only the primaries moved; quick,
sculling strokes rippling silkily back from the still shoulders. Two crows
flew up, guttural calls coming from their closed bills and jumping throats.
They chased the hawk away to the east, pressing him hard, taking it in turns
to swoop at him from either side. When he slashed at one of them, the other
immediately rushed in from his blind side. He glided, and tried to soar, but
there was not enough time. He just had to fly on till the crows got tired of
chasing him.

I went to the estuary and found the hawk again, an hour before sunset,
circling a mile off-shore. As the gulls came out to roost on the open water,
he flew towards them till he was over the saltings and the sea-wall; then he
began to attack. Several gulls evaded the stoop by dropping to the water, but
one flew higher. The peregrine stooped at this bird repeatedly, diving down
at it in hundred-foot vertical jabs. At first he tried to hit it with his hind toe
as he flashed past, but the gull always dodged him by flapping aside at the
last second. After five attempts he changed his method, stooped behind the
gull, curved quickly under and up, and seized it from below. The gull was



obviously much more vulnerable to this form of attack. It did not dodge, but
simply flew straight up in the path of the hawk. It was clutched in the breast
and carried down to the island, with its limp head looking backwards.

October 28th

Beyond the last farm buildings, the smell of the salt and the mud and the
sea-weed mingles with the smell of dead leaves and nutty autumn hedges,
and suddenly there is no more inland, and green fields float out to the
skyline on a mist of water.

At midday I saw a fox, far out on the saltings, leaping and splashing
through the incoming tide. On drier ground he walked; his fur was sleek
and dark with wetness, his brush limp and dripping. He shook himself like a
dog, sniffed the air, and trotted towards the sea-wall. Suddenly he stopped.
Looking through binoculars, I saw the small pupils of his eyes contract and
dilate in their white-flecked yellow irises. Eyes savagely alive, light
smouldering within, yet glitteringly opaque as jewels. Their unchanging
glare was fixed upon me as the fox walked slowly forward. When he
stopped again, he was only ten yards away, and I lowered the binoculars.
He stood there for more than a minute, trying to understand me with his
nose and ears, watching me with his baffled, barbaric eyes. Then the breeze
conveyed my fetid human smell, and the beautiful roan-coloured savage
became a hunted fox again, ducking and darting away, streaming over the
sea-wall and across the long green fields beyond.

Wigeon and teal floated in with the tide; waders crowded the tufts of the
saltings. A warning puff of sparrows was followed by the peregrine, gliding
slowly out above a thousand crouching waders. The elbow-like carpal joints
of his wings were curved and enfolded like the hood of a cobra, and were



just as menacing. He flew easily, beating and gliding round the bay, casting
his shadow on the still and silent birds. Then he turned inland, and flickered
low and fast across the fields.

Four short-eared owls soothed out of the gorse, hushing the air with the
tiptoe touch of their soft and elegant wings. Slowly they sank and rose in
the wind, drifting against the white estuary and the deep green of the grass.
Their big heads turned to watch me, and their fierce eyes glowed and
dimmed and glowed again, as though a yellow flame burned beyond the
iris, and spat out flakes of fire, and then diminished. One bird called; a
sharp barking sound, muffled, like a heron calling in its sleep.

The peregrine circled, and stooped at the drifting owls, but it was like
trying to hit blowing feathers with a dart. The owls swayed and turned,
rocked about in the draught of the stoops, and rose higher. When they were
over the water, the peregrine gave up, and planed down to rest on a post
near the wall. I think he could have killed one of them by cutting up at it
from below, if he could have separated it from the others, but his stoops
went hopelessly wide. At four o’clock he flew slowly inland, darkening
briefly along the edges of sunlit fields, deepening out into the shadows of
trees.

I left the cold, bird-calling calm of the ebb-tide, and went into the
brighter inland dusk, where the air was still heavy and warm between the
hedges. Woods smelt pungent and aromatic. In the pure amber of the
evening light the dreary green of summer burned up in red and gold. The
day came to sunset’s windless calm. The wet fields exhaled that indefinable
autumnal smell, a sour-sweet rich aroma of cheese and beer, nostalgic,
pervasive in the heavy air. I heard a dead leaf loosen and drift down to
touch the shining surface of the lane with a light, hard sound. The peregrine
drifted softly from a dead tree, like the dim brown ghost of an owl. He was



waiting in the dusk; not roosting, but watching for prey. The partridge
coveys called, and gathered in the furrows; mallard swished down to the
stubble to feed; the hawk did not move. I could see his dark shape huddled
at the top of an elm, outlined against the afterglow. Below him was the
shine of a stream. Snipe called. The hawk roused and crouched forward.
Down from the wood on the hill the first woodcock came slanting and
weaving. Three more followed. As they dropped to the mud at the side of
the stream the hawk crashed among them. There was a sharp hissing and
thrumming of wings as hawk and snipe and woodcock raced upward
together. They splayed out above the trees, and a woodcock fell, and
splashed into the shallows of the stream. I saw his falling bundled shape
and long bill turning aimlessly. The hawk stood in water, plucked his prey,
and fed.

October 29th

Ground up by the slow bit of the plough, big clods of black-brown earth
curved over into furrows, sliced and shiny-solid, sun glinting on their
smooth-cut edges. Gulls and lapwings searched the long brown valleys and
the dark crevasses, looking for worms, like eagles seeking snakes.

The peregrine sat on a post by the river, ignoring the birds around him,
peering down at a dung-heap. He plunged into reeking straw, scrabbling and
fluttering, then rose heavily and flew out of sight to the north, carrying a
large brown rat.

At one o’clock the sky above the river darkened from the east, and
volleys of arrowed starlings hissed overhead. Behind them, and higher,
came a heavy bombardment of woodpigeons and lapwings. A thousand
birds strained forward together as though they did not dare to look back.



The dull sky domed white with spiralling gulls. Ten minutes later, the gulls
glided back to the plough; starlings and sparrows flew down from the trees.
Through the sky, across fields, along hedges, over woodland and river, the
peregrine had left his unmistakable spoor of fear.

Birds to the north-east stayed longer in cover, as though they were closer
to danger. Following the direction of their gaze, I found the hawk
skirmishing with two crows. They chased him; he rose steeply above them;
they flew down to a tree; he swooped at them, flicking between the
branches; they rose, and chased him again. This game was repeated a dozen
times; then the hawk tired of it, and glided away down river. The crows
flew towards the woods. Crows must feed very early or very late, for I
seldom see them feeding in the valley. They spend their time bathing,
mobbing, or chasing other crows.

By three o’clock the hawk had become lithe and nimble in flight. His
hunger was growing, and his wings were dancing and bounding on the air
as he flew from tree to tree. Starlings rose like smoke from the willows, and
hid him completely. He mounted clear of them, spread his wings, and
sailed. The wind drifted him away, down the valley. He circled slowly
under low grey clouds.

It was almost dark when I found the remains of his kill, the feathers and
wings of a common partridge, lying on the river-bank five miles
downstream. Blood looked black in the dusk, bare bones white as a grin of
teeth. A hawk’s kill is like the warm embers of a dying fire.

October 30th

The wind-shred banner of the autumn light spanned the green headland
between the two estuaries. The east wind drove drenching grey and silver



showers through the frozen cider sky. Birds rose from ploughland as a
merlin flew above them, small and brown and swift, lifting dark against the
sky, dipping and swerving down along the furrows. All brown or stubbled
fields shivered and glittered with larks: all green were pied with plover.
Quiet lanes brindled with drifting leaves.

On the coast, the gale was bending the trees back through their lashing
branches. The flat land was a booming void where nothing lived. Under the
wind, a wren, in sunlight among fallen leaves in a dry ditch seemed
suddenly divine, like a small brown priest in a parish of dead leaves and
wintry hedges, devoted till death.

I went over the hill to the southern estuary. Rain blew across the fields in
roaring clouds of spray. Then the sun shone, and a swallow flitted into light.
This valley has its own peculiar loneliness. Steep pastures, lined with elms,
slope down to flat fields and marshes. The narrow shining estuary
diminishes as the lanes descend. The sudden loneliness and peace one sees,
far down between the elms, changes to a different desolation when the
river-wall is reached.

Jackdaws charred the green slopes to the north with black. Wigeon
whistled through the dry rattling of the bleak marsh reeds, a cheerful
explosive sound, which only mist and distance can make faint or sad. A
dead curlew lay on top of the wall untouched, breast upward, with a broken
neck. The jagged ends of bone had pierced the skin. When I lifted the soft
damp body, the long wings fell out like fans. The crows had not yet taken
the lovely river-shining of its eyes. I laid it back as it was. The peregrine
that had killed it could return to feed when I had gone, and its death would
not be wasted. On the marsh, a swan – shot in the breast – had been left to
rot. It was greasy, and heavy to lift, and it stank. This handling of the dead



left a taint upon the splendour of the day, which ended in a quiet desolation
of cloud as the wind fell and the sun passed down.

November 2nd

The whole land shone golden-yellow, bronze, and rusty-red, gleamed water-
clear, submerged in brine of autumn light. The peregrine sank up into blue
depths, luring the flocked birds higher. Constellations of golden plover
glinted far above; gulls and lapwings orbited below; pigeons, duck and
starlings hissed in shallow air.

A shower cloud bloomed at the northern edge of the valley and slowly
opened out across the sky. The peregrine circled beneath it, clenched in dark
fists of starlings. Savagely he lashed himself free, and came superbly to the
south, rising on the bright rim of the black cloud, dark in the sun-dazzle
floating upon it. He came directly towards me, outlined and fore-shortened,
and I could see his long wings angling steeply from his rounded head. The
inner wings were inclined upward at an angle of sixty degrees to the body,
and they did not move; the narrow outer wings curled higher and dipped
lightly into air, waving flamboyantly like sculls that touch and feather
through a river’s gliding skin. He passed above me, and floated up across
the open fields. Slowly he drifted and began to soar, shining in the sun like
a bar of river gravel, golden-red. The falcon soared to meet him; together
they circled out into the glaring whiteness of the south.

When they had gone, hundreds of fieldfares went back to feed in
hawthorns by the river. Some stayed in the yellow Lombardy poplars,
silently watching, noble in the topmost branches, thin bright eyes and fierce
warrior faces. The deep blue of the sky was stained with cloud. Slowly its



brilliance descended to the earth. Yellow stubble and dark ploughland shone
upward with a greater light.

At half-past one the tiercel returned, flying quickly down towards me as I
stood among trees by the brook. He is more willing to face me now, less
ready to fly when I approach, puzzled perhaps by my steady pursuit. Seven
magpies suddenly dashed up from the grass, squawked in alarm like deep-
voiced snipe, swirled together like waders, flung themselves into a tree. The
peregrine hovered briefly above the place where they had been. Veering and
swaying from side to side, beating his wings with great power and careless
freedom, he went overhead in a wash of rushing air. Wings pliant as willow,
body firm as oak, he had all the spring and buoyancy of a tern in his
leaping, darting flight. Below, he was the colour of river mud, ochreous and
tawny; above, he had the sheen of autumn leaves, beech and elm and
chestnut. His feathers were finely grained and shaded; they shone like
polished wood. Trees hid him from me. When I saw him again, he was a
hundred feet higher, climbing fast towards the coast. Two hours to sunset,
and the tide rising: it seemed likely that he was heading for the estuary. I
followed him there an hour later.

The north wind grew, towering over a cold sky, shedding bleak light,
hardening the edges of the hills. Rain drifted across the estuary, and islands
stood black on striped and silver water. There were fires and shooting to the
north, and a rainbow shone. A horseman rode across the marsh and put up
the peregrine, which flew north above the smoke of the fires and the crash
of the guns. He carried a dead gull. Long after the brown and yellow hawk
had merged into the brown and yellow autumn field I could see the white
wings of the gull fluttering in the wind.

November 4th



The sky peeled white in the north-west gale, leaving the eye no refuge from
the sun’s cold glare. Distance was blown away, and every tree and church
and farm came closer, scoured of its skin of haze. Down the estuary I could
see trees nine miles away, bending over in the wind-whipped sea. New
horizons stood up bleached and stark, plucked out by the cold talons of the
gale.

An iridescence of ducks’ heads smouldered in foaming blue water: teal
brown and green, with a nap like velvet; wigeon copper-red, blazoned with
a crest of chrome; mallard deep green in shadow but in the sun luminous,
seething up through turquoise, to palest burning blue. A cock bullfinch,
alighting on a post against the water, seemed suddenly to flame there, like a
winged firework hissing up to glory.

For two hours a falcon peregrine hovered in the gale, leaning into it with
heavy flailing wings, moving slowly round the creeks and saltings. She
seldom rested, and the wind was too strong for soaring. She followed the
sea-wall, flying forward for thirty yards, then hovering. Once, she hovered
for a long time, and sank to sixty feet; hovered, and sank to thirty feet;
hovered and dropped till only a foot above the long grass on the top of the
wall. There she stayed, hovering steadily, for two minutes. She had to fly
strongly forward to keep in the same place. Then the grass swayed and
crumpled as something ran through it, and the hawk plunged down with
outspread wings. There was a scuffle, and something ran along the side of
the wall to safety in the ditch at the bottom. The falcon rose, and resumed
her patient hovering. She was probably hunting for hares or rabbits. I found
the remains of both; the fur had been carefully plucked from them, and the
bones neatly cleaned. I also found a mallard drake, drab and ignominious in
death.



At sunset the tiercel flew above the marsh, pursuing a wisp of snip. They
drummed away down wind, like stones skidding across ice.

November 6th

Morning was hooded and seeled with deep grey cloud and mist. The mist
cleared when the rain began. Many birds fled westward from the river,
golden plover high among them. Their melancholy plover voices threaded
down through the rain the sorrowing beauty of ultima thule.

The peregrine was restless and wild as I followed him across the soaking
ploughland clay. He flickered lightly ahead of me in the driving rain, flitting
from bush to post, from post to fence, from fence to overhead wire. I
followed heavily, with a stone of clay on my boots. But it was worthwhile,
for he grew tired of flying, and he did not want to leave the fields. After an
hour’s pursuit, he allowed me to watch him from fifty yards; two hundred
yards had been the limit when we started. Perched on a post, he looked back
over his shoulder, but when I moved too much, he jumped up and twisted
round to face me, without moving his wings. It was done so quickly that
another hawk seemed suddenly to appear there.

He soon became restless again. Partridges called, and he flew across to
have a look at them, moving his wings with a stiff downcurving jerkiness,
as though he were trying to fly like a partridge. When he glided, he glided
like a partridge, with bent wings rigid and trembling. He did not attack, and
I do not know whether this mimicry was deliberate, unconscious, or just
coincidental. When I saw him again, ten minutes later, he flew with his
usual loose-limbed panache.

The rain stopped, the sky cleared, and the hawk began to fly faster. At
two o’clock he raced away to the east through snaking lariats of starlings.



Effortlessly he climbed above them, red-gold shining above black. They
ringed up in pursuit, and he dipped neatly beneath them. Beyond the river
he swept down to ground level, and starlings rose steeply up like spray from
a breaking wave. They could not overtake him. He was running free, wind
flowing from the curves of his wings like water from the back of a diving
otter. I put up seven mallard from the river. They circled overhead, and to
the west, but they would not fly one yard to the east where the hawk had
gone. Running across fields, clambering over gates, cycling along lanes, I
followed at my own poor speed. Fortunately he did not get too far ahead,
for he paused to chase every flock of birds he saw. They were not serious
attacks; he was not yet hunting; it was like a puppy frisking after butterflies.
Fieldfares, lapwings, gulls, and golden plover, were scattered, and driven,
and goaded into panic. Rooks, jackdaws, sparrows, and skylarks, were
threshed up from the furrows and flung about like dead leaves. The whole
sky hissed and rained with birds. And with each rush, and plunge, and
zigzagging pursuit, his playfulness ebbed away and his hunger grew. He
climbed above the hills, looking for sport among the spiky orchards and the
moss-green oak woods. Starlings rose into the sky like black searchlight
beams, and wavered aimlessly about, seeking the hawk. Woodpigeons
began to come back from the east like the survivors of a battle, flying low
across the fields. There were thousands of them feeding on acorns in the
woods, and the hawk had found them. From every wood and covert, as far
as I could see, flock after flock went roaring up into the sky, keeping very
close, circling and swirling like dunlin. They rose very high, till there were
fifty flocks climbing steeply from the hill and dwindling away down to the
eastern horizon. Each flock contained at least a hundred birds. The
peregrine was clearing the entire hill of its pigeons, stooping at each wood
in turn, sweeping along the rides, flicking between the trees, switchbacking



from orchard to orchard, riding along the rim of the sky in a tremendous
serration of rebounding dives and ascensions. Suddenly it ended. He
mounted like a rocket, curved over in splendid parabola, dived down
through cumulus of pigeons. One bird fell back, gashed dead, looking
astonished, like a man falling out of a tree. The ground came up and
crushed it.

November 9th

A magpie chattered in an elm near the river, watching the sky. Blackbirds
scolded; the magpie dived into a bush as the tiercel peregrine flew over.
Suddenly the dim day flared. He flashed across clouds like a transient beam
of sunlight. Then greyness faded in behind, and he was gone. All morning,
birds were huddled together in fear of the hawk, but I could not find him
again. If I too were afraid I am sure I should see him more often. Fear
releases power. Man might be more tolerable, less fractious and smug, if he
had more to fear. I do not mean fear of the intangible, the suffocation of the
introvert, but physical fear, cold sweating fear for one’s life, fear of the
unseen menacing beast, imminent, bristly, tusked and terrible, ravening for
one’s own hot saline blood.

Halfway to the coast, lapwings went up as a hawk flew above them. They
kept in small flocks, and soon there were ten flocks in the air together,
scattered across a mile of sky. Those that had been up longest flew higher
and wider apart, drifting downwind in tremendous circles half a mile across.
The most recently flushed stayed lower, wheeling faster and in narrower
circles, closely packed, with only small chinks of light between them. When
hawks have gone from sight, you must look up into the sky; their reflection
rises in the birds that fear them. There is so much more sky than land.



Under sagging slate-grey clouds the estuary at low tide stretched out into
the gloom of the east wind. Long moors of mud shone with deep-cut silver
burns. The marshes were intensely green. The feet of grazing cattle sucked
and shuddered through craters of dark mud. Several peregrine kills lay on
the sides of the sea-wall. I found the remains of a dunlin, dead no more than
an hour. The blood was still wet inside it, and it smelt clean and fresh, like
mown grass. The wings, and the shining black legs, were untouched. A pile
of soft brown and white feathers lay beside them. The head, and most of the
body flesh, had been eaten, but the white skin – pimply from careful
plucking – had been left. It was still in breeding plumage, which would
have made it different from the majority of the flock and so more likely to
be attacked by a hawk.

Later, a peregrine flew low across the marsh towards the dunlin he had
killed not long before. A black-headed gull rose frantically up in front of
him, taken by surprise. (Surely ‘taken by surprise’ must originally have
been a hawking term?) The gull was not quite taken, however, for it strove
up vertically, with wildly flapping wings. The hawk glided under its breast
and wrenched a few feathers away with its clutching foot before sweeping
over and beyond. The gull circled high across the estuary, the hawk alighted
on the sea-wall. I walked towards him, but he was reluctant to fly. He
waited till I was within twenty yards before he went twisting and
zigzagging and rolling away in a most spectacular manner, dodging and
jinking across the rising tide like a huge snipe. Shaped against the white
water, he glided with wings held stiffly upward from his deep chest, as
though he were cast in bronze, like the winged helmet of a Viking warrior.

November 11th



Wisps of sunlight in a bleak of cloud, gulls bone-white in ashes of sky.
Sparrows shrilling in tall elm hedges near the river.

I moved slowly and warily forward through the flicking shadows of
twigs, and crept from cover to find the tiercel perched on a post five yards
in front of me. He looked round as I stopped, and we both went rigid with
the shock of surprise. Light drained away, and the hawk was a dark shape
against white sky. His sunken, owl-like head looked dazed and stupid as it
turned and bobbed and jerked about. He was dazzled by this sudden
confrontation with the devil. The dark moustachial lobes were livid and
bristling on the pale Siberian face peering from thick furs. The large bill
opened and closed in a silent hiss of alarm, puffing out breath into the cold
air. Hesitant, incredulous, outraged, he just squatted on his post and gasped.
Then the splintered fragments of his mind sprang together, and he flew very
fast and softly away, rolling and twisting from side to side in steepling
banks and curves as though avoiding gunshot.

Following him across the river meadows and over the fields by the brook,
I found eight recent kills: five lapwings, a moorhen, a partridge, and a
woodpigeon. Many fieldfares flew up from the grass. Golden plover and
lapwing numbers have increased, and there are more gulls and skylarks now
than there were a week ago. Fifteen curlew were feeding in stubble near the
brook, among large flocks of starlings and house sparrows.

At one o’clock I flushed the hawk from a post by the road. He flew low
along a deep furrow of ploughed field to the west, and I saw a red-legged
partridge crouching a hundred yards ahead of him. It was looking the other
way, oblivious of danger. The hawk glided forward, reached one foot
nonchalantly down, gently kicked the partridge in the back as he floated
slowly above it. The partridge scrabbled frantically in the dust, wings
flurrying, righted itself, stared about as though completely bewildered. The



hawk flew on without looking round, and many partridges began calling.
He swooped down and kicked another one over as it ran towards the covey.
Then he flew off towards the river. Peregrines spend a lot of time hovering
over partridges, or watching them from posts and fences. They are intrigued
by their endless walking, by their reluctance to fly. Sometimes this playful
interest develops into serious attack.

November 12th

Very still the estuary; misty skylines merged into white water; all peaceful,
just the talk of the duck floating in with the tide. Red-breasted mergansers
were out in the deep water, diving for fish. They suddenly doubled over and
down in a forward roll, very neat and quick. They came up, and swallowed,
and looked around, water dripping from their bills; alert, dandified,
submarine duck.

A red-throated diver, matted with oil, was stranded in a mud-hoe. Only
its head was visible. It called incessantly, a painful grunting rising to a long
moaning whistle.

I walked along the sea-wall between marsh and water. Short-eared owls
breathed out of the grass, turning their overgrown, neglected faces, their
yellow eyes’ goblin glow. A green woodpecker flew ahead, looping from
post to post, clinging like moss, then sinking into heavy flight. The marsh
echoed with the hoarse complaint of snipe. I found six peregrine kills: two
black-headed gulls, a redshank, and a lapwing, on the wall; an oystercatcher
and a grey plover on the shingle beach.

An oval flock of waders came up from the south; fast, compact, white
wing-bars flashing in the dull light: ten black-tailed godwits. They lanced
the air with long, swordfish bills, their long legs stretched out behind. They



were calling as they flew – a harsh clamorous gobbling, a heathen laughter,
like curlew crossed with mallard. They were greenish-brown, the colour of
reeds and saltings. They were dry-looking, crackly, bony birds, with
everything pulled out to extremes; beautifully funny. They did not land.
They circled, and went back to the south. In summer, their breeding
plumage glows fiery orange-red. They feed in deep water, grazing like
cattle, and their red reflections seem to scorch and hiss along the surface.

From the big marsh pond came the murmur of the teal flock, like a
distant orchestra tuning up. They were skidding and darting through the
water, skating up ripples, braking in a flurry of spray. They sprang into the
air as a peregrine came flickering from inland. By the time he reached the
pond they were half-way across the estuary, their soft calls muffled like a
chime of distant hounds. The peregrine disappeared. The teal soon came
back, swooping and swirling down to the marsh, rising and falling like
round stones skimmed across ice, humming, rebounding, vibrating.
Gradually they settled to their feeding and musical calling. I moved nearer
to the pond. A pair of teal flew up and came towards me in that silly way
they have. The duck landed, but the drake flew past. Suddenly realising he
was alone, he turned to go back. As he turned, the peregrine dashed up at
him from the marsh and raked him with outstretched talons. The teal was
tossed up and over, as though flung up on the horns of a bull. He landed
with a splash of blood, his heart torn open. I left the hawk to his kill; the
duck flew back to the pond.

November 13th

I flushed two woodcock from hornbeam coppice. They had been sleeping
under arches of bramble. They rose vertically into sunlight, their wings



making a harsh ripping sound, as though they were tearing themselves free.
I could see their long down-pointing bills, shining pink and brown; their
heads and chests were striped brown and fawn, like sun and shadow on the
woodland floor. Their slack legs dangled, then slowly gathered up. Their
dark eyes, large and damp, shone brown and gentle. The tops of the
hornbeams rattled, twigs swished and snapped. Then the woodcock were
free, darting and weaving away above the trees, glowing in the sun like
golden roast. Black mud beneath the brambles, where they had squatted
side by side, showed the spidery imprint of their feet.

Under pylons, in a flooded field between two woods, I found the
remnants of a rook that the peregrine had eaten. The breast-bone was
serrated along the keel, where pieces had been nipped out of it by the
hawk’s bill. The legs were orange, though they should have been black.
When so reduced, a rook’s frame and skull seem pathetically small
compared with the huge and heavy bill.

By four o’clock, hundreds of clacking fieldfares had gathered in the
woods. They moved higher in the trees and became silent, facing the sun.
Then they flew north towards their roosting place, rising and calling,
straggling out in uneven lines, the sun shining beneath them. And far above
them, a peregrine wandered idly round the blue cupola of the cooling sky,
and drifted with them to the dead light of the north.

Half an hour before sunset I came to a pine wood. It was already dark
under the trees, but there was light in the ride as I walked along it from the
west. Outside it was cold, but the wood was still warm. The boles of the
pines glowed redly under the blue-black gloom of their branches. The wood
had kept its dusk all day, and seemed now to be breathing it out again. I
went quietly down the ride, listening to the last rich dungeon notes of a
crow. In the middle of the wood, I stopped. A chill spread over my face and



neck. Three yards away, on a pine branch close to the ride, there was a
tawny owl. I held my breath. The owl did not move. I heard every small
sound of the wood as loudly as though I too were an owl. It looked at the
light reflected in my eyes. It waited. Its breast was white, thickly arrowed
and speckled with tawny red. The redness passed over the sides of its face
and head to form a rufous crown. The helmeted face was pale white,
ascetic, half-human, bitter and withdrawn. The eyes were dark, intense,
baleful. This helmet effect was grotesque, as though some lost and shrunken
knight had withered to an owl. As I looked at those grape-blue eyes, fringed
with their fiery gold, the bleak face seemed to crumble back into the dusk;
only the eyes lived on. The slow recognition of an enemy came visibly to
the owl, passing from the eyes, and spreading over the stony face like a
shadow. But it had been startled out of its fear, and even now it did not fly
at once. Neither of us could bear to look away. Its face was like a mask;
macabre, ravaged, sorrowing, like the face of a drowned man. I moved. I
could not help it. And the owl suddenly turned its head, shuffled along the
branch as though cringing, and flew softly away into the wood.

November 15th

Above South Wood, a small stream flows through a steep-sided valley. The
northern slope is open woodland, rusty with winter bracken, silvered with
birches, green with mossy oak. The southern slope is pasture, unchanged
for many years, rich with worms, lined by small hedges, freckled with
thick-branched oak. Two hundred lapwings, and many fieldfares, redwings
and blackbirds, were listening for worms as I went down to the stream,
which was loud in the quiet morning. There was no ploughing in the river



valley, and I expected the peregrine to hunt the lapwings in the higher
pasture.

A hard tapping sound began, a long way off. It was like a song thrush
banging a snail on a stone, but it came from above. In a hedgerow oak, at
the tip of a side branch, a lesser spotted woodpecker was clinging to a small
twig, hammering a marble gall with his bill, trying to hack out the grub
inside it. To the six-inch-long woodpecker this gall was the size a large
medicine ball is to a man. He swung about freely on the twig, sometimes
hanging upside down, attacking from many angles. His head went back at
least two inches, then thudded forward with pickaxing ferocity. His black
shining eyes were needle bright as he looked all round the yellow gall. He
could not pierce it. He flew to another oak and tried another gall. All
morning I heard him tapping his way across the fields. I tapped a gall with
my fingernail, and with a sharp stone, but I could not reproduce the
woodpecker’s loud cracking sound, which was audible a hundred yards
away. He was fairly tame, but if I went too near he stopped, and shuffled
farther up the branch, returning when I moved back. When jays called in the
wood, he stopped hammering, and listened. Lesser spotted woodpeckers are
wary of predators; they fly from cuckoos, and take cover from jays and
crows.

Jays were noisy all day in the wood, digging up the acorns they buried a
month ago. The first to find one was chased by the others. Several
woodcock were feeding at the side of the stream, where the flow of water
was checked by fallen branches and dead leaves, and I flushed many more
from their resting places in the bracken. During the day, they like to lie up
on bracken slopes facing south or west, usually near a cluster of sapling
chestnuts or small birches, occasionally under holly or pine. Some birds
prefer bramble cover to bracken. Woodcock go up suddenly, after one has



been standing near them for a time, as little as five yards away. They may
wait for a minute or more, till they can bear the uncertainty no longer. You
can flush a greater number by making frequent stops. When trudging
straight on through the wood, you put up only those directly in your path.
Watching its first steep ascent, you can, for a second, capture the
woodcock’s colour. Held in a sudden yellowness of light, the blended
browns and fawns and chestnuts of its back stand out in relief, like a plating
of dead leaves. In the middle of the ridged and stripy back, behind the head,
there is a tint of greenish bronze, like verdigris. They may seem to go right
away into the distance of the wood, but in fact they pitch steeply down to
cover as soon as they are screened by trees. A sudden zigzag and downward
flop, over open ground, can be deceptive. They may fly low for a time,
rising again when out of sight. Thousands of years of escape practice have
evolved these crafty ways. It becomes easy to guess where woodcock are
resting, but the actual catapulting ejection from bracken or bramble always
startles. One is seldom looking in the right direction.

All wormy mud must have its wader. The fugitive woodcock finds his
way along the small windings of the brooks and gulleys, past the forlorn
ponds and the muddy undrained rides, to his hermitage of bracken.

The ‘pee-wit’ calls of plover grew louder as the sun declined. Standing
among oaks and birches, I saw between the trees the dark curve of a
peregrine scything smoothly up the green slope of the valley. Fieldfares fled
towards the trees. Some thudded down into bracken, like falling acorns. The
peregrine turned and followed, rose steeply, flicked a fieldfare from its
perch, lightly as the wind seizing a leaf. The dead bird dangled from a
hawk’s-foot gallows. He took it to the brook, plucked and ate it by the
water’s edge, and left the feathers for the wind to sift.



November 16th

The valley was calm, magnified in mist, domed with a cold adamantine
glory. Fifty herring gulls flew north along a thin icicle of blue that wedged
the clouds apart. Solemn-winged and sombre, moving away into the narrow
pincer of blue, they were a splendid portent of the day to come.

By ten o’clock the blue wedge had widened, and defeated clouds were
massing in the eastern sky. Lapwings and golden plover circled down to
feed in a newly ploughed field near the river. The first rays of the morning
sun reached out to the plover, dim in the dark earth. They shone frail gold,
as though their bones were luminous, their feathered skin transparent. The
peregrine, which had been hunched and drab in the dead oak, gleamed up in
red-gold splendour, like the glowing puffed-out fieldfares in bushes by the
river.

When I looked away, the peregrine left his perch, and panic began. The
southern sky was terraced with mazes of upward winding birds: seven
hundred lapwings, a thousand gulls, two hundred woodpigeons, and five
thousand starlings, dwindled up in spiral tiers and widening gyres. Three
hundred golden plover circled above them all, visible only when they
turned and glinted in the sun. Eventually I found the hawk in the last place I
thought of looking – which should have been the first – directly above my
head.

He flew southward, rising: four light wing-beats and then a glide, an easy
rhythm. Seen from below, his wings seemed merely to kink and straighten,
kink and straighten, twitching in and out like a pulse. A crow chased him,
and they zigzagged together. As he rose higher the hawk flew faster; but so
light and deft was his wing flicker that he looked to be almost hovering,
while the crow moved backwards and down. He fused into the white mist of
the sun, and a mass of starlings rose to meet him, as though sucked up by



the vortex of a whirlwind. He began to circle at great speed, swinging
narrowly round, curving alternately to left and right, sweeping through
intricate figures of eight. The starlings were baffled by his sharp twists and
turns. They rushed wildly behind him, overshooting the angular bends of
his flight. He seemed to swing them around on a line, shaking them out and
drawing them in, at will. They all climbed high to the south and were
suddenly gone, expunged in mist. This evasion flight – which the hawk
seems to enjoy as a form of play, and could so easily escape if he wished –
is similar to one of his ways of hunting, and is greatly feared by the birds
below. Starlings not actually mobbing sky up violently. They fly to trees or
whirl away down wind.

An hour later, there was panic again to the south and west. Plover and
gulls spiralled above, blackbirds scolded, cockerels called from farms half a
mile apart. The peregrine drifted down to the dead oak to perch, and the
calling birds were silent. He rested, preened, and slept for a while, then flew
across the open fields north of the river. Tractors were ploughing, and
hundreds of gulls were scattered on the black-brown earth, like white chalk.
A few sere stubbles still shine between the crinkled darkness of the
ploughlands, but the elms are bare, and the poplars tattered yellow. Beagles
were silently webbing out on to the wet surface of the fields. Huntsmen and
followers were still and waiting. The hare was an acre away, sitting boldly
in a furrow, big slant eyes shining in the sun, long ears bending and
listening to the wind. The falcon flew up, and hovered above the hare. A
distant shot made her flinch and lose height, as though she had been hit. She
dropped down, and flew fast and low across the fields. I have never seen a
hawk fly lower. Where the headland grass was long, she brushed it with her
wings as she passed over. She was hidden by every dip and undulation of
the ground. She disappeared along ditches, fanning the long grass outward,



flying with her wings bent up, so that the keel of her breast-bone sheared
the grass or skimmed an inch above the ground. Suddenly she seemed to fly
straight into the furrows. There was no perching place within a quarter of a
mile of the spot where she vanished, but I could not find her again, though I
diligently quartered every field. Subtle as a harrier, soft-winged as an owl,
but flicking along at twice their easy speed, she was as cunning as a fox in
her use of cover and camouflage. She clings to the rippling fleece of the
earth as the leaping hare cleaves to the wind.

All the gulls left the fields and spiralled silently away to the south.
Cinctures of golden plover glittered round the clear zenith of the ice-blue
sky. The sun was free of the mist at last, the rising north wind very cold.
Beagles had scented the hare and were streaming over the leaf-stained
plough, the hunt running behind, and the horn sounding. The tiercel circled
low to the north, looking like a tawny kite cut from the earth beneath him,
yellow as stubble, barred with dark brown. He rose slowly, and drifted
down wind. The falcon flew up to join him, and they circled together,
though not in the same direction. He moved clockwise, she anti-clockwise.
Their random curving paths twined and intersected, but never matched. As
they came nearer to the river, where I was standing, they quickly rose
higher. Both were burnished by sunlight to a warm red-gold, but the falcon
had browner plumage and was less luminous. They sailed overhead, three
hundred feet up, canting slowly round on still and rigid wings, the tiercel
thirty feet above the falcon. They stared down at me, with their big heads
bent so far under that they appeared small and sunken between the deep
arches of their wings. With feathers fully spread, and dilated with the
sustaining air, they were wide, thick-set, cobby-looking hawks. The thin,
intricate mesh of pale brown and silver-grey markings overlaying the buff
surfaces of their underwings contrasted with the vertical mahogany-brown



streaks on the deep amber yellow of their chests. Their clenched feet shone
against the white tufts of their under-tail coverts. The bunched toes were
ridged and knuckled like golden grenades.

They moved to the south of the river, and red-legged partridges began
calling. Each hawk swung up into the wind, poised briefly, then drifted
down and around in a long sweeping circle. Twice the tiercel swooped
playfully at the falcon, almost touching her as he flicked past. He was the
shorter in length by two to three inches, and the lighter in build, with
relatively longer wings and tail. He had grace and slender strength, she
power and solidity. As they dwindled higher, and farther to the south,
perspective flattened their circles down to ellipses, and then to straight
lines, gliding incisively to and fro across the sky. Their course seemed
curiously inevitable, as though they were moving on hidden wires, or
following some familiar pathway through the air. It is this beautiful
precision, this feeling of pre-ordained movement, that makes the peregrine
so exciting to watch.

Now the tiercel drew steadily away from the falcon, rising to the east,
while she curved round to the west, and kept lower. Between circles she
stayed motionless in the wind. From one of these pitches she turned away
as usual, then slanted downwards. Something contained and menacing in
her movement made me realise at once that she was going to stoop. She
swept down and round in a spiral, wings half bent back, glancing down
through the air, smoothly and without haste, at a forty-five degree angle. In
this first long curving fall she slowly revolved her body on its axis, and just
as the full turn was completed, she tilted over in a perfect arc and poured
into the vertical descent. There was a slight check, as though some tenuous
barrier of unruly air had been forced through; then she dropped smoothly
down. Her wings were now flung up and back and bending inwards,



quivering like fins in the gale that rushed along her tapering sides. They
were like the flights of an arrow, rippling and pluming above the rigid shaft.
She hurled to earth; dashed herself down; disappeared.

A minute later she rose unharmed, but without prey, and flew off to the
south. Against blue sky, white cloud, blue sky, dark hills, green fields,
brown fields, she had flashed lightly, shone darkly, wheeling and falling.
And suddenly the cold, breath-catching air seemed very clear and sweet.
The calling of small birds blended with the chiming bark of the beagles and
the thudding away of the hunted hare. It streamed through a hedge and
flung into the river, splashing in like a spadeful of brown earth. It swam to
the far bank, and limped away to safety.

Where the tiercel still circled to the east, the sky was drifted with gulls
and plover and curlew. The sharp glinting speck of the hawk faded slowly
out above the hills, sweeping majestically towards the sea. The alarmed
birds descended, and the great flight was over.

I followed the falcon, and found her again at half past three. Smoked out
by dense clouds of starlings, she flew from the ash tree by ford lane pond
and flickered low across fields where tractors were working and sugar beet
was being cut and carted. Where the ground had been cleared, hundreds of
gulls and lapwings were feeding; I lost the hawk among them as they rose.
Ten minutes later she flew north-east, passing high towards the river, black
against the lemon-yellow sky. She veered to the east, flying higher and
faster, as though she had sighted prey.

The beagles are going home along the small hill lanes, the huntsmen
tired, the followers gone, the hare safe in its form. The valley sinks into
mist, and the yellow orbital ring of the horizon closes over the glaring
cornea of the sun. The eastern ridge blooms purple, then fades to inimical
black. The earth exhales into the cold dusk. Frost forms in hollows shaded



from the afterglow. Owls wake and call. The first stars hover and drift
down. Like a roosting hawk, I listen to silence and gaze into the dark.

November 18th

In the morning I walked east along the sea-wall, from the estuary to the sea.
The water was pale grey and white under high cloud. It became seamed and
veined with blue as the sky cleared and the sun came out. Waders, gulls and
rooks fed by the tide-line. Bushes near the wall were full of larks and
finches. Three snow buntings ran over the white shingle and sand, like
waders, unwilling to fly, brown and white as the sand beneath them. When
they ran on to darker ground, they flew at once, calling. Their long white-
barred wings flashed up into sunlight, their hard, pure calls chimed faintly
down.

All morning, I had the wary, uneasy feeling that comes when a hawk is
near. I felt that he was hidden just beyond sight; in time and distance barely
outpacing me, always dropping below the horizon as I moved up over the
curve of the flat green land. By one o’clock I was heading south, and the
sun was dazzling. Suddenly I seemed to be walking away from the hawk
instead of towards it. I went down into the fields and across to the estuary
again, not thinking, moving only on the rim of thought, content to see and
absorb the day. Turning through the hedge-gap, I surprised a wren. It
trembled on its perch in an agony of hesitation, not knowing whether to fly
or not, its mind in a stutter, splitting up with fear. I went quickly past, and it
relaxed, and sang.

At half past two I reached the estuary. It was high tide. White gulls
floated on blue unclouded water, duck slept, waders crowded the saltings. I
walked slowly west along the sea-wall. It was now the ebb-light of a cold



November day, and the western sky was frosted with pale gold. That radiant
arch of light, which curves up and over the flat river land from the North
Sea beyond it, was crumbling at the zenith and flaking back to grey. This
was the last true hunting light, a call as clear to the hungry hawk as the
‘gone away’ of a huntsman’s horn.

A low stream of dunlin left the saltings and swelled upon the water to a
glittering silver sail, billowing out towards the island. Above, and far
beyond them, a peregrine was flying, a small dark knuckle in the flawless
sky. Swiftly it grew to a dart of flickering wings. It rose black and sharp
against the sun, and then it was beyond the sun and was browner and less
menacing. It dived, and the island birds were flung up like spray. It circled
above them, and they fell back like a wave. In steeply rising rings the hawk
mounted to a silent crescendo. Gulls flew up. It stopped above them,
poised, then dived downward, sweeping down and under and up again in a
great ‘U’-shaped curve, cleaving the air as a human diver cleaves through
air and water. From the reaching talons a gull flopped gracelessly aside. The
peregrine rose higher, and shivered out into the greying eastern sky.

In the bright west, in long streams above the estuary calm, a thousand
lapwings wheeled and feathered in their changing squadrons, their soft
wings rising and falling in rhythm like the oars of a long-boat.

November 21st

A wrought-iron starkness of leafless trees stands sharply up along the valley
skyline. The cold north air, like a lens of ice, transforms and clarifies. Wet
ploughlands are dark as malt, stubbles are bearded with weeds and sodden
with water. Gales have taken the last of the leaves. Autumn is thrown down.
Winter stands.



At two o’clock a crackling blackness of jackdaws swept up from stubble
and scattered out across the sky with a noise like dominoes being rattled
together on a pub table. Woodpigeons and lapwings rose to the south. The
peregrine was near, but I could not see it. I went down to the brook and
across the fields between the two woods. From stubble and plough I flushed
gleanings of skylarks. The sun shone. Trees coloured like tawny gravel on
the bed of a clear stream. The oaks of the two woods were maned with
spiky gold. A green woodpecker flew from the wet grass and clapped itself
to the bole of a tree as though pulled in by a magnet. Above the moss and
mustard of its back, the crown of its head smouldered vermilion, like scarlet
agaric shining through a dark wood. The high, harsh alarm call came loud
and sudden, a breathless squeezed-out sound, meaning ‘hawk sighted’. In
the bare spars of the limes by the bridge, silent fieldfares were watching the
sky.

I looked to the west, and saw the peregrine moving up above the distant
farmhouse cedar, luminous in a dark cloud of rooks, drifting in streams of
golden plover. A black shower cloud was glooming from the north; the
peregrine shone against it in a nimbus of narrow gold. He glided over
stubble, and a wave of sparrows dashed itself into a hedge. For a second,
the hawk’s wings danced in pursuit, flicking lithe and high in a cluster of
frenzied beats that freeze in memory to the shape of antlers. Then he flew
calmly on towards the river.

I followed, but could not find him. Dusk and sunset came together in the
river mist. A shrew scuffled in dead leaves beneath a hedge, and hid among
them when a little owl began to call. Water voles, running along the branch
of a bush that overhangs the river, were suddenly still when they heard the
call. When it stopped, they dived into the water and swam into the cover of
the reeds. I walked along beside the hedge. A woodcock startled me by its



sudden, noisy, upward leaping. It flew against the sky, and I saw the long
downward-pointing bill and the blunt owl-like wings, and heard the thin
whistle and throaty croak of its roding call; a strange thing to hear in the
cold November dusk. It wavered away to the west, and the peregrine starred
above it, a dark incisive shape descending through the pale saffron of the
afterglow. They disappeared into the dusk together, and I saw nothing more.

November 24th

A peregrine soared above the valley in the morning sunshine and the warm
south breeze. I could not see it, but its motion through the sky was reflected
on the ground beneath in the restless rising of the plover, in the white swirl
of gulls, in the clattering grey clouds of woodpigeons, in hundreds of bright
birds’ eyes looking upward.

When all was quiet, tiercel and falcon flew low and side by side across
the wide plain of the open fields. Moving up wind, they scattered golden
plover from the stubble. They were coloured like plover themselves and
were soon hidden in the tawny-brown horizon of the fields.

Rain-clouds thickened and lowered, wind rose, everything became sharp-
edged. I disturbed the falcon from an oak near ford lane. She flew quickly
away to the north-east, rose beyond the brook, and hovered over the
orchard. Between hovers she glided and circled, trying to soar, but she
could not do so. Slowly she drifted over the hill to the east. There was no
panic among the orchard birds, but many fieldfares and finches flew up and
straggled aimlessly about beneath the hawk as though unable to decide
whether to mob it or not. Most birds find a hovering peregrine difficult to
understand. As soon as it flies fast, they know what they have to do, but
when it hovers like a kestrel they are less perturbed. The only birds that



immediately recognise it as being dangerous are partridges and pheasants.
They are the species most threatened by this manner of hunting, and they
either crouch low or run to the nearest cover. Hovering kestrels they ignore.

I went across the fields to the south of the lane, and put up three curlew.
There were four there on the 21st; a peregrine may have killed the other one
since then. As the curlew flew off, calling, the tiercel appeared, a hundred
yards to the west. Lapwings rose quickly from the stubble in front of him,
but they had misjudged the strength of the wind and had risen too late. The
tiercel swung steeply up, wind filling his cupped wings like sails. He poised
for a moment, then flattened his wings sharply to his sides and rushed
downwards, piercing through the wind to the last lapwing of the straggling
line. The glancing blow was struck so quickly that I did not see it. I only
saw the hawk flying down wind, carrying his kill.

An hour of drenching rain extinguished the day. The valley was a
sopping brown sponge, misty and dun. Sixteen mallard flew over, and a
wigeon whistled. Rain fell copiously again, and the hollow dusk was filled
with the squelching calls of snipe.

November 26th

Rooks and gulls moving over the rainy town at dawn: rooks to the estuary,
gulls to inland. Down by the sound of the tide, corn buntings sang in
cottage gardens. Rain blew gently as daylight gained. Waders gathered on
the shrinking rim of shore, dark heads against white water. Grey plover
were feeding, leaning forward like pointers, listening to the mud like
thrushes on a lawn. A careful step, a thrust of the head forward and over, a
strained intentness; then the bill darting down through the mud, spearing
out a worm, fast and springy as a fencer. Knot were resting. They had a



slant-eyed mongol look, like sleeping huskies. Fifty flew out across the
water as I stumbled through the sticky clay on the top of the sea-wall. Grey
birds, sweeping low under the white-stoned clear horizon and the high grey
sky, low to the rain-spattered white of water and the scoured shore, black-
purple seaweed, weed-green islands, and long seas heaving smooth.

Six cormorants squatted at the tideline, like blackened tree-stumps.
Farther east, one rested with its wings outspread, heraldic against the whole
North Sea. Long ‘V’s’ of brent geese flew past. The clucking guttural of
their conversation was audible a mile away. Their long black lines clawed
along the bottom of the sky.

The wings of hawk kills fluttered on the shingle: a wigeon and six black-
headed gulls were old and stale, a red-breasted merganser was only three
days dead. It is surprising that a peregrine should kill a merganser, a bird
most foul and fishy-tasting to the human palate. Only the wings, bones, and
bill, had been left. Even the skull had been picked clean. That narrow saw-
billed head, with its serrated prehistoric grin, had been too much to
swallow. A falcon peregrine watched me from posts far out on the saltings,
sitting huddled and morose under darkening rain. She flew seldom, had fed,
had nothing to do. Later, she went inland.

Greenshanks stood in the marsh; hoary-looking waders, grey and mossy
coloured, tilting forward to feed over their thin grey legs. Where they were
not grey, they were white; bleak, leaden birds, phantoms of summer green,
suddenly aloof and beautiful in flight. Slow rain fell from mid-grey, light
grey sky. A deceptive clarity and brightening at eleven o’clock meant that
the rain was really setting in. For an hour, till greyness covered all, the
water shone like milk and mother-of-pearl. The sea breathed quietly, like a
sleeping dog.



November 28th

Nothing was clear in the tractor-echoing dreariness of this misty day. The
thin and faltering north-west wind was cold.

At eleven o’clock a peregrine flew up to one of the line of tall pylons that
extends across the valley. He was blurred in mist, but the deft bowing and
fanning of his wings was instantly familiar. For twenty minutes he watched
the plover feeding in the surrounding fields, then flew south to the next
pylon. There he was silhouetted in an owl shape against the white sky, his
sunken head rounding out into high curved shoulders and tapering down to
the short blunt-ended tail. He flew north again, moving up above the
shining mist-coils of the river, the red-gold burnish of his plumage glowing
into dimness. His wings rowed back with long powerful strokes, sweeping
him easily, majestically forward.

I could not follow him in such poor light, so I went down to the brook,
thinking that later he might come there to bathe. Blackbirds and chaffinches
were scolding in the hawthorns by North Wood, and a jay was perching in
alders and looking down at something. Keeping in the cover of hedges, I
went slowly along to the thick mass of hawthorns. I forced my way into
them till I could see the fast-moving water of the brook, which the jay had
been watching. Through the dark mesh of thorny twigs, I saw a falcon
peregrine standing on stones, a few inches from the water, looking intently
at her own reflection. She walked slowly forward till her large, wrinkled
yellow feet were immersed. She stopped and glared around, then raised her
wings at a steep angle above her back and waded carefully out into the
water, stepping gingerly on the small gravelly stones as though afraid of
slipping. When the water was nearly up to her shoulders, she stopped. She
drank a few sips, dipped her head beneath the surface repeatedly, splashed,



dowsed and flapped her wings. Blackbirds and chaffinches stopped
scolding, and the jay flew off.

She stayed in the water for ten minutes, gradually becoming less active;
then she waddled heavily ashore. Her curious parrot-like amble was made
even more ungainly by the weight of water in her feathers. She shook
herself a great deal, made little jumps into the air with flailing wings, and
flew cumbersomely up into a dead alder that overhangs the brook.
Blackbirds and chaffinches started scolding again, and the jay came back.
The peregrine was huge with water, and did not look at all happy. She was
deeper-chested and broader-backed than the tiercel, with a bigger hump of
muscle between her shoulders. She was darker in colour and more like the
conventional pictures of young peregrines. The jay began to flutter round
her in an irritating manner. She flew heavily away to the north, with the jay
screeching derisively in pursuit.

I found her in a dead oak to the north-east of the ford. The tree stands on
higher ground, and from its topmost branches a hawk can see for several
miles across the open river plain to the west. After looking all around, and
up at the sky, she began to preen. She did not raise her head again till she
had finished. The breast feathers were preened first; then the undersides of
the wings, the belly, and the flanks, in that order. When the preening was
done, she picked savagely at her feet, sometimes raising one to get a better
grip on it, and cleaned and honed her bill upon the bark of the tree. She
slept fitfully till one o’clock, then flew quickly away to the east.

November 29th

At midday a peregrine flew from inland, passing quite close to me as I
stood on the sea-wall near the saltings. Beyond the wall it rose, hovered,



and swept down and up in savage ‘U’-shaped stoops. Three times it did this,
then flew back the way it had come. I thought it was trying to flush prey
from the shore, but when I reached the place where it had stopped, I found
nothing there. It may have been practising its aim at some post or stone, but
I do not understand why it should have flown to and from that particular
spot in such a deliberate way.

I went on to the east. The sun shone, but the wind was cold; a good
soaring day for hawks.

Three hours later I returned to the saltings, and found the remains of a
great crested grebe at the foot of the sea-wall, near the high-water mark. It
had been a heavy bird, weighing perhaps two and a half pounds, and it was
probably killed by a stoop from a considerable height. It now weighed less
than a pound. The breast-bone and ribs were bare. The vertebrae of the long
neck had also been carefully cleaned. The head, wings, and stomach were
untouched. The exposed organs steamed slightly in the frosty air, and were
still warm. Although so fresh, they had an unpleasant rancid smell. Grebes
taste rank and fishy to the human palate.

At sunset, as I went across the marsh, two peregrines flew from the roof
of a hut. Languid and heavy-cropped, they did not fly far. They had shared
the grebe, and now they were roosting together.

November 30th

Two kills by the river: kingfisher and snipe. The snipe lay half submerged
in flooded grass, cryptic even in death. The kingfisher shone in mud at the
river’s edge, like a brilliant eye. He was tattered with blood, stained with
the blood-red colour of his stumpy legs that were stiff and red as sticks of
sealing wax, cold in the lapping ripple of the river. He was like a dead star,



whose green and turquoise light still glimmers down through the long light-
years.

In the afternoon I crossed the field that slopes up from North Wood, and
saw feathers blowing in the wind. The body of a woodpigeon lay breast
upward on a mass of soft white feathers. The head had been eaten. Flesh
had been torn from the neck, breast-bone, ribs, and pelvis, and even from
the shoulder-girdles and the carpal joints of the wings. This tiercel eats well.
His butchery is beautifully done. The carcass weighed only a few ounces,
so nearly a pound of meat had been taken from it. The bones were still dark
red, the blood still wet.

I found myself crouching over the kill, like a mantling hawk. My eyes
turned quickly about, alert for the walking heads of men. Unconsciously I
was imitating the movements of a hawk, as in some primitive ritual; the
hunter becoming the thing he hunts. I looked into the wood. In a lair of
shadow the peregrine was crouching, watching me, gripping the neck of a
dead branch. We live, in these days in the open, the same ecstatic fearful
life. We shun men. We hate their suddenly uplifted arms, the insanity of
their flailing gestures, their erratic scissoring gait, their aimless stumbling
ways, the tombstone whiteness of their faces.



December 1st

The peregrine soared unseen in the blue zenith of the misty sky, and circled
east above the rising coils of gulls. After half an hour of idling through the
morning sunshine and drifting in the cold south-east wind, he came down to
the brook with tremendous swooping force, bursting up a star of fragment
birds. A snipe whistled away down wind like a shell, and the first great
clattering of woodpigeons settled to the long sighing of departing wings.
Blackbirds were still scolding when I reached the bridge, but the sky was
empty. All the trees to southward – stark against the low glare of the sun –
were heavy with pigeons, thick clustered like black fruit.

When the slowly relaxing tension, and the uneasy peace, had lasted for
twenty minutes, the pigeons began to return to the fields. Gulls and plover
went back to following the plough. Migrating lapwings flew high to the
north-west, serene and untroubled. Woodpigeons flew between the two
woods, and between the woods and the ploughed fields. They were never
still, and their white wing-bars flashed in sunlight, a temptation and a
challenge to the watching peregrine.

I scanned the sky constantly to see if a hawk was soaring, scrutinised
every tree and bush, searched the apparently empty sky through every arc.
That is how the hawk finds his prey and eludes his enemies, and that is the
only way one can hope to find him and share his hunting. Binoculars, and a
hawk-like vigilance, reduce the disadvantage of myopic human vision.

At last, yet one more of all the distant pigeon-like birds, that till then had
always proved to be pigeons, was suddenly the peregrine. He flew over
South Wood, and soared in the warm air rising from open spaces sheltered
by encircling trees. Crisp and golden in the sunlight, he swam up through



the warm air with muscular undulations of his wings, like the waving
flicker of a fish’s fins. He drifted on the surface, a tiny silver flake on the
blue burnish of the sky. His wings tightened and bent back, and he slid
away to the east, a dark blade cutting slowly through blue ice. Moving
down through sunlight, he changed colour like an autumn leaf, passing from
shining gold to pallid yellow, turning from tawny to brown, suddenly
flicking out black against the skyline.

White fire smouldered in the south as the sun glared lower. Two
jackdaws flew high above. One dived, went into a spin, looped the loop,
and fell towards earth as though it had been shot, a tossing bag of bones and
feathers. It was playing at being dead. When a foot from the ground, it
spread its wings and dropped lightly down, superbly nonchalant.

Following the restless plover, I crossed the brook and found the falcon
peregrine in a hedge to the west. I stalked her, but she moved from tree to
tree along the hedge, keeping up against the sun, where she could see me
clearly while I was dazzled. When the hedge ended, she flew to a tree by
the brook. She seemed sleepy and lethargic and did not move her head
much. Her eyes had a brown ceramic glaze. They watched my eyes intently.
I turned away for a moment. She flew at once. I looked back quickly, but
she had gone. Hawks are reluctant to fly while they are being watched.
They wait till the strange bondage of the eyes is broken.

Gulls flew slowly over to the east, their wings transparent in the brilliant
light. At three o’clock the falcon circled among them, and began to soar. It
was high tide at the estuary. Waders would be swirling up and sinking down
above the creeks and saltings like blood pounding in a caged heart. I knew
the peregrine would see them, would see the thousands of gulls moving in
towards the brimming water, and I thought she would follow them
eastward. Without waiting longer, I cycled as fast as I could across to a



small hill, six miles away, that overlooks the estuary. Twice I stopped and
searched for the falcon and found her circling high above the wooded ridge,
drifting east as I had hoped. By the time I reached the hill she had passed
over and down.

In the small lens of light that the telescope cored out from three miles of
sunlit intervening air, I saw the shining water of the estuary darken and
seethe with birds and the sharp hook of the falcon rising and falling in a
long crenellation of stoops. Then the dark water lifted to brightness again,
and all was still.

December 2nd

The tide was low. Mud shone like wet sand, and shingle strands were bright
and glaring in the blue lagoons. Colour smarted in sunlight. A dead tree in
dark fields reflected light, like an ivory bone. Bare trees stood in the earth,
like the glowing veins of withered leaves.

A peregrine soared above the estuary, and the sky filled with the wings of
waders. He dived through sunlight into a falling darkness of curlew, flashed
through them into light again, curved under and rose beneath them as they
rose, struck one in the breast with gasping force. It dropped beside the sea-
wall, all out of shape, as though its body had been suddenly deflated. The
peregrine glided down, and lanced the dead curlew’s breast with the hook of
his bill.

December 3rd

All day the low clouds lay above the marshes and thin rain drifted in from
the sea. Mud was deep in the lanes and along the sea-wall; thick ochre mud,



like paint; oozing glutinous mud that seemed to sprout on the marsh, like
fungus; octopus mud that clutched and clung and squelched and sucked;
slippery mud, smooth and treacherous as oil; mud stagnant; mud evil; mud
in the clothes, in the hair, in the eyes; mud to the bone. On the east coast in
winter, above or below the tide-line, man walks in water or in mud; there is
no dry land. Mud is another element. One comes to love it, to be like a
wading bird, happy only at the edges of the world where land and water
meet, where there is no shade and nowhere for fear to hide.

At the mouth of the estuary, land and water lose themselves together, and
the eye sees only water and land floating upon water. The grey and white
horizons are moored on rafts. They move out into the dusk and leave the
water-land to the ear alone, to the whistling of the wigeon, the crying of
curlew, and the calling of gulls.

There was a hawk to the north, circling over the higher ground and flying
to roost. But it was too far off to draw me away from the falling tide.
Thousands of gulls came out from the land at evening to the cleanness and
safety of the sea.

December 5th

The sun fired the bone-white coral of the frosted hedges with a cold and
sullen glow. Nothing moved in the silent valley till the rime melted and
steamed in the sun, and trees began to drip through the misty cave that
boomed and blurred with voices drifting from the stirring farms. The
peregrine flew from a haystack by the road, where he had been resting in
the sun, and went down to the river.

Half an hour later I found him near the bridge, perched on an overhead
wire. He flew low along a ditch, brushing rime from the stiff reeds with his



wings. He twisted, and turned, and hovered above a moorhen. It skidded
and threshed on the ice between the reeds, and he could not catch it.
Fourteen teal and a hundred gulls flew up from a stretch of unfrozen water.
There were many tame and hungry snipe in the frosty fields, feeble, and
faintly calling.

At one o’clock the peregrine flew east, rising over the sunlit cliffs of fog
on strong, determined wings.

December 8th

Golden leaves of sunlight drifted down through morning fog. Fields shone
wet under blue sky. From an elm near the river the tiercel peregrine flew up
into the misty sunlight, calling: a high, husky, muffled call: ‘keerk, keerk,
keerk, keerk, keerk’, sharp-edged and barbarous.

He rose over stubble to the north, keeping the sun behind him, beating
forward, mounting in buoyant glides. He had the tenseness and taut ply in
his wings that means he has sighted prey. Woodpigeons in the stubble
stopped feeding, and raised their heads. Two hundred feet above them the
hawk slowly circled, then slanted suddenly over and down. He slashed
down through the air and swung up, and the pigeons flew wildly beneath
him. He twisted over and down, with a sinuous coiling of wings, and cut in
among them, piercing their soft grey hurtling mass.

Birds rose from all the fields around. Whole fields seemed to lift into the
sky. Somewhere in this seething of wings the hawk was lost inextricably.
When the turmoil subsided, there was no hawk within miles. This happens
so often: the stealthy soft-winged approach, the sudden attack, then the
hidden departure, concealed in a diffusing smoke-screen of birds.



I reached the estuary at high tide. Thousands of glittering dunlin hissed
and plunged over blue water. Brent geese and wigeon floated in the
brimming bays. Gunners were out. Through the bronze flashes, and the
booming of the early dusk, wigeon whistled unquenchably and a solitary
red-throated diver raised its melancholy wail.

The peregrine did not come back to the circling, echoing clangour of the
banging estuary. He had killed in the morning, and wisely stayed inland.

December 10th

Bleak light, brutal wind, thickening cloud, showers of sleet. Snipe huddled
in a flooded meadow north of the river, like little brown monks fishing.
They crouched low over their bent green legs, and I could see their
Colorado-beetle-coloured heads and their gentle brown eyes. They did not
feed, but simply held their long bills out above the muddy water, as though
they were savouring the bouquet. Fifty went up when I walked towards
them. There is no hesitation, no slow awakening, for snipe; only the sudden
convulsive jump from the mud when the alarm rings in their nerves. They
made a tremendous nasal noise as they rose: a sneeze of snipe, not a wisp.
They kept close together and did not jink, flying high and fast in a group,
like starlings. This meant that a hawk was about.

After much searching I found the tiercel on a post in the fields. He looked
sleepy and lethargic. He did not become alert till early afternoon, when light
began to fade and misty dusk furred the distant trees. He circled over the
meadow where snipe were resting. None rose till he stooped. Then they all
spluttered and crackled up from the mud, like damp squibs. The last to rise
was chased by the hawk. Together they tore up into the sky, plunged down
across the fields, rushed in and out of the willows. The hawk followed



every twist and turn, keeping up with the snipe, but never overtaking it. He
stopped his pursuit quite suddenly, and dashed at the hundreds of fieldfares
that were milling above the river in a random incohesive way. He still flew
like a snipe, jinking and bouncing about like an uncoiling spring, scattering
fieldfares but not attacking them.

He rested on a post for ten minutes, then flew steadily up wind, keeping
very low and half-hidden in the darkening misty fields. His head and tail
were invisible. He was like a manta ray flicking along the bottom of the sea.
Gulls flew southward towards their roost. They came in fast-moving flocks
of thirty or forty, and they would not fly directly overhead. They split up as
soon as they saw me, scattering to left or right, like woodpigeons. I had
never seen them do that before. Repeated attacks by the peregrine, at
morning and evening, had made them very wild, and suspicious of danger
from below.

I followed the peregrine to the east. Fieldfares clacked and whistled
above me on their way to roost by the river. From a small stream I put up a
green sandpiper. It towered into the dusk, calling, veering and swaying
about like a tipsy snipe. Its call was a wild, whistling ‘too-loo-weet’,
indescribably triumphant and forlorn. The peregrine stooped as the
sandpiper rose, but he missed it by a yard. He may have been following me
so that I could flush prey for him. All the stoops he made today were slow
and inaccurate. Perhaps he was not really hungry, but was compelled by
habit to practise a ritual of hunting and killing.

The sky cleared after sunset. Far above, there was a sound like a distant
striking of matches. Many rooks and jackdaws were calling as they flew
slowly, peacefully, westward, high in the cold blue dusk, small as the first
stars.



December 12th

High clouds slowly filled the sky, the morning whitened out, the sun was
hidden. A cold wind rose from the north. The horizon light became clear
and vivid.

The remains of a herring gull lay at the roadside, between two farms, half
on the grass verge and half in the dust and grit. The peregrine had killed it
in the night, or in the morning dusk, before there was any traffic on the
road, and had found it too heavy to carry to a safer place. Since then, the
passing cars had squashed it flat. The shredded flesh was still wet with
blood, and the neck gaped redly where the head had been. To hawks, these
gritty country lanes must look like shingle beaches; the polished roads must
gleam like seams of granite in a moorland waste. All the monstrous
artefacts of man are natural, untainted things to them. All that is still is
dead. All that moves, and stops, and does not move again, then very slowly
dies. Movement is like colour to a hawk; it flares upon the eye like crimson
flame.

I found the gull at ten o’clock, and the peregrine a quarter of an hour
later. As I expected, after eating so large a bird he had not gone far away.
Looking very wet and dejected, with feathers loose and bedraggled, he was
slumped on a tree by the ford lane pond. His tail dangled beneath him like a
sodden umbrella. The pond is small and shallow, and contains the usual
human detritus; pram wheels, tricycles, broken glass, rotting cabbages, and
detergent containers, overlaid by a thin ketchup of sewage. The water is
stagnant and greasy, but the hawk may have bathed in it. Normally he
prefers clear running water of a certain depth and quality – and he will fly
long distances to find it – but sometimes he seems deliberately to choose
water containing sewage.



Three tractors were ploughing in the big field to the south. One of them
was passing up and down, a few yards from the hawk, without disturbing
him at all. Hawks perch near fields where tractors are working, because that
is where birds are constantly on the move. There is always something to
watch, or something to kill if the hawk should be hungry. They have learnt
that the dreaded man-shape is harmless while the tractor is in motion. They
do not fear machines, for a machine’s behaviour is so much more
predictable than man’s. When the tractor stops, the hawk is immediately
alert. When the driver walks away, the hawk moves to a more distant perch.
This happened in the field by the pond half an hour after I arrived there.
The hawk flew slowly south-east, lifting and swinging his wings like heavy
unwieldy oars, and drifted down to rest at the top of a roadside elm. He did
not see me coming till I was almost below the tree. Then he gaped, and
started in alarm, and flew back towards the pond. He still moved slowly and
carefully, as though fearful of spilling something, gliding with wings
drooped down in limp, ignoble curves. This heavy waterlogged flight was
like a crow’s, with the tips of the wings giving the air a light, quick touch at
the end of the wings’ deep oaring.

I found him huddled in the oak that overhangs the lane, between the pond
and the ford. He did not move when I passed beneath him. With eyes
closed, and drying feathers ruffled by the wind, he perched very upright and
wooden, looking dingy and comatose, as though long-dead and rather moth-
eaten. When I clapped my hands, he roused and flew down to the copse by
the ford. Flushed from there, he flew back to the oak. Three times this
manoeuvre was repeated. Then I left him to rest in the oak while I watched
from the edge of the copse. He slept for another hour, waking at one o’clock
to preen and look around. The colour of his feathers lightened as they dried.
The tail was narrowly barred with pale fawn and pale brown; the back,



mantle, and scapulars, were pale yellowish brown, flecked and barred
laterally with glowing burnt sienna. The bars were close and narrow, and
the whole surface had a luminous red-gold sheen. The crown of his head
was pale gold, flecked lightly with brown. The tips of the folded wings
reached just beyond the end of the tail; exceptionally long, even for a tiercel
peregrine.

He left the tree at half past one, but was immediately chased back there
by a crow. He called loudly in flight: a shrill petulant sound. When perched,
he called again: a deeper, more challenging cry. At two o’clock he became
restless, moving his head up and down and shifting his feet about. He took
several minutes to bring himself to it, but when he finally flew he was fast
and decisive. He swung out and round in a rising arc and went steeply up
over North Wood, striking the air smartly with his wings; earlier, he had
merely stroked it. Jackdaws, that all day had been playing and feeding
unconcernedly in pastures by the brook, now flew up in panic, circled high,
and dispersed hastily.

Rain fell for an hour, but I stayed by the copse, waiting. At three o’clock
the peregrine returned, flying fast and savagely into the cold north wind,
throwing up gulls and lapwings. A lapwing was cut off from the flock, and
the lean brown tiercel cleaved behind, low to the ground as a running hare.
The two birds seemed to be looped together, then seemed to swing apart.
The lapwing turned in its own length, but the hawk wheeled out on a wider
arc and whipped back in again with frenzied wings. Suddenly the tethering
cord was broken. The hawk rushed up into the sky, the lapwing tumbled
forward. The hawk turned on its side and stooped, as though hurled down
through a hole in the air. Then nothing. Nothing at all. However it had
ended, it was over. There was only silence and the hissing of the wind. The



tortuous coiling of the hunter and his victim seemed to hang in the gloomy
air.

As I went up the lane from the ford I saw a bird’s wing fluttering in the
grey-twigged crown of a pollard ash. When I was two yards away, the
peregrine flew out, his wings drumming in a frantic effort to wrench
himself clear. For a second he was very close, and I could see the satin
smoothness of his underwings and the thickly quilted feathers, spotted with
brown and cream. He flew south across the fields, veering and swaying
erratically. His legs hung down, and there was something white between
them that fluttered like paper. Through binoculars I saw that he was
carrying the dead lapwing, gripping it with both feet, so that it lay up
against his tail, breast upward and head foremost, with its wings lolling
open to show their black and white undersides. He flew easily, carrying his
half-pound load, but he was troubled by the strength of the wind. He sagged
a little in the gusts, and his wings beat in quick short jabs. He landed in a
tree near the lane. When I disturbed him, five minutes later, the lapwing
was smaller and easier to carry. He flew into another pollard ash, and there I
left him to finish his meal. Three tractors were still ploughing in the field
beside him.

At sunset, ten curlew rose and flew east, calling loudly. The tractors went
back to the farm, and the last gulls flew south. The peregrine circled high in
the dusk, and flickered out into the darkness of the hill. The hawkless valley
bloomed with the soft voices of the waking owls.

December 15th

The warm west gale heaved and thundered across the flat river plain,
crashed and threshed high its crests of airy spray against the black



breakwater of the wooded ridge. The stark horizon, fringing the far edges of
the wind, was still and silent. Its clear serenity moved back before me; a
mirage of elms and oaks and cedars, farms and houses, churches, and
pylons silver-webbed like swords.

At eleven o’clock the tiercel peregrine flew steeply up above the river,
arching and shrugging his wings into the gale, dark on the grey clouds
racing over. Wild peregrines love the wind, as otters love water. It is their
element. Only within it do they truly live. All wild peregrines I have seen
have flown longer and higher and further in a gale than at any other time.
They avoid it only when bathing or sleeping. The tiercel glided at two
hundred feet, spread his wings and tail upon the billowing air, and turned
down wind in a long and sweeping curve. Quickly his circles stretched
away to the east, blown out elliptically by the force of the wind. Hundreds
of birds rose beneath him. The most exciting thing about a hawk is the way
in which it can create life from the still earth by conjuring flocks of birds
into the air. All the feeding gulls and lapwings and woodpigeons went up
from the big field between the road and the brook as the hawk circled above
them. The farm seemed to be hidden by a sheet of white water, so close
together were the rising gulls. Dark through the white gulls the sharp hawk
dropped, shattering them apart like flinging white foam. When I lowered
my binoculars, I saw that the birds around me had also been watching the
hawk. In bushes and trees there were many sparrows, starlings, blackbirds
and thrushes, looking east and steadily chattering and scolding. And all the
way along the lanes, as I hurried east, there were huddles of small birds
lining the hedges, shrilling their warning to the empty sky.

As I passed the farm, a flock of golden plover went up like a puff of
gunsmoke. The whole flock streamed low, then slowly rose, like a single
golden wing. When I reached ford lane, the trees by the pond were full of



woodpigeons. None moved when I walked past them, but from the last tree
of the line the peregrine flew up into the wind and circled east. The pigeons
immediately left the trees, where they had been comparatively safe, and
flew towards North Wood. They passed below the peregrine. He could have
stooped at them if he had wished to do so. Woodpigeons are very fast and
wary, but like teal they sometimes have a fatal weakness for flying towards
danger instead of away from it.

In long arcs and tangents the hawk drifted slowly higher. From five
hundred feet above the brook, without warning, he suddenly fell. He simply
stopped, flung his wings up, dived vertically down. He seemed to split in
two, his body shooting off like an arrow from the tight-strung bow of his
wings. There was an unholy impetus in his falling, as though he had been
hurled from the sky. It was hard to believe, afterwards, that it had happened
at all. The best stoops are always like that, and they often miss. A few
seconds later the hawk flew up from the brook and resumed his eastward
circling, moving higher over the dark woods and orchards till he was lost to
sight. I searched the fields, but found no kill. Woodpigeons in hawthorns,
and snipe in the marshy ground, were tamed by their greater fear of the
hawk. They did not fly when I went near them. Partridges crouched
together in the longest grass.

Rain began, and the peregrine returned to the brook. He flew from an elm
near the bridge, and I lost him at once in the hiss and shine of rain and the
wet shuddering of the wind. He looked thin and keen, and very wild. When
the rain stopped, the wind roared into frenzy. It was hard to stand still in the
open, and I kept to the lee of the trees. At half past two the peregrine swung
up into the eastern sky. He climbed vertically upward, like a salmon leaping
in the great waves of air that broke against the cliff of South Wood. He
dived to the trough of a wave, then rose steeply within it, flinging himself



high in the air, on outstretched wings exultant. At five hundred feet he hung
still, tail closed, wings curving far back with their tips almost touching the
tip of his tail. He was stoopping horizontally forward at the speed of the
oncoming wind. He rocked and swayed and shuddered, close-hauled in a
roaring sea of air, his furled wings whipping and plying like wet canvas.
Suddenly he plunged to the north, curved over to the vertical stoop,
flourished his wings high, shrank small, and fell.

He fell so fast, he fired so furiously from the sky to the dark wood below,
that his black shape dimmed to grey air, hidden in a shining cloud of speed.
He drew the sky about him as he fell. It was final. It was death. There was
nothing more. There could be nothing more. Dusk came early. Through the
almost dark, the fearful pigeons flew quietly down to roost above the
feathered bloodstain in the woodland ride.

December 17th

The low sun was dazzling, the south a polar blaze. The north wind was
cold. The night’s frost was un-melted, white on the grass like salt, and crisp
in the morning sun.

The falcon peregrine flew tentatively up wind, and hovered over the still,
white fields. The air would not be warm enough for soaring for another
hour at least; till then, she was simply passing the time. Her hovering was
desultory. She moved idly from tree to tree. You can almost feel the
boredom of a hawk that has bathed and preened and is neither hungry nor
sleepy. It seems to lounge about, stirring up trouble, just for the sake of
something to do.

The morning was strange and wraith-like, very pure and new. The frosted
fields were quiet. The sun had no grip of warmth. Where the frost had gone,



the dry grass smelt of hay. Golden plover were close, softly calling. A corn
bunting sang. The north wind brittled icily in the pleached lattice of the
hedges, and smote through the thorny gaps. A woodcock swished up from
the darkness of a ditch into the stinging gleam of light. It flew north with
deep, sharp wing-beats, then looser, shallower ones. The falcon went after
it, in a leisurely disinterested way. She did not come back, so I went down
to the river.

At midday she rose from the willows and floated up into the wind,
gliding briefly, or moving the tips of her wings in small paddling circles.
They quivered rapidly, as though they were merely vibrating in the wind.
The growing warmth of the sun had told her she could soar. She was
delicately feeling her way forward till she found the first rising of the
warmer air. Over the dead oak she glided very slowly, then spread out her
wings and tail, and turned down wind. In wide sweeping arcs she drifted to
the south, circling a hundred feet above me. Her long, powerful head, like a
hooked pike glaring from reeds, flexed slowly round as she scanned the
fields below. The two deep-brown moustachial bars shone glossily in the
sun, hanging down each side of the bill like strips of polished leather. The
large dark eyes, and the bare white patches of skin in front of them, glinted
black and white like wet flint. The low sun glowed the hawk’s colours into
rich relief: copper and rust of dead beech leaves, shining damp-earth brown.
She was a large and broad-winged hawk, a falcon unmistakably, spreading
her long wings like a buzzard to win lift from the warm air rising from
melting frost and from fields now steaming in the sun. I could almost hear
the hiss and rustle of the parting air as she swished round in her taut
muscular gliding.

Quickly she circled southward, turning in smaller arcs. I was afraid I
would lose her in sun-dazzle, but she rose above it. She was moving faster,



beating her wings between short glides, changing direction erratically.
Sometimes she circled to left and right alternately, sometimes she went
round clockwise. When circling alternately, she looked intently inwards or
down; when she went round in the same direction, she looked outwards or
straight ahead. She leaned round in steep banking curves. Over the roofs of
farm buildings warm air was rising faster. Thrusting her wings in quick
pumping movements, and gliding at steep upward angles, the hawk climbed
to a thousand feet, and drifted south-east. Then her circling stopped. She
floated on the white surface of the sky. Half-way to the woods she circled
up as before, adding another five hundred feet to her height, till she was
almost hidden in mist and distance. Suddenly she glided to the north,
cutting away very fast, occasionally beating her wings in a flurry. She flew
a mile in much less than a minute, sweeping down through the sky from
South Wood to the river, following the line of the brook, till she pierced the
horizon in a puff of white gulls. Throughout this long flight, over three
miles of valley, she rose so far and fast that perspective did not level her
down to earth, in spite of the distance covered. I saw her only against the
sky. To trace her movements I had always to lower the binoculars through
thirty to forty degrees to pick out the landmarks beneath. She was wholly of
the sun and wind and the purity of sky.

Birds were still restless when I reached the place where she had
descended. Gulls circled along the rim of the valley; lapwings flew over
from the east. Remote as a star, the falcon glided out towards the estuary, a
purple speck kindling and fading through the frost-fire of the sky.

December 18th



The silent east wind breathed white frost on to grass and trees and the edges
of still water, and the sun did not melt it. The sun shone from a cobalt sky
that curved down, through pale violet, to cold and white horizons.

The reservoir glittered in the sun, still as ice, and rippling with duck. Ten
goosander launched upward from the water in crystal troughs of foam, and
rose superbly through the sky. All were drakes. Their long red bills, sleek
green heads, and narrow straining necks, led their heavy, lean, bomb-shaped
bodies forward under the black and white flicking fins of their wings. They
were splendid imperial duck, regal in the long reaches of the sky.

The harsh whistling of goldeneyes’ wings sounded constantly over the
still water. When they were not flying, the drakes called ‘ung-ick’ through
their noses – a thin, rasping sound – and shook their heavy-jowled dark
heads so that their yellow-ringed eyes winked madly in the sun. Coot
huddled together like winkles on a plate. Drake smew, their phantom arctic
whiteness piped and curled about with thin black veins, sank deep like ice-
floes or dazzled up the sky like flying snow.

I did not see a peregrine, though one was never far away. I found a black-
headed gull that had been killed in the morning; it was still damp and
bloody. Only the head, wings, and legs, were untouched. All other bones
had been carefully stripped of flesh. What was left smelt fresh and sweet,
like a mash of raw beef and pineapple. It was an appetising smell, not the
least bit rank or fishy. I could have eaten it myself if I had been hungry.

December 20th

Mist cleared in the afternoon and widening rings of sunlight rippled out. A
heron flew to a tree beside the brook. His legs reached down with a slow
pedalling movement, like a man descending through the trap-door of a loft



and feeling for a ladder with his feet. He touched the topmost twig, fumbled
his spidery toes around it, gradually deflated himself down on to the long
stilts of his legs, hunched and crumpling like a broken parasol.

Little owls called as I walked beside South Wood. The air was quiet.
Birds were feeding in fields where frost had melted. Song thrushes bounced
and sprang to spear out the surfacing worms. There is something very cold
about a thrush, endlessly listening and stabbing through the arras of grass,
the fixed eye blind to what it does. A cock blackbird, yellow-billed, stared
with bulging crocus eye, like a small mad puritan with a banana in his
mouth. I went into the wood.

Dead leaves are crisp with frost. The silence is fretted with the whisper
and lisp of tits feeding in the high branches. A goldcrest comes close, a tiny
flicker of green in the dark wood, tonsured with a sliver of gold leaf. Its
eyes shine large and bright, scanning each twig carefully before deciding
which way to jump. It is never still as it deftly dabs up insects. When it is
close, the thin ice-needles of its call ring out with surprising vehemence, but
they are soon inaudible when it moves away. A pheasant rises suddenly
from bracken, rocketing away between the tree-tops as though tight-wound
elastic were shuddering loose inside a drum.

Light shines in woodland hollows, like still water. Birch twigs are a
winish haze. A cock brambling calls, a grating nasal ‘eez-eet’, bobbing and
flicking his tail. His underparts are orange and white; glowing orange, like a
sunset on silver scales of birch bark. A bounding flight of redpolls ripple
out their harsh and tangy trills, hang upside down, dib deep into birch buds,
then bound away. A redwing flits through the trees. Straw-coloured eye-
stripes make its eyes look slanted. Its red wing-patches are like smeared
blood.



Woodpigeons, gluttonous innocents, rise like grey breath from every
frozen plough. They come early to roost, flushed by low sunlight to slow-
burning gold that fades to purple as they descend into the tops of trees. Now
their colour is like the mauve rim of a clear sky where the sun has just gone
down. Hawks follow pigeon flocks as Red Indians once followed buffalo
herds and as lions follow zebra. Woodpigeons are hawks’ cattle.

Mallard fly along the line of the wood towards the lake. Looking up at
them through binoculars, I see for the first time a falcon peregrine circling
very high, beating and gliding in the fading light. She stoops, dilates like
the pupil of an eye as it passes from day’s brilliance into dusk. She is the
size of a lark, then of a jay, now of a crow, now of a mallard. Mallard spray
outwards and climb as she dives between them. She bends up through the
sky again, curves under and up with the momentum of her stoop, crashes
into a mallard, bursts it into a drift of feathers. Grappled together, they glide
above the wood, then sweep down to the frosted ride. Mallard fly along the
line of the wood towards the lake. Nothing has changed, though one is
gone.

High on the steep slope of the hill, fieldfares are flying to roost. It is
nearly dark. The tall, grizzled pines have a bony serenity. They tower
against the skyline of the hill. It seems that beyond them there must be
canyons and mist and nothing more. Silence hangs from their branches. The
air tastes cold and metallic. The tiercel glides up to the trees, like a shadow.
He calls once: a sound as final as the clanging of a portcullis. The glaring
eyes squint up, and are sheathed in sleep. The hawk puffs out his feathers,
looking cuddly and harmless. Only the armour-plated legs and the sickled
toes do not relax, will never relax in life.

December 21st



Woodpigeons clouded the big fields between river and brook, and a hundred
mallard lifted through wheeling lapwings and gulls. Somewhere in the
hissing, weaving smoke or wings curlew were calling and fading. The
tiercel peregrine soared eastward in a calm, clear sky. Fog drifted slowly
down from the sun.

Trees by the brook were grey with a lichen of woodpigeons. None flew
for an hour; some stayed for much longer. All the trees to north and south
were thick with them, they lined the hedges, they clustered heavily in the
orchards on the hillside, the rising woods beyond – right up to the skyline
ridge – were grey and distorted with them. Only a very deadly hawk could
sweep three thousand woodpigeons out of the fields simply by soaring
above them, and could keep them there for an hour, too fearful to fly.

I waited at the bridge. Birds were silent, and there was no wind. The sun
shone in mist, like a burning moon. I hid in my own stillness. After one
o’clock the sky became clearer, and the wind rose from the north. Lapwings
skimmed over the top of South Wood and flew low across the fields. It was
time to go on. I went up the hill, scanning the trees for a hawk. Wide
pastures slope down to the upper part of South Wood, and on the far side
there is a single small oak. A branch near the top had a slightly unnatural
bulge. In binoculars this bulge grew into a peregrine, resting in the rounded,
disarming, huddled-up shape of an owl. The mist had gone. The wind was
blowing forward the first small fleeces of cloud. The hawk looked up at the
sky and the cold, clear afternoon light. At this time of a winter’s day one
can see the light turn and begin to flake and burn down to the west in a cold
mercurial glow. There is suddenly a feeling of ‘too late’, which I am sure
the hawk shares. After much stretching of wings and flexing of legs he flew
from the tree at a quarter to two, wings lashing high, head reaching eagerly
forward.



Above farm building he found warm air, and began to rise. For twenty
minutes I watched him hunting over the narrow wooded valleys and the hill
beyond. He moved in a complex pattern of small intersecting circles, like
chain-link fencing, threading alternately left and right. For one-third of each
circle his wings beat sharply and deeply, with a definite bouncing rhythm.
Then they flicked smartly down to a rigid line, and he glided round with
stiff wings slowly rising. At the close of the circle they were high above his
back and ready to begin beating again. Gliding was faster than beating. The
whole turn of the circle was beautifully smooth.

At eight hundred feet his climbing ceased. The same even movements
continued, as he carefully quartered the valley. Jackdaws and pigeons flew
up, but there was no real panic. Blackbirds in the orchard behind me
scolded for half an hour. South of the wood, where there is sloping ground
out of the wind and flat to the sun’s low angle, the hawk suddenly rose
higher, lengthened his glides, and swept round in wider circles. He drifted
southward, a thousand feet up, gliding slowly down wind. Over open
parkland he found another thermal and circled within it till he was very high
and small. From a great height he slanted gently down above the common,
falling slowly to the skyline. Then he rose once more in a steep, flickering
helix, hypnotic in style and rhythm, his long wings tireless and unfaltering.
He shimmered and coiled and dwindled away over the sharp-spired hill, and
was descending beyond it when distance suddenly quenched him. He left
the blue sky baroque with fading curves of power and precision, of lithe and
muscular flight.

December 22nd



The shortest day: dull, cold, with a sudden flare of sunlight before dusk.
There were kills by the brook: curlew, lapwing, woodpigeon, jackdaw, and
two black-headed gulls. At one o’clock the tiercel stooped again and again
at a nimbly dodging gull. He descended the north slope of the hill in a series
of abortive, rushing ‘J’s’, and I did not see him again.

Till long after sunset I waited on the hillside, thinking of peregrines. Few
winter in England now, fewer nest here. Ten years ago, even five years, it
was very different. Peregrines were seen almost every winter then: on the
North Kent Marshes, from Cliffe to Sheppey; in the Medway valley; over
the chain of artificial lakes in the Colne valley, and on to the sterile plain of
Middlesex; along the Thames from London to Oxford, and beyond; over the
Berkshire and Wiltshire downs; along the Chiltern escarpment; on the high
Cotswolds, and in the deep valleys of the small Cotswold rivers; across the
wide river plains of the Trent, the Nene, and the Ouse; over the fens, the dry
Breckland, and around the shores of the Wash; along the east coast from
Thames to Humber. These were the traditional wintering places,
remembered and revisited by dynasties of peregrines, deserted now because
there are no descendants, because the ancient eyries are dying, their lineage
gone.

Due west, eighty miles from here, the land rises to the north of Oxford,
and goes on rising. Slowly the hills unwind their long horizons, and the land
surfs up into limestone and hangs like a frozen wave of green above the
Severn plain. The uniqueness of Cotswold is in air and stone; it is
something very cold and pure. I remember the peregrines of those winter
hills. They perched on the undulating limestone walls that glimmered in the
deepening dusk and shone long after all the fields were dark, as though
deep within their honey-coloured stone a candled twilight slowly died. High
and heraldic, peregrines watched from the beech-crests and saw the beech-



burnt horizons ringing the winter sky, that immense Cotswold sky, drifted
with vast flocks of plover like debris from the flying curve of earth.
Cotswold is its own place, withdrawn, remote. It has its own light, and cold,
and sky, and monarchy of cloud. It will not be meshed in words. I
remember following a peregrine down into a river valley on just such a
frosty day as this. The hills were cold; the gustless wind was unceasing, a
gentle leaning of ice into the face. But when cycling down into the steep-
sided valley, I descended into coldness I had never imagined possible.
Layers of ice seemed to shatter across my frozen face. The air smelt of iron,
hard and implacable. It was like going down through the cold green strata
of the sea. I remember those winter days with affection and nostalgia, those
frozen fields ablaze with warring hawks. It is sad that it should be so no
longer.

Chalk cliffs of the South; sky like blue smoke fuming from the sun; a
cold north-east gale blowing. But in the lee of the cliffs the air as hot and
stifling as hot canvas. The wind rushed off the land and roared across the
sea, shredding waves to foam. The sea was a cool green wall of water,
streamed with emerald and viridian, glazed with rich veins of cobalt,
dissolving far out to amethyst and purple haze. It was all green foam and
regal colour and white waves hissing and plunging on the stony shore.

I scrambled over chalk boulders and slipper rocks, stumbled across
stretches of firm, pristine, cool, wave-moulded sand. Jackdaws and herring
gulls were noisy on the cliffs. The clear metallic song of a rock pipit drifted
slowly down the cliff-face. The tide receded. The day grew hotter and more
stifling; the gale boomed and shuddered out to sea, two hundred feet above.
The white cliffs scorched and dazzled, reflecting heat and light. My eyes
were sore from endlessly stubbing against the aching whiteness of the
chalk. By three o’clock I had given up all hope of hawks. Then, from the



last high bastion before the haven, a tiercel peregrine flowed coolly out to
sea, glided and soared down wind, till hidden in the bright sea haze. I went
closer to the cliff. The falcon flew from a ledge near the top, and soared
towards the tiercel. Together they rose and faded in the distant sky.

I saw them many times in the days that followed. They had a nest-scrape,
but no eggs or young. They spent the day just sitting on the cliff or soaring
out to sea. Their hunting was done inland, very early and late, and it did not
take long. They seemed bored, sterile; they had no meaning.

Above, they were the colour of the sea’s deepest blue; below, like the
soiled whiteness of shadowed chalk. In the turbulent air above the cliffs and
shallows they soared for hours, hoping perhaps to lure away intruders from
their nesting place. Invisible even in a telescope magnifying sixty times,
even in purest summer sky, they drifted idly above the glittering Channel
water. They had no song. Their calls were harsh and ugly. But their soaring
was like an endless silent singing. What else had they to do? They were sea
falcons now; there was nothing to keep them to the land. Foul poison
burned within them like a burrowing fuse. Their life was lonely death, and
would not be renewed. All they could do was take their glory to the sky.
They were the last of their race.

December 23rd

Bright frosty day, fading from brightness slowly, hour by hour. Jack snipe
waver up from the still edges of a pond tall with tufted reeds and rimmed
with dark ice. They call faintly, dodge feebly, rise with a hesitant stutter of
wing-beats, drop carelessly to cover as though too weak to fly farther. I
cannot flush them again. Snipe flare up and are gone. Jack snipe burn
slowly, flicker, then slowly fade.



A green sandpiper towers from the brook, fluttering low overhead: stiff-
winged, jerky, erratic as a dragonfly, white breast shining between black
wings. Thrush-size, narrow and frail-looking, it spurts away like a jumping
cracker. It always flies in this jagged way. The darting and dodging is not
due to fear; it is just its natural style.

North Wood is quiet. I watch a treecreeper feeding. His bent bill is as
cruel-looking as a hawk’s, a thin talon, a dangerous thorn. He climbs on the
surface of a tree, then slants down to the bottom of another, transecting the
wood from east to west, never missing a tree, never scanning the same tree
twice. Only when you follow him for a long time can you realise how
systematic he is. He may pass several trees by, but he will always go back
to them. He straddles on to the bark, big spidery feet placed wide apart, and
moves upward in frog-like jerks, picking and carving out insects from
crevices lit by his shining egg-white breast. His bill is designed for delicate
probing, but he can also dig and hammer with it, and can catch insects with
it as he flies. He hunts by eye and ear, peering closely at the bark, or
listening to it with his head inclined. As he climbs he may press his tail
against the tree for support, but this is not done invariably; often there is a
gap of an inch or two between tail and tree. He can walk sideways, or head-
downwards, like a nuthatch. Where a tree branches out, he hesitates,
squinting along the surface of each branch in turn before choosing his way.
His high thin call comes piercingly from wide-open bill. His underparts are
white, tinged here and there with green, like a freshly peeled onion. The
markings on his folded wings look like faded moths. Like the bark of a tree,
they are a blend of grey and brown and fawn, striated to the light and shade
of wood’s ridge and fissure. He silvers in sunlight, like a glistening water
shrew. Like a shrew, he hides in stillness when a kestrel passes over.



Light moves out to the fringes of the wood and across the evening fields.
A tawny owl calls from the wood’s dark hornbeam heart. He gives a vibrant
groan; a long sensitive pause is held till almost unbearable; then he looses
the strung bubbles of his tremulous hollow song. It echoes down to the
brook, breaking the frozen surface of the air. I look out at the west’s
complexity of light. A heron, black against the yellow sky, kinked neck and
dagger bill incised, sweeps silently down into the brook’s dark gulf. The
sky infuses with the afterglow.

Softly through the dusk the peregrine glides, hushing it aside with silent
wings. He searches the constellations of small eyes, sees the woodcock’s
planetary eye look upward from the marsh, shafts back his wings, and
plunges to the light. The woodcock rises, twists under the blade of the
hawk, and wavers away. He is overtaken, cut down. He drops with a
squelching thud. The hawk lands on the softening bird, grips its neck in his
bill. I hear the bone snap, like barbed wire cut by pliers. He nudges the dead
bird over. Its wings wave, then it lies on its back. I hear the tearing of
feathers, the tug of flesh, the crack and snap of gristle. I can see the black
blood dripping from the gleam of the hawk’s bill. I move out of the dark of
the wood into the paler shadows of trees. The hawk hears, looks up. His
white-ringed eyes are huge with dusk. I creep nearer, knees soaking in the
marshy ground. Thin ice crunches. Frost is forming where the late sun
shone. The hawk pulls at his prey, looks up. Four yards separate us, but it is
too far, a distance as unspannable as a thousand foot crevasse. I drag like a
wounded bird, floundering, sprawled. He watches me, moving his head,
looking with each eye in turn. An otter whistles. Something splashes in the
cold, piky depth of the brook. The hawk is poised now on the narrow edge
between curiosity and fear. What is he thinking? Is he thinking at all? This
is new to him. He does not know how I got here. Slowly I mask the pallor



of my face. He is not afraid. He is watching the white glitter of my eyes. He
cannot understand their staccato flicker. If I could stop them moving he
would stay. But I cannot stop them. There is a breath of wings. He has
flown into the trees. The owl calls. I stand above the kill. Red ice reflects
the stars.

December 24th

The day hardened in the easterly gale, like a flawless crystal. Columns of
sunlight floated on the land. The unrelenting clarity of the air was solid,
resonant, cold and pure and remote as the face of the dead.

Near the brook a heron lay in frozen stubble. Its wings were stuck to the
ground by frost, and the mandibles of its bill were frozen together. Its eyes
were open and living, the rest of it was dead. All was dead but the fear of
man. As I approached I could see its whole body craving into flight. But it
could not fly. I gave it peace, and saw the agonised sunlight of its eyes
slowly heal with cloud.

No pain, no death, is more terrible to a wild creature than its fear of man.
A red-throated diver, sodden and obscene with oil, able to move only its
head, will push itself out from the sea-wall with its bill if you reach down to
it as it floats like a log in the tide. A poisoned crow, gaping and helplessly
floundering in the grass, bright yellow foam bubbling from its throat, will
dash itself up again and again on to the descending wall of air, if you try to
catch it. A rabbit, inflated and foul with myxomatosis, just a twitching pulse
beating in a bladder of bones and fur, will feel the vibration of your footstep
and will look for you with bulging, sightless eyes. Then it will drag itself
away into a bush, trembling with fear.



We are the killers. We stink of death. We carry it with us. It sticks to us
like frost. We cannot tear it away.

At midday the peregrine soared above the hill, and lapwings wheeled and
flowed across the sky. They had come in from the south-east on morning
migration, and the hawk had risen to meet them. He stooped. A woodpigeon
dropped from the sky as though dead, spread his wings, and landed with a
thud in a spurt of frosty earth. He stayed there for ten minutes, looking up,
with his bill gaping open. He glowed purple and grey like broccoli, in the
white field.

I went down into the deep gulley of the narrow wood. Ashes and
hornbeams filtered the sun’s glare. Many birds were feeding on steep slopes
where the frost had melted. Woodcock ripped away from brambles by the
stream. There was a faint panting of wings. A small cloud of dusk flickered
across the barred sunlight, like the shadow of something higher. Thirty
yards away from me, across the thickness of the wood, it swooped up to
perch on the branch of an oak. It was a sparrowhawk. The joy of such a
moment can be relished for life, though the colour of the memory will
slowly fade, like the plumage of a stuffed bird in a glass case. Looking
through the telescope, my eye seemed amazingly close to the small head of
the hawk. It is a head rather similar in proportion to that of a partridge or
chicken; rounded at the crown, with the feathers sleeking up to a slight peak
at the back. The curved bill, going down and under, looked as though it had
been pushed deep into the face. The grey and brown feathers were streaked
and mottled with fawn; good camouflage against the bark of trees or the
dappled canopy of sunlit leaves. After landing, it crouched slightly forward,
stretching its neck and looking around. Its head flicked from side to side
quickly and flexibly, darting and jerking. The eyes were large in relation to
the slender, rather flattened head. They had small dark pupils surrounded by



a wide yellow iris. They were a blazing blankness, an utterly terrifying
insanity of searing yellow, raging and seething like sulphurous craters. They
seemed to shine in the dimness like jellies of yellow blood.

The glaring madness died away. The hawk unstiffened, and began to
preen. Then its eyes kindled again. It swooped softly down from its perch,
and flitted away to the east. It rose and fell, following the contour of the
ground, keeping just above the hornbeam coppice, twisting between the tall
oak standards. It did not glide. It beat its wings quickly, deeply, and very
quietly, like an owl, flicking the air lightly with the splayed tips of its
primaries. Woodpigeons feeding on acorns or hazel nuts do not see the
sparrowhawk till it is pouncing down upon them from a tree. They struggle,
but they are unarmed matronly creatures and cannot combat the hawk’s
cruel spurs. They are ridden to the ground and are executed there by the
riving bill.

The sparrowhawk lurks in dusk; in true dusk, in the dusk before dawn, in
the dusty cobwebby dusk of hazel and hornbeam, in the thick gloomy dusk
of firs and larches. It will fold into a tree as though it had been thrown
there, reminding me of the sticks I used to throw into chestnut trees to
dislodge conkers. Suddenly a stick would wedge in a branch and be lost,
and nothing could be done about it. The sparrowhawk can be like that: you
can see it fly in, but you do not see it go. You have lost it.

I came out of the wood at three o’clock to find the peregrine circling west
above the brook. His back and wing-coverts shone in the sun as though they
were covered with hard overlapping scales of chitin. They gleamed between
the dark blue-black primaries, like red and gold chain-mail.

Cold air rises from the ground as the sun goes down. The eye-burning
clarity of the light intensifies. The southern rim of the sky glows to a deeper
blue, to pale violet, to purple, then thins to grey. Slowly the wind falls, and



the still air begins to freeze. The solid eastern ridge is black; it has a bloom
on it like the dust on the skin of a grape. The west flares briefly. The long,
cold amber of the afterglow casts clear black lunar shadows. There is an
animal mystery in the light that sets upon the fields like a frozen muscle
that will flex and wake at sunrise. I feel compelled to lie down in this
numbing density of silence, to companion and comfort the dying in these
cold depths at the foot of the solstice: those that have fled from the falcon in
the sky, from the hawk in the dark of the wood, from the foxes, stoats, and
weasels, now running over the frozen fields, from the otter swimming in the
icy brook; those whose blood now courses from the hunting frost, whose
frail hearts choke in the clawed frost’s bitter grip.

December 27th

Snow lay thick in South Wood, making the trees look black and hard,
muffling the small sounds of the birds. Twigs rattled in the wind, fretting
across mysteries of light. The call of a sparrowhawk shrilled out its alarm. It
was a high nasal chatter, a fast cat-thin skirling, like a speeded-up recording
of the song of a nightjar, rising and falling, slowly slurring and fading,
ebbing and whimpering away to silence.

The sparrowhawk came softly from the trees, flicking aside faint dusts of
snow. He swept into the open ride. Where it dipped to the stream there was
a sheltered slope. The sun had melted the snow there, and many birds were
feeding among dead leaves. As all the birds rose, the tiercel peregrine dived
from a high tree. He hit nothing. The sparrowhawk flew on, apparently not
recognising his danger. The peregrine turned and rushed at him. The hawk
tore at the air with his wings, forced himself away into the cover of the
trees. The peregrine followed him. The stillness of the hornbeams suddenly



pulsed with a fierce panting of wings. The peregrine kept to the wider
spaces between the tree-tops, the hawk weaved through thicker, lower
growth. The peregrine was faster, the hawk more agile. When the hawk
perched, the peregrine did the same. They glared at each other in the snow-
lit gloom, the orange-ringed eyes of the sparrowhawk looking up at the
peregrine’s sombre white-ringed brown. The hawk’s eyes glowed like
points of distant fire. Rapt in their curious conflict they did not notice me at
all.

For ten minutes the even chase endured, in endless rushing circuits
through thorn and ash and hornbeam. The peregrine would not risk a stoop
in such a narrow space, the sparrowhawk was safe if he kept in cover. But
he did not know he was safe. He could not feel safe while the peregrine was
still above him. Suddenly he dashed out of the wood and across the open
fields. The peregrine flew down at him from tree-top height, caught him
before he had gone a hundred yards, carried him down to the surface of the
snow.

I saw him afterwards. He had been an adult male. His grey wings lay like
flakes of beech bark beside the peeled willow of his shining yellow bones
and the sunset feathers of his tigered breast.

December 29th

The fields were covered by three inches of snow, glittering in the powerless
morning sun. Many birds have gone, or have been silenced by the cold.
There was no ease or comfort in the bleak, tense air.

A jackdaw hopped from branch to branch of a tree by the valley road,
endlessly calling ‘chak, chak’, a hard brittle sound like the smack of wood
on wood, which meant it had seen a hawk. As I went down the snow-drifted



path to the brook the tiercel peregrine flew towards me from a tree near the
bridge. He passed overhead, looking sideways and down. For the first time,
I realised that he may watch for my arrival in the valley. The predictability
of my movements may have made him more curious, and more trusting. He
may associate me now with the incessant disturbance of prey, as though I
too were a species of hawk. The snow will make it difficult for me to keep
as close to him as I have been.

White light shone up from the snow and reflected down from the breast
of the hawk a pale golden radiance, in which the interlocking hackles of
dark brown and fawn seemed to be deeply embedded. The crown of his
head gleamed like a pale yellow crescent inlaid with ivory and gold. Two
hundred crouching mallard were black smudges in the whiteness of the
snow; woodpigeons and skylarks made smaller dots and blotches. The hawk
looked down and saw them all, but he did not attack. He perched in a tree
near the road, with his back towards me, huddled down in the shape of a
swede or of a huge copper-coloured beetle. He did not see me approach, but
his head turned when he heard the crunch of my boots. He went steadily
eastwards, clearly imprinted on the whiteness of the snow and on the
shining egg-white of the sky, but hidden at once in the black line of the
woods.

This was the way he flew. The inner wings were held up at an angle of
forty-five degrees to the body. They did not move far. They jerked forward
a little as the outer wings swung back, and back slightly when the outer
wings went forward. The outer wings flicked round with a quick sculling
rhythm, flexible and willowy. No two wing-beats were identical. There was
an endless variation in the depth, speed, and diameter, of their revo-lutions.
One wing seemed occasionally to bite deeper than the other, causing the
hawk to veer and tilt from side to side. Altitude was never constant; it was



always slightly rising or falling. This bird has unusual power, and a
strangely individual style; he glides and rocks away from each free swing
forward and sweet pull backward of the long, tapering sculls of his wings.

I followed him east, but could not find him again. Snow clouds to the
north were pale white above a counter-shading of deep blue-grey. They
were very shiny and smooth-looking, and they never came any nearer.
There was shooting all day in the woods, and at dusk every hedge was lined
with guns. The woodpigeons have no food, no rest. Thousands fly north,
thousands remain. A few feeble thrushes fed in ditches, thin-necked, with
loose, pinched flanks. Two gaunt herons tottered in the shallows of the
brook where water still moves freely. A wave of turquoise froze into a
kingfisher standing on a stone, then broke, and flowed away round a bend
of the stream.

I avoid humans, but hiding is difficult now the snow has come. A hare
dashed away, with its ears laid back, pitifully large and conspicuous. I use
what cover I can. It is like living in a foreign city during an insurrection.
There is an endless banging of guns and tramping of feet in the snow. One
has an unpleasantly hunted feeling. Or is it so unpleasant? I am as solitary
now as the hawk I pursue.

January 5th

Broken columns of snow towered over lanes dug from ten-foot drifts.
Roads were ridged and fanged with ice, opaque and shiny as frozen rivers.
Goldfinches sparkled in snow-lit hedges. Gulls and crows patrolled the
white beaches of the fields, looking for stranded corpses. Through mist,
under low cloud, hundreds of woodpigeons flew north-east.



A blackbird scolding by the ford at midday was the first bird sound I
heard. It stopped when the peregrine flew slowly north into the mist. Near
the farm, two thousand woodpigeons were feeding on brussels sprouts.
Three or four birds clung to each stalk, while others fluttered round them or
sat in the snow, waiting. The surrounding fields were black with resting
pigeons. They hid the snow. Shots were fired, and many birds fell dead. The
others roared into the sky. The white sky became black as the black ground
whitened. A mile away, the sound of wings was like an aircraft taking off.
At a hundred yards, it was unbelievably loud, a landslide of crashing
reverberant clangour engulfing the banging of guns and the shouts of men.
In woods and orchards there were thousands more of these desperate birds,
and vast flocks flew over to the north and north-east, searching for an end to
the whiteness below. They go down before the guns, like the cavalry at
Balaclava. Rapt in their hunger, they have no guile left. Their bodies pile
high at the farms. Their grey faces are weary, their eyes sodden with defeat.

Above the brook a kingfisher hovered. Its body seemed to be suspended
between two shining silver spheres of water, so fast were its wings beating.
It half dived, half fell, and its bill hit ice with a loud click like a bone
breaking. It could see a fish below the ice, but it did not know what ice was.
It lay on its belly, stunned or dead, sprawling like a brilliantly coloured
toad. A minute later it skidded up into the air and flew feebly downstream.

There are a few short stretches of open water left, but they too will soon
be frozen. Last summer, kingfishers nested in the bank of the stream that
flows down to the brook through South Wood. The marshy ground below
the tall thin trees shone with kingcups. Bluebells on the higher slopes were
a blue mist above the yellow. The tremulous shrill song of a kingfisher – as
though it were breathing deeply in and out as it whistled – descended
towards me through the wood and along the windings of the stream.



Suddenly the kingfisher appeared in front of me, hovered, and flew silently
back. In the green sunlight dappled on the water it gleamed like a luminous-
sharded rain beetle. It had a glow-worm radiance, as though it were under
water and sheathed in a bubble of silver air. It clouded the sun’s reflection
with a streaming haze of emerald blue. Now it is slowly dying in the blind
glare of the snow. Soon it will be sepulchred in the ice it cannot pierce,
crushed into frozen light below the dark cave where it was born.

A fungus of whiteness grows upon the eye, and spreads along the nerves
like pain.

January 9th

The sun shone today for the first time this year. It was the clearest, coldest
day I have ever known. North of ford lane a heron stood knee-deep in snow.
The gale did not rock him; his long grey feathers were unruffled. Regal and
frozen and dead, he stood to the wind in his thin sarcophagus of ice.
Already he seemed to be dynasties away from me. I have outlived him, as
the gibbering ape outlived the dinosaur.

A feeble moorhen walked stealthily across the frozen brook, with hushed,
arthritic tread; the gait of the dying, yet still pathetically funny to watch.
Bud-feeding bullfinches coloured the white orchards. Woodcock dashed
from ditches in flurries of loose snow.

At one o’clock a pipistrelle flittered above the lane, twisting and diving
as though it were catching insects. None could be flying on so cold a day.
Perhaps it had been roused by the sunlight, and was hunting in a dream of
summer.

The white fields were littered with black rocks of birds; with the bulky
outlines of mallard, moorhen, and partridge; with the narrower shapes of



woodcock and pigeon; with the small spots and streaks of blackbirds,
thrushes, finches, and larks. There is no concealment. It is easy now for
hawks. Their eyes see maps of black and white, like a crackle of silent film.
The moving black is prey.

The tiercel peregrine hurled down wind and rose on a gusting surge of
birds. As the wave broke upward he stabbed down through the heart of it,
so that the pulse died and the birds dropped back into the snow. A
woodpigeon flew on with the hawk, limp and fluttering in the gin-trap of
his foot, spilling red feathers and slow blood.

January 18th

Still, hazy, cloudless; the small sun pale and shrunken in a white sky. The
frozen river cracked and whanged out into diamond shapes of ice. By dusk
it had sealed into rigidity again. Some ponds were solid ice. They could be
lifted up, leaving no water.

I saw the tiercel peregrine at three o’clock, on the far side of the river. He
was hovering and plunging and darting over the snow in a strange manner,
leaping with a wonderfully soft dancing lightness, like a big nightjar. Dark
against the low sun, he flickered and danced in his own twilight, as erratic
and darting as the green sandpiper I had seen by the river in the morning.

When I went closer, I saw the reason for his antics. He was chasing the
enfeebled sandpiper till it was too tired to fly any farther. It jinked about
below the hawk, flickering its wings stiffly back like the striding legs of a
water beetle, like the prey it could not find.

Gradually its flight weakened, and it fluttered down into the snow,
exhausted. The hawk pounced, plucked and ate it in five minutes, and flew
off. The snow flamed redly in the last light of the sun, glowed orange, then



faded to white again. The red embers of the kill shone into the dusk, pitting
the snow with bright orange blood.

January 25th

Today I walked for ten miles beside the river. Horizons were misty, the sun
cold with blue sky above, the north wind light. I trudged through dazzling
foot-deep snow. Herring gulls in snow were calm as camels in the desert.
They flew languidly up, moving reluctantly, slowly, like cattle making way.
Their whiteness was made wraith-like, unsubstantial, by the white gleam of
the snow. All the gulls were near towns; there was none in open country.
Fifteen moorhens crowded into a ditch. Fieldfares flew to a willow, shaking
snow from its branches. They were thin and drawn-looking, and their loud
calls seemed too big for their shrunken frames. A pied wagtail danced on
ice, tripping and slithering. Jackdaws and rooks fed near the farms, and
were very tame. Little grebes swam in stretches of open water, diving when
they saw me coming. They were like small brown coracles, fat-bottomed,
and kettle-shaped.

Six hares crouched together under hawthorns in the middle of a field.
Three ran left, three right. Gunfire broke like bars of ice snapping. A
peregrine flew over, hurtling away very fast, beating its wings in a low
shimmer like a steep-rising teal. Willows were lined with woodpigeons, a
frozen smoke of purple and grey. Six pheasants rattled up from a scrub-
covered island. Two men were cutting and burning brambles, hacking
fiercely with billhooks, smoke and breath twining away through the
freezing blue air. A large snipe flew slowly across the river, and pitched into
a hedge. Its white outer tail feathers spread and shone as it landed. It was
probably a great snipe.



Skylarks, meadow pipits, reed buntings, and chaffinches, perched in
riverside trees, feeble and dying. A wren crept over the sloping roof of a
wooden church tower, sneaking up like a treecreeper, and went inside
through a belfry slat. A moorhen plunged down through hawthorns, feet
first, in a fizz and spray of powdery snow. Tangles of thistles pierced the
even surface of the snow. Three goldfinches were feeding on thistle seeds,
contorting their necks, dibbing out each separate seed with their bills. They
fluttered and hovered over the thistle-heads, like flycatchers. Their calls
chipped at the frosty air.

The low, afternoon sun shone upward to the southward flying gulls. They
seemed to be almost transparent, ethereal with the glowing and holy
illumination that hollowed out their slender bones and threaded their airy
marrow.

Two dead herons lay in the snow together, like a pair of gaunt grey
crutches; eyeless and tattered corpses, torn and shredded by many shapes of
tooth and beak and claw. Otter tracks led to fish-blood and the bones of
pike. A moorhen was dragged back and down under water by a pike that
had lanced up at it through a hole in the ice; it tilted over and up and sank
like a torpedoed ship.

I stood by a wooden barn, weighing a frozen and shrivelled white owl in
my hand. I had lifted it down from a rafter as though it had been a flower-
pot. It was cold and dry and brittle, stale and long-dead. Something hit the
roof of the barn, slithered down, and fell at my feet. It was a woodpigeon.
Blood welled from its eye like a red tear, and spread over its face in a
horrifying lop-sided circle. The other eye stared out, impelling the bird
round in the snow. It clutched with its wings, half of its brain already dead.
When I lifted it up, it still kept turning, turning, like a toy train that is



meaningless away from its rails. I killed it, threw it down in the snow, and
walked on. The chattering, circling peregrine descended to its prey.

The long, waning whiteness of the afternoon stained towards sunset. The
sun was like a withered apple, shrivelling, dying. Dusk shaded the sliding
hill lanes under spruces alpine with snow. Fieldfares and redwings, a few
tired birds, went down into the dark valley, perhaps for the last time. A
tawny owl’s song, tremulously baying, rang out from holly and pine. Night.
A fox calling, blazing up before me in the torch-lit snow, glaring from a
grate of blood and pheasant feathers, red and copper shavings.

A day of blood; of sun, snow, and blood. Blood-red! What a useless
adjective that is. Nothing is as beautifully, richly red as flowing blood on
snow. It is strange that the eye can love what mind and body hate.

January 30th

Through the frosted window-pane at sunrise I saw bullfinches feeding in the
apple trees, the bright fire of their breasts glowing, then the sullen red
smoke of the sun breathing from the eastern rim.

Robins sang as the snow fell; otherwise there was silence, like a ring of
steel round the head. A little owl scuttled out of a hedge and ran into the
middle of the road, stopped, looked up at me, a scowling feathered face
under fierce brows. It was like a glaring, severed head looking up from the
snow-flecked road. Then the owl flew wildly back to the hedge, suddenly
realising what he had done. It was a numbing day, leaden and cold.

Going downhill, I flashed past a barn. Stacks and loose straw moved up
and over the eye in a sudden mass of yellow, like a cloud of shining hair.
Sparrows were shrilling, disintegrating upward. The clutching grey slash of
a sparrowhawk flicked across the eye like a twig lashing back. I had



swooped round the bend of the road like a hawk swooping, startling both
hawk and prey.

All the way to the coast there were sparrow and finch flocks at the farms,
but few in between. A whirl of goldfinches hurled out of the snow into the
warm smell of a barn, dancing lightly as snowflakes, chiming like rain on a
tin roof.

Ice floes and shelduck gleamed on the grey sea, equally white and
dazzling. The weak and hungry larks were very tame. Small birds fed in
ditches or on the saltings, where tufts of vegetation still protruded from the
snow. There was a bitter silence, a slow dying. Everything sank down to the
frozen edge of the grey lunar sea.

February 10th

This was a day made absolute, the sun unflawed, the blue sky pure. Slate
roofs and crows’ wings burned white like magnesium. The shining mauve
and silver woods, snow-rooted, bit sharply black into the solid blueness of
the sky. The air was cold. The wind rose from the north, like cold fire. All
was revealed, the moment of creation, a rainbow poured upon rock and
shaped into woods and rivers.

The peregrine flew north across the valley. He was half a mile away, but I
could see the brown and black of his wings, the shining gold of his back.
The pale cream of his tail coverts looked like a band of straw twined round
the base of his tail. Thinking he would return down wind, I went into the
fields by the river to watch for him. I stood in the lee of a hawthorn hedge,
looking through it to the north, sheltered from the bitter wind. By midday,
small cumulus clouds were smoking up from the horizon. They were very



white, but those that followed were greyer and larger. Warm air was rising
where snow had thawed.

The hawk must have circled over, high and unseen, for at one o’clock he
was moving up wind again across the open fields. Already he was two
hundred feet up, and climbing fast. He sculled easily forward, then glided.
With every glide he lifted fifty feet into the wind. At five hundred feet he
spread his wings and tail and turned away in slow majestic arcs. Each long
luxuriant circle floated him a hundred feet higher, and the wind drifted him
southward. In half a minute he had doubled his height and was very small,
and far beyond the river; another half-minute and he was barely visible, two
thousand feet above the fields. The thermal tower of air, which had wafted
him so high, cooled away in the wind. He began to beat his wings rapidly
between glides, moving in narrower circles. Joy became hunting. He was
quick and nimble in the sky, intricately weaving and threading the loops of
his figures of eight. His wings sprang sharply back from the resilient air. He
crossed the sun and was hidden, but I found him on the other side, climbing
higher and smaller. A blackbird in the hedge behind me must suddenly have
seen him for the first time. In spite of the great distance between them he
started to scold frantically, jumping from twig to twig in an agony of
apprehension. The hawk became very small. I thought he must be leaving
for the coast, but when almost out of sight he swung round in a glide and
came down and back into the wind, till I could just see the shape of his
wings. In light less perfect I would never have seen him at all, for I was
looking up, at a sixty degree angle, at a bird half a mile away.

He hovered, and stayed still, striding on the crumbling columns of air,
curved wings jerking and flexing. Five minutes he stayed there, fixed like a
barb in the blue flesh of sky. His body was still and rigid, his head turned
from side to side, his tail fanned open and shut, his wings whipped and



shuddered like canvas in the lash of the wind. He side-slipped to his left,
paused, then glided round and down into what could only be the beginning
of a tremendous stoop. There is no mistaking the menace of that first easy
drifting fall. Smoothly, at an angle of fifty degrees, he descended; not
slowly, but controlling his speed; gracefully, beautifully balanced. There
was no abrupt change. The angle of his fall became gradually steeper till
there was no angle left, but only a perfect arc. He curved over and slowly
revolved, as though for delight, glorying in anticipation of the dive to come.
His feet opened and gleamed golden, clutching up towards the sun. He
rolled over, and they dulled, and turned towards the ground beneath, and
closed again. For a thousand feet he fell, and curved, and slowly turned, and
tilted upright. Then his speed increased, and he dropped vertically down.
He had another thousand feet to fall, but now he fell sheer, shimmering
down through dazzling sunlight, heart-shaped, like a heart in flames. He
became smaller and darker, diving down from the sun. The partridge in the
snow beneath looked up at the black heart dilating down upon him, and
heard a hiss of wings rising to a roar. In ten seconds the hawk was down,
and the whole splendid fabric, the arched reredos and immense fan-vaulting
of his flight, was consumed and lost in the fiery maelstrom of the sky.

And for the partridge there was the sun suddenly shut out, the foul
flailing blackness spreading wings above, the roar ceasing, the blazing
knives driving in, the terrible white face descending – hooked and masked
and horned and staring-eyed. And then the back-breaking agony beginning,
and snow scattering from scuffling feet, and snow filling the bill’s wide
silent scream, till the merciful needle of the hawk’s beak notched in the
straining neck and jerked the shuddering life away.

And for the hawk, resting now on the soft flaccid bulk of his prey, there
was the rip and tear of choking feathers, and hot blood dripping from the



hook of the beak and rage dying slowly to a small hard core within.
And for the watcher, sheltered for centuries from such hunger and such

rage, such agony and such fear, there is the memory of that sabring fall
from the sky, and the vicarious joy of the guiltless hunter who kills only
through his familiar, and wills him to be fed.

February 17th

The crests of the higher fields are dappled brown and white, but snow is
still a foot deep on the lower ground. Water flows in narrow channels
through ice six inches thick.

There are no blackbirds or thrushes in the valley now; no robins, hedge
sparrows, or wrens. Only two feeble skylarks are left of the hundreds that
were here in autumn. Three chaffinches remain from a flock of three
hundred. Jackdaw numbers have been halved. Fifty woodpigeons have
survived the shooting and the snow, but they are very thin and weak. Crows
follow them everywhere, waiting for them to die. Two pairs of bullfinches
have come through. There are blue tits and marsh tits in the woods, and a
flock of long-tailed tits. There are eighty mallard and forty red-legged
partridges in fields by the brook.

I found the remains of thirteen woodpigeons and a mallard; all had been
killed recently by the peregrine, and had been plucked and eaten on the
surface of the snow. The mallard was lying in the open field a hundred
yards from South Wood. After striking down its prey, the peregrine had
landed four yards away. There were two deep footprints in the snow, at the
end of long, scored grooves. On each side were lighter scuffing marks made
by the tips of the hawk’s wings. Shallower footprints led up to the kill and
were clustered around it. Light parallel lines showed where the end of the



hawk’s tail had dragged along the snow. The prints of the three front toes
were short and blunt; that of the hind toe was three inches long, and was
more deeply embedded. The tracks of a fox came out to the kill, and went
back into the wood again. It had smelt the blood of the duck, and had
gnawed the bones when the hawk had finished feeding.

February 22nd

The slow thaw continues, and birds are returning to the valley. Today there
were three hundred fieldfares in trees by the brook. Blackbirds and
chaffinches were in the woods, and a skylark sang. A hundred mallard,
twenty woodpigeons, and a mute swan, were feeding on a heap of potatoes.
They flew off together when I approached, and manoeuvred together as a
flock before returning to their food. There were many fox and hare tracks in
the snow, broken by flattened hollows where the animals had rolled about in
it, presumably for pleasure, as dogs do.

I found more peregrine kills: six woodpigeons and a rook. One of the
woodpigeons had been killed only an hour or two before; its blood was still
being absorbed by the snow. The wings, breast-bone, legs, and pelvis, lay at
the centre of a widely scattered circle of blowing feathers. The deep
corrugated toe marks of the peregrine were mixed with the spidery
footprints of a crow and the pad marks of a fox. Both fox and crow had
apparently tried to drive the hawk from its kill. A large area of snow had
been trampled by their feet. The scaly rings and bumpy pads of the hawk’s
toes, which help it to grip its prey, had made deep dents in the snow. These
odd, thick-toed, knobbly footprints are quite different from those of other
birds. To rest my hand in the place where the peregrine had stood so
recently was to experience a strong feeling of proximity, of identification.



Footprints in snow are strangely moving. They seem an almost shameful
betrayal of the creatures that make them, as though something of
themselves had been left defenceless. The valley is covered with the
footprints of birds that the cold weather has killed, pathetic memorials that
the sun is slowly eroding.

At midday the tiercel circled in hazy sunshine and drifted away in the
south-east wind. I tried to follow, but the snow was too deep for me.
Ditches and gullies have been filled in and hidden. One can plunge without
warning into six feet of snow.

All through the clear afternoon, little owls called, magpies flashed in the
sun, and migrating gulls circled north-east. They flew high, and I could not
see them without binoculars. Their loud cackling cries came down from an
empty sky.

February 27th

The days are cloudless now. The cold east wind is a blaze of lances, the sun
warm and brilliant in wide skies. The snow steadily recedes, and the
parched eye is quenched with green again. Strange unfamiliar green, like
green snow fallen on white fields.

Two hundred woodpigeons have come back, jays are conspicuous again,
fieldfares thrive. Hedge sparrows feed in the lanes, and there are blackbirds
everywhere. A song thrush and four skylarks sang all day. I flushed seven
pairs of red-legged partridges and numerous coveys.

There were thirty kills in the fields by the brook, and between the two
woods: twenty-six woodpigeons, a moorhen, and three fieldfares. Almost
all were old, and had been covered by snow until now. One very fresh
woodpigeon had been plucked and eaten on the brook’s only remaining



stretch of ice. For the last two months woodpigeons have been thin and
under-weight, and the peregrines have had to kill a larger number than usual
to obtain the amount of food they need.

At three o’clock the tiercel circled among rooks to the east of the ford.
Later, between branches, I saw his bronze-brown back gleaming in yellow
sunlight as he perched on an oak. He shone like a huge, inverted, golden
pear.

March 2nd

This was the eighth successive cloudless day, and the burnished blue of the
sky shone as though it could never again be hidden. The strong south-east
wind was cold, but the sun’s warmth made the snow seem utterly
vanquished and senile, sent it slithering waterily down into the rising land.

Woodpigeons and jackdaws went up from North Wood at midday, and
cawing crows flew to their tree-top stations. Chaffinches by the bridge
scolded steadily for ten minutes, their monotonous ‘pink, pink’ gradually
dying away in the sunlit silence. I saw nothing. Assuming the hawk to have
soared down wind, I searched for him north of the ford and found him in
the dead oak half an hour later. He flew up into the wind and began to
circle. His wingbeats became shallower, till only the tips of his wings were
faintly fluttering. I thought he would soar, but instead he flew quickly
south-east. The lane that divides North Wood dips and rises through a steep-
sided gulley, which is sheltered from the wind. The peregrine has learnt that
warm air rises from the sunny, windless slopes of the lane, and he often
flies there when he wishes to soar.

Slowly he drifted above the orchard skyline and circled down wind,
curving upward and round in long steep glides. He passed from the cold



white sky of the south, up to the warm blue zenith, ascending the wind-bent
thermal with wonderful ease and skill. His long-winged, blunt-headed shape
contracted, dwindled, and darkened to the flinty point of a diamond as he
circled high and far over; hanging and drifting above; indolent, watchful,
supreme. Looking down, the hawk saw the big orchard beneath him shrink
into dark twiggy lines and green strips; saw the dark woods closing together
and reaching out across the hills; saw the green and white fields turning to
brown; saw the silver line of the brook, and the coiled river slowly
uncoiling; saw the whole valley flattening and widening; saw the horizon
staining with distant towns; saw the estuary lifting up its blue and silver
mouth, tongued with green islands. And beyond, beyond all, he saw the
straight-ruled shine of the sea floating like a rim of mercury on the surface
of the brown and white land. The sea, rising as he rose, lifted its blazing
storm of light, and thundered to freedom to the land-locked hawk.

Idly, indifferently, he saw it all, as he swung and swayed round the
glittering gun-sight of his eye’s deep fovea, and watched for a flash or spurt
of wings at which to aim his headlong flight. I watched him with longing,
as though he were reflecting down to me his brilliant unregarded vision of
the land beyond the hill.

He passed across the sun, and I looked away to wring the hot purple from
my eyes. When I found him again, he was high to the west of the sun,
hidden in the excoriating blueness of the sky till the binoculars drew him
down. Head to wing, like a compass needle cleaving to the north, he drifted,
steadied, and hung still. His wings closed and curved back, then opened and
reached forward, splaying out wide like an owl’s. His tail tapered like a
dart, then opened in a broad spreading fan. I could see the gaps in his
wings, where the feathers he shed in December had not yet been replaced.
When he banked in the sun, he flashed from blackness to fire and shone like



white steel. Poised on two thousand feet of sunlit air, he commanded the
birds of the valley, and none flew beneath him. He sank forward into the
wind, and passed slowly down across the sun. I had to let him go. When I
looked back, through green and violet nebulae of whirling light, I could just
see a tiny speck of dusk falling to earth from the sun, flashing and turning
and falling through an immense silence that crashed open in a tumult of
shrilling, wing-beating birds.

I became aware of my own weight, as though I had been floating upon
water and was now beached and dry and clothed and inglorious again. The
hawk had soared for twenty minutes; during all that time blackbirds had
been scolding in the hedge behind me and partridges had called in the
fields. The stoop silenced them like death. And then the only sounds were
the whisper and rustle of melting snow – a faint fluttering like a mouse in
dry grass – and the tinkle and chime of a small stony stream, bearing it
down to the brook.

The hawk had gone, and I walked in the fields in a haze of contentment,
waiting for him to come back. He usually returns to his favourite perching
places at intervals during the day. Although I had lost touch with him from
the end of December till now, it was obvious that he remembered me and
was still comparatively approachable and tame. Song thrushes, blue tits, and
great tits, sang; a great spotted woodpecker drummed. Throughout the
afternoon, hundreds of migrating gulls circled high to the north-east,
drifting and calling.

At three o’clock I had a pricking sensation at the back of the neck that
meant I was being looked at from behind. It is a feeling that must have been
very intense to primitive man. Without turning round, I glanced over my
shoulder to the left. Two hundred yards away, the hawk was perched on the
low horizontal branch of an oak. He was facing north and glancing back at



me over his left shoulder. For more than a minute we both stayed still, each
puzzled and intrigued by the other, sharing the curious bond that comes
with identity of position. When I moved towards him, he flew at once,
going quickly down through the north orchard. He was hunting, and the
hunter trusts no one.

Half an hour later he came skimming over the orchard from the east, and
landed abruptly in an apple tree. He never slows down before landing; a
foot from his intended perch he simply spreads his wings to stall, stops, and
drops lightly down. I was standing at the south-west corner of the orchard,
with my back to the sun, and the hawk ignored me. His long yellow toes
shifted and flexed and bulged as they gripped the central stump of the tree,
his head jerked and twisted about, the feathers of his crown bristled up into
a crest. The dark feathers of the moustachial bars stood out in relief against
the white cheek patches. He was hunting. Rage shone from his glaring eye.
I knew it; all the orchard birds were talking of it. Partridges called,
blackbirds scolded; distant magpies, jays, and crows, cursed and muttered
and kept low.

The hawk flew down towards the brook and rose beyond it, turning and
slanting up across the wind, tilting and swaying up in steep spirals. His
loose wings beat quickly, as though he were shaking them inside out. The
sun was low now, and the air very cold. I did not think it was warm enough
for a hawk to soar in, but at three hundred feet he levelled out and glided
away down wind in long easy circles. When I could only just see him, and
he was very high and far beyond the river – over a mile away – all the birds
in the orchard around me were in a greater panic than before, crouching low
and calling endlessly, shrilling in wild alarm. If a hawk is high in the sky, no
matter how far distant, no bird feels safe; but a hawk hidden is a hawk gone
and forgotten.



After much circling and hovering he saw prey to the south-east, and slid
slowly away towards it in a long descending glide. Two hours to sunset; the
western sky a golden mist of light, the wide ploughlands hazed in grey. The
hawk cut down through the strong wind, beating his wings and gliding, his
speed steadily increasing. Then he swept forward into a fast shallow glide,
with his wings curving back and bending inwards, till he was moulded to
the rigid spearhead shape of the stoop. A flock of starlings rose in front of
him, and flew south as fast as they could. The hawk rushed over and
beyond them in a second. They seemed to flick back beneath him as though
they had never moved. He flowed across the dazzling sky in one great slash
of light, and flared out into the darkness of the trees. I did not see him
again, but long after he had gone the bird-clouds rose and fell above the
southern skyline, like the calm drift of smoke above the rage and fire of
battle.

March 5th

The snow is Neolithic, eroded by the warm south wind. Snow tumuli
crumble where the great drifts rose against the sky. The whole valley ripples
with running water. Ditches are streams, streams brooks, the brook a river,
the river a chain of moving lakes. Lapwings and golden plover have come
back. All day the lapwing flocks were passing over to the north-west. I
looked at them in binoculars and found larger flocks above them, flying
much higher, invisible to the unaided eye.

By half past three I had given up searching for the peregrine and was
sitting glumly on a gate near the dead oak. When he suddenly flew past me,
I was lifted to joy on the surge of his wings. There was a zestful buoyancy,
a lilting eagerness in his rushing-past, boring, dipping, swaying, curving-up



flight. He perched in a tree to the east and looked back at me. I felt that I
had been found. He crouched on a low branch in the crabbed, uneasy,
sidling stance that means he is hunting. Among the many gnarled branches
of the oak he was hard to pick out. After five minutes’ desperate rest he
flew off to the eastern orchard. Rising and falling, he went switchbacking
over the wind, and dashed down at fieldfares that rose from the trees. I
followed him through the long orchard aisles. Blackbirds were still
scolding, and hundreds of fieldfares were skirmishing, but the hawk had
gone. I went back to the gate.

At half past four the jackdaw cloud above the brook lifted and scattered
as the peregrine came through. Sweeping down wind, he sailed splendidly
up from the south, wings held high in a ‘V’, swaying and gliding at speed.
He was all wind-borne and flowing. He swept on towards north orchard,
skimmed over the boundary poplars, curved down in a tremendous wing-lit
parabola. I did not see him again.

During the day’s long tramp I found forty-nine kills: forty-five
woodpigeons, two pheasants, a red-legged partridge, and a blackbird. Only
the last two were recent; the rest had been hidden under snow for a long
time.

March 6th

Still the warm south wind renewing, the sun warm, the air light and clear.
Yellowhammers sang in the lanes, and there were chaffinch flocks in the
orchards. Black-headed gulls came into the valley from the south, and
soared above the river. They turned where the river turns, spiralled high
above the ridge, and floated away north-east. They circled higher than the
lapwing flocks, which were again moving in from the coast. Some lapwings



flew down to join the large numbers that have gathered now in the valley
fields, but most went steadily north-west.

By two o’clock I had been to all the peregrine’s usual perching places,
but had not found him. Standing in the fields near the north orchard, I shut
my eyes and tried to crystallise my will into the light-drenched prism of the
hawk’s mind. Warm and firm-footed in long grass smelling of the sun, I
sank into the skin and blood and bones of the hawk. The ground became a
branch to my feet, the sun on my eyelids was heavy and warm. Like the
hawk, I heard and hated the sound of man, that faceless horror of the stony
places. I stifled in the same filthy sack of fear. I shared the same hunter’s
longing for the wild home none can know, alone with the sight and smell of
the quarry, under the indifferent sky. I felt the pull of the north, the mystery
and fascination of the migrating gulls. I shared the same strange yearning to
be gone. I sank down and slept into the feather-light sleep of the hawk.
Then I woke him with my waking.

He flew eagerly up from the orchard and circled above me, looking
down, his shining eyes fearless and bland. He came lower, turning his head
from side to side, bewildered, curious. He was like a wild hawk fluttering
miserably above the cage of a tame one. Suddenly he jerked in the air as
though shot, stalled, wrenched himself violently away from me. He
defecated in anguish of fear, and was gone before the white necklace of
sun-glittered faeces reached the ground.

March 7th

A day of endless wind and rain, which I wasted away in the lee of hollow
trees, in sheds and barns, and under broken carts. I saw the hawk once, or



thought I saw it, like a distant arrow flicking into a tree, blurred and
distorted by the million shining prisms of the rain.

All day the unquenchable skylarks sang. Bullfinches lisped and piped
through the orchards. Sometimes a little owl called lugubriously from its
hollow tree. And that was all.

March 8th

I went out at four o’clock. The evening of the night was dark, and the warm
west wind blew wet. Owls were calling in the long dim twilight before
dawn. At six o’clock the first lark sang, and soon there were hundreds of
larks singing up into the brightening air. Straight up from their nests they
rose, as the last stars rose up into the paling sky. Rooks cawed as the light
increased, and gulls began to fly inland. Robins, wrens, and thrushes, sang.

In the flat fens near the coast I lost my way. Rain drifted softly through
the watery green haze of fields. Everywhere there was the sound and smell
of water, the feeling of a land withdrawn, remote, deep sunk in silence. To
be lost in such a place, however briefly, was a true release from the shackles
of the known roads and the blinding walls of towns.

By seven o’clock the sky was clear again. I climbed on to the coast wall
just as the sun was rising. Quickly it pierced the rim of the sea; a huge, red,
hostile, floating sun. As it lifted heavily off into the sky, light flashed and
shattered from it, and it was a globe no longer.

A hen-harrier rose from its roosting place on the saltings and flew to the
wall. It hovered low above the withered grass, which moved dryly in the
draught from its wings. It was coloured like the waving grass: grey-brown
and fawn and reddish-brown. The ends of its wings were black, and its long
brown tail was barred and mottled light and dark. At the base of its tail the



brilliant white splash of its upper tail coverts shone in the sunlight. It flew
slowly into the wind, keeping low, beating its wings twice and then
reaching them above its back in a ‘V’ as it glided forward with the dark
primaries splaying open and curling upward. It hovered again, and glided
down over the steep sides of the wall in long banking curves. It crossed
from side to side, drifting over the grass still glittering with rain, lightly,
softly, silently riding over the bending grass and looking down through the
parting stems for prey. Imperceptibly it drifted away and was lost as
suddenly as a shadow is lost when the sun goes in.

Slowly the wind dropped, and the air became warmer. The sun shone
through a thin parchment of high cloud. Distance lengthened. Horizons
sharpened as the morning grew. The grey sea dwindled out, mumbling with
a line of foam the far edges of the shining mud beyond the vast moorland of
the saltings. The remote farms and villages clustered up along the top of the
empty inland fields. Redshanks chased and fretted over the broad dyke that
runs beside the wall. More rain was coming, but for the moment all was
still.

At half past ten, clouds of small birds sprayed up from the fields and a
merlin cleaved through them like an arrow, dipping and darting. It was a
thin narrow falcon, flying low. It swept over the sea-wall, curved out across
the saltings, and swung up into steep spirals, its long sting-like body
swaying in the blur of its jabbing, flicking wings. It flew fast, yet its wide
circling seemed laborious and its rising slow. At three hundred feet it came
round in a long curve, and poised, half-hovering. Then it flew forward into
the wind towards a skylark singing high above the fields. It had seen the
lark go up, and had circled to gain height before making an attack. From
behind, the merlin’s wings looked very straight. They seemed to move up
and down with a shallow flicking action, a febrile pulsation, much faster



than any other falcon’s. It reached the lark in a few seconds, and they fell
away towards the west, jerking and twisting together, the lark still singing.
It looked like a swallow chasing a bee. They rushed down the sky in
zigzags and I lost them in the green of the distant fields.

Their rapid, shifting, dancing motion had been so deft and graceful that it
was difficult to believe that hunger was the cause of it and death the end.
The killing that follows the hunting flight of hawks comes with a shocking
force, as though the hawk had suddenly gone mad and had killed the thing it
loved. The striving of birds to kill, or to save themselves from death, is
beautiful to see. The greater the beauty the more terrible the death.

March 9th

The morning sun was low and dazzling, and the wind cold, as I walked
along the sea-wall by the north shore of the estuary. A falcon peregrine
startled me by her sudden upward leap from the lee of the wall, where she
had been hidden. I was directly above her, looking down at the long
tapering span of her wings and the humped width of her back. She rose
quite silently, like a short-eared owl, and flitted away across the marsh,
rocking violently from side to side, tilting between two vertical planes,
standing in air on the tip of each wing in turn. When a long way off, she
glided slowly down into the grass. I could not find her again. She had been
sleeping in the sun – perhaps after bathing – and had not heard me coming.

Heavy rain fell in the afternoon. The falcon flew up to a dead oak, near
the sea-wall, and watched the waders gathering on the saltings at high tide.
She was still there when I left, huddled and sombre in the pouring rain, as
whistling wigeon drifted in with the tide and the babble of waders grew
louder.



March 10th

Towering white clouds grew in the marble sunlight of the morning. The
wind eroded them to falling weirs of rain. The estuary at high tide brimmed
with blue and silver light, then tarnished and thinned to grey.

A falcon flew low across the marsh, weaving through the wind with
sudden dips and swerves, as though moving under invisible branches and
twisting between invisible trees. She flew like a big, sleepy merlin. The sun
shone on the splendid burnish of her back and wings. They were a deep
roan colour, the colour of a redpoll steer, like the patches of red soil that
stain the ploughlands to the north. The primaries were black, with a tint of
blue. The comma-shaped curl of the dark brown moustachial mark gleamed
like a nostril on the white face. The hump of muscle between her wings rose
and fell under the feathers as the wings moved forward and back. She
looked docile, yet menacing, like a bison. Redshanks stood sleekly in the
grass and watched her go by. They were quite still, save for the nervous
bobbing and twitching of their bright orange legs.

An hour later, from a flurry and cry of curlew, the falcon lifted clear and
circled slowly up above the marsh. She glided in a thermal of warm air that
bent its white bloom of cloud before the strong north wind. With rigid
wings outstretched, she rose in a trance of flight, wafted upon air like a
departing god. Watching the falcon receding up into the silence of the sky, I
shared the exaltation and serenity of her slow ascension. As she dwindled
higher, her circles were widened and stretched out by the wind, till she was
only a sharp speck cutting across white cloud, a faint blur on blue sky.

She drifted idly; remote, inimical. She balanced in the wind, two
thousand feet above, while the white cloud passed beyond her and went
across the estuary to the south. Slowly her wings curved back. She slipped
smoothly through the wind, as though she were moving forward on a wire.



This mastery of the roaring wind, this majesty and noble power of flight,
made me shout aloud and dance up and down with excitement. Now, I
thought, I have seen the best of the peregrine; there will be no need to
pursue it farther; I shall never want to search for it again. I was wrong of
course. Once can never have enough.

Far to the north the falcon tilted downward and slid slowly through sun
and shadow towards earth. As her wings swept up and back, she glided
faster. And then faster, with her whole body flattened and compressed.
Bending over in a splendid arc, she plunged to earth. My head came
forward with a jerk as my eyes followed the final vertical smash of her
falling. I saw fields flash up behind her; then she was gone beyond elms and
hedges and farm buildings. And I was left with nothing but the wind
blowing, the sun hidden, my neck and wrists cold and stiff, my eyes raw,
and the glory gone.

March 11th

I spent the day on the south side of the estuary, walking in the wet fields
and searching for hawks in the long tree-hedges and the warm, lark-hung
sky. I found none, but it was a happy day.

West of the flat estuary plain there are small dome-shaped hills with deep
valleys between them. At six o’clock the light above these hills was
brightening towards sunset. The valley fields were shaded and sombre.
Flickering through the dark shadows of the trees, below the lane where I
was standing, the tiercel peregrine circled up towards the light. He flew fast,
banking in narrow turns, winding in steep spirals, wings lashing and
quivering. Soon he was high above me. He could see the hills sinking down
into the shadowed valleys and the far woods rising all around, the towns



and villages still in sunlight, the broad estuary flowing into blue, the grey
dimness of the sea. All that was hidden from me was shining clear to his
encircling eye.

From the coiled spring of his spirals he suddenly shot forward, cleaving
to the north with savage power, dipping, twisting, swerving, his long wings
leaping and bouncing from the air. He was desperate with the rage of the
hungry hawk.

Light fades, and prey moves closer to the lurking dusk, and the last lark
rises, and the night – so long forgotten – suddenly throws black shadows
across the blazing brilliance of the eye.

Searing through the sky, the hawk in torment saw the land beneath him
work and seethe with birds and come alive. Golden plover broke their wild
cries along the green surface of the lower air. The peregrine hissed among
them like a burning brand.

March 12th

The valley is flooded now, and the tiercel is hunting and bathing in the
higher, greener lands to the south and east. Between the valley and the long,
narrow estuary I found him soaring in the strong north wind. He soared, and
hovered, and flew south. Sped by the following wind, I cycled frantically
along the winding lanes, keeping that high, forked speck in view, losing it,
then coming up with it again as it paused to soar above feeding flocks of
gulls and plover. Rooks perched by their bulky nests in tall hill-cresting
elms, cawing warm-throatedly to the strong March sun. Trees smudged
black as charcoal against the clear green light.

I swung over the hills and down into the deep valley, seeing the tiercel
diving down the fanned sun’s rays towards the distant marshes. I swooped



through leicestershires of swift green light. A dazzling wetness of green
fields irrigated the windswept eye. The humming wheels plunged away
below me; I was dragged down in a rush of wind. This was hunting speed,
pounding after the winged hawk quick to the quarry. I remembered
galloping over spring green turf, as a child; over the neglected, fallen farm-
land of pre-war years; through the wild hedges and the glorious wastes of
flowering weeds flaming with hawks and finches.

The far hills turned, revolved, shifted apart; the lean silver length of the
long estuary suddenly shone out to the horizon like a spar of light, and all
the distant marshes floated up to the thin blue surface of the sea. I stopped,
and stood above the green flush of the marshland. The peregrine hurled
towards the gap of light that was the sea, ricocheting across the green land
like a swift rebounding flame.

March 13th

A mistle thrush sang by the ford, the first of the year, rolling out his rich
mellow phrases. He stopped singing, and dashed into the copse. I heard the
dry rattle of his scolding note; then he chased a peregrine across to the dead
oak.

It was a tiercel, one I had not seen before, shorter-winged and more
compactly built than the bird that has wintered in the valley, darker and
browner in colour with no red or gold in his plumage. There were gaps in
his wings and tail where moulted feathers had not yet been replaced. For a
long time he did nothing, though he often looked up at the sky, tilting his
head far back to watch the high drifting specks of the migrating gulls.

After an hour of idleness he glided gently away from the tree, down to
the green corn in the field in front of him. He rose up almost at once, with a



thick red earthworm dangling from his toes. Dodging the rushes of a
screeching gull, he bent his head down to meet his uplifted foot and ate the
worm in three gulping bites. He returned to the oak, and the gull flew off.
Gulls have been flying over these fields for a week or more, dropping down
at intervals for worms. Curiosity may have induced the watching hawk to
do the same. Three times, during the late afternoon, he planed down to the
field to catch and eat a worm. It had begun to rain, and many worms were
coming to the surface.

Between these flights, the hawk slept with his head sunk down into his
breast feathers, featureless as an owl. The heavy rain did not disturb him,
and he was soon bedraggled and sodden. In the early dusk he flew to a
higher perch, in an elm at the edge of north orchard. I was able to stand
under the tree and look up at him through the drab rainy light. Though he
was very sleepy, he woke at the slightest sound or movement and glared
intently down at the calls of the partridge coveys. His feathers hung thickly,
like wet fur. He looked like a Red Indian stalker with all but his head
concealed in shaggy buffalo hide.

March 14th

Along the southern shore of the estuary the water dwindled out in shallows
of shining silver-blue. Widening strands of mud gleamed yellow in the sun.
Three curlew landed on the mud, and stepped delicately to the water’s edge.
They were uneasy, moving their heads from side to side like deer suspicious
of the wind. They were coloured like sand, and mud, and shingle, and the
sere grass of the saltings. Their legs were the colour of the sea.

A peregrine flew over, and hovered above the sea-wall where partridges
were crouching in the grass. It was a lion-coloured tiercel, fierce and proud,



looking down with luminous, dark, liquescent eyes. Where the wide wings
joined the chest the feathers underneath were thickly mottled with diamond-
shaped spots, like the fur of a snow leopard. The amber hawk glowed
briefly in the sun, then flew inland.

I went up the long slope of fields to the east of the creek, and found a
falcon peregrine resting in an oak at the top. Her feathers were wet. She was
drying them after bathing in a flooded field. Her big chest was a blend of
brown and tawny arrowheads, but the lower feathers were darker and less
yellow, hanging thick and loose over the branch of the tree. Her gnarled feet
shone like polished brass. Her head was never still. From her high perch she
could see all movement in the fields and creeks and along the miles of
ochre shore.

I was very close before she bothered to look at me with both eyes at
once. I walked nearer. Without hesitation or fuss, she spread her wings and
let the light breeze lift her from the tree. The long tapering primaries were
stretched out, and the broad fan-like secondaries spread wide, their pale
barred surfaces shimmering with air. Gliding and gently feathering forward,
the large hawk rippled from the tree and rowed out on to the blue water-air
above the creek. Turned and floated by the breeze, she drifted down the soft
swath of the estuary sky to the bright sea-sky beyond.

Heavy clouds lowered, and the afternoon was dull. Mustard yellow in the
dusky light, a short-eared owl rose silently from a ditch, floated up like a
buoyant moon, with no sound but the soft rustle of the parting grass.
Turning its cat-like face towards me, it flexed its mottled snakeskin wings
across the marsh.

High tide brimmed grey and glossy in the creek. The short-eared owl beat
slowly out above its own reflection, looking like two owls striving to meet



through the water’s shining skin. One rose above the sea-wall as the other
dived below.

March 15th

A brilliant south-west gale, broken sunlight, warm white clouds. Plover
circled in the gusty air, golden nebulae receding down the blue reaches of
the northern sky. The sky’s horizon lies far beyond the earth’s. High birds
shine in that bright corona long after lower ones have dulled into the iron
rim beneath. Lapwings rose to the soaring hawk – hooked bill, barbed
talons hidden – like fish rising to a gay resplendent fly. They are lured to
the sky and are killed as they rise. Once high they are safe, but they die as
they rise.

At half past twelve the dark brown tiercel perched on the straggling east-
west hazel hedge that bisects north orchard. He was sunning himself after
bathing, while the golden tiercel hunted the valley. Occasionally he flew up
into the gale, hovered, then planed down to the hedge again. At two o’clock
he flew with more determined wing-beats, flicking forward with quick,
short jabs. He hovered for a moment, swooped with wings half closed, and
plunged into the sere grass between the apple trees, feet lowering and wings
spreading wide. He rose huddled, and flapped heavily down to the brook,
carrying a red-legged partridge and a long red stalk of seeding dock. The
partridge had reached up to eat the seeds of the dock. The hawk had seen
the movement and had pounced on the partridge before it had finished
feeding, had lifted stalk and bird together from the ground.

He returned an hour later, and perched in an apple tree at the edge of
open ploughland. I sat and watched him from thirty yards, away from all
cover. After two minutes of uneasy glaring, he flew straight at me as though



intending to attack. He swept up into the wind before he reached me, and
hovered twenty feet above my head, looking down. I felt as a mouse must
feel, crouching unconcealed in shallow grass, cringing and hoping. The
hawk’s keen-bladed face seemed horribly close. The glazed inhuman eyes –
so foreign and remote – swivelled like brown globes in the long sockets of
the moustachial bars. The badger-coloured face was vivid and sharp against
the sky. I could not look away from the crushing light of those eyes, from
the impaling horn of that curved bill. Many birds are snared in the
tightening loop of his gaze. They turn their heads towards him as they die.
He returned to the tree, unsatisfied, and I left him alone for a while.

From two o’clock till five he rested on the hazel hedge or hovered above
the orchard. He was never out of my sight. He always perched on the
highest twigs, however slender and pliant. Up and down, side to side, hawk
and twig bent and swayed together in the gale. He kept his eye-level stable
by grotesque dipping and twisting movements of his head and neck, as
though he were constantly peering over the top or round the sides of an
irritating obstruction. His big citron-yellow feet grasped the thin twig
clumsily, one placed above the other, their polished scaly rings glinting in
the sunlight. When he faced me, full-cropped and sleepy, he was so broad
and barrel-chested that his wings did not show at all. Below his creamy
throat, which was lightly flecked with brown, the feathers of his breast were
ochreous or tawny, seamed vertically with chocolate brown and glowing in
the sun like tarnished bronze. The dark brown moustache lobes hung down
from lighter-coloured lateral bars above the eyes. The crown streaked
vertically into a close wood-graining of reddish-brown and buff, tinged with
grey, and paler at the nape. The bulbous eyes were brown as malty
woodland mud, deep sunk in sockets of pale turquoise skin. The cere was
yellow; the base of the bill grey, the hooked tip blue.



He seldom looked at me, and he did not follow the movements of my
hands. He was watching the long grass, and listening. Listening like an owl,
with his facial feathers bristling, and his ear coverts lifting and falling. If he
had eaten much of the partridge he could not have been hungry, yet he was
obviously alert and unable to stop hunting. Sometimes he looked up at the
gulls that were soaring north-east. They recognised him, and screamed
harshly as they drifted away. Occasionally he turned his head right round so
that he was facing the northern half of the orchard. Again, suddenly, he flew
towards me and hovered overhead, looking curiously, indifferently down, as
we look down at fish, so far removed from us by the reflecting curve of
water that we can never fear them, unless we fall. The undersides of his
wings were creamy yellow, overlaid by a narrow mesh of thin brown lines
and a faint silvery sheen. The axillaries, and the inner halves of the
secondary coverts, were spotted with darker brown or with larger, diamond-
shaped marks.

Unable to soar because of the gale, he hovered persistently with
wonderful power and control. He exhausted his hunting urge by hovering
over every part of the orchard, but he did not go beyond its boundaries. At
half past three, while he was perching, hundreds of plover circled high
above the valley. The other tiercel was hunting again. By four o’clock the
orchard tiercel was quieter. He stopped hovering, and flew slowly down to
an elm. After preening, he opened his bill wide and puffed out his throat,
like a pigeon cooing. This gaping, frog-like bulging in and out of his throat
went on for ten minutes, while he scratched his throat feathers vigorously
with one foot and wriggled his neck. Then he cast up his pellet of
undigested bone and feather and went to sleep at once. Half an hour later he
flew across the field to the dead oak, and slept there, completely at rest.



The wind had fallen, and clouds were larger and darker. The golden-
coloured tiercel swung low across the fields like a beam of light, and swept
up to the highest branch of an elm, in a torrent of wing-beats. The long,
rowing strokes of his wings were quite different from the shorter, jabbing
beats of the brown tiercel. It was like comparing a borzoi with a collie. He
perched for a moment, like a reddish-gold arrow suddenly wedged in a tree,
then went plunging and leaping away to the north. The brown tiercel slept
in the oak; he did not see the other hawk come or go.

After five o’clock the wind dropped completely. The evening was very
calm. Released from the gale, the whole valley seemed to drift slowly
southward.

March 16th

It was six o’clock, an hour before sunrise, when I stopped to watch a barn
owl. It wavered up to the road, whitening and hardening out of the grey
half-light, drifted across, and went softly down towards the river. There was
a heavy breath of silence in the dew-damp fields. A second owl rose from
the grass verge, and passed close. Its round white face looked slowly back,
the big lolling head turned in wonderment. The dark prune-like eyes shone
through the sad fool’s mask of feathers. Then the long white wings came up
and gathered the bird away into the fir wood, where night remained.

On the estuary the day was cold and clear. I saw the tide rise and turn,
and watched waders feeding and at rest, while duck slept, and the sun
moved west above the elm-crowned islands.

An hour before sunset I lay on the stone slope of the sea-wall, facing the
golden-red fire of the dilating sun. The tide dwindled on the mud. The cold
air sharpened, and began to smell of the coming night. With a roar of wings,



like a cliff collapsing into the sea, every bird on the shore rose, leaving it
bright beneath a wing-clouded sky. Wigeon flew overhead, sweeping up
from the marsh behind the wall. There was a loud smacking sound like a
plank hitting mud, a splash of falling excrement, and a harsh whistling of
wings. The steeply climbing wigeon fanned apart. One fell back on to the
marsh, huddled and slack, its narrow head hanging golden-crested from the
drooping, shaking neck. It looked unreal, as though it should have spilt
sawdust, not dripped blood. It lay where it fell, crumpled and spoilt.

The peregrine did not return to its kill while I was near. I had not seen it
at all. It killed in the air above me and still I could not see it, so fast and
sudden was its stoop. (When I went there next morning, it had already eaten
and gone. The headless wigeon lay sacrificially upon its back, the creamy-
whiteness of its bones gleaming in the sun above the dark bloodstains and
the soft feathers lifting and falling in the wind.)

At dusk I saw a barn owl again, hunting between road and river. For
twenty minutes it quartered the meadow, moving across in long, straight
lines. Six feet above the grass it flew, with fast even wing-beats. The steady
pulse of its wings was curiously soothing. Dusk deepened. The owl grew
bigger and whiter. The rising moon turned from deep orange to yellow as it
drifted clear of the trees. The owl rested on a gate-post, and I could see the
bland meditative mask of its face looking at me from the grey of the field.
The curved hook of its beak protruded from the heart-shaped disc of the
mask, like a single claw. The dark eyes were rimmed with wine. It flew
overhead, and in the first coldness of the spring night, suddenly called. A
hoarse bellowing shriek drew out to a sharp edge, and bristled away to
silence. But not the silence that was there before.

March 17th



Long scrolls and columns of cloud poured away in the grey east wind and
made the sky seem endless. Light strengthened with the wind, was brilliant
in the cold gale of afternoon, faded to mist and dusk an hour before sunset.

I walked out to the point, where the soft river light of the estuary meets
the bleaker brightness of the sea. A large falcon peregrine flew low across
the water towards the line of empty cargo ships moored in mid-stream. She
swooped up to perch on the masthead of one of them, stayed there for five
minutes, then flew towards the southern shore.

By half past four the light was very gloomy, and a short-eared owl was
hunting over the marshes. A barn owl flew beneath it, and the larger owl
swooped viciously at the smaller. The barn owl dived into the grass and
stayed there for ten minutes. After this encounter the two owls kept apart,
one in each half of the marsh. As the light slowly congealed, the brown owl
was hidden, but the white owl grew whiter. They hunted in exactly the same
manner, probably for the same prey.

Woodpigeons went up in clouds from trees near the farm, half a mile to
the west. A thousand birds rose, clenched together, exploded outwards in a
vast seething diffusion. A peregrine was hunting there, but I was too far
away to see it.

In the early dusk I crossed the marsh and went up the lane towards the
village. I was stopped by a startlingly loud scream, a shrill ‘chow-week’,
from a solitary lapwing in a field to the west. As it called it flew low and
fast. Behind it, flying just above the furrows, the lean, racing shape of a
tiercel peregrine glinted golden. His wings cleaved high above his back as
he drew up to the lapwing with long, savage, rowing strokes. The lapwing
gained by making sudden twists and turns, but the peregrine closed up in a
second, turning in wider arcs but at greater speed. As the lapwing flew
towards the cover of some bushes, the peregrine rose above it, hovered



black against the sky, swooped vertically down. It was an appalling blow.
The lapwing was banged into the earth. The two birds fell together; one
slack and soft in death, the other tense with rage and shock. This solitary
lapwing had stayed too late from the flock, lost in the ritual of its display
and song. Trailing the dead bird in his foot, the peregrine flew over the
darkening field to the marsh, where the white owl was still hunting.

March 20th

The drizzle of the morning thinned to mist, the mist gave way to cloud, but
the day stayed damp and dull. The north-east wind was cold.

The dark brown tiercel returned to the orchard at eleven o’clock, cast his
pellet from an elm, and flew off again. I found several pellets in the grass
below the tree. All contained the fur and bones of mice, and some
woodpigeon feathers. The tiercel reappeared at half past twelve, and stayed
in or near the orchard for the rest of the day. He now has two dark blue-
black adult feathers in the centre of each wing, and two blue-and-white
barred feathers in the centre of his tail.

Fro three and a half hours he was still-hunting from high perches, from
lombardy poplars or from alders or oaks by the brook, looking intently
down into the orchard grass. The height of his perch was important to him.
He landed on the highest twig of a poplar, looked around, then flew to one a
few inches taller. After further peering, and measuring with his eye, he
eventually flew to the tallest of the line. His footwork was beautifully
precise and nimble. He never fumbled his grasp of even the thinnest,
bending twig. Often I stood only twenty yards from his perch, and saw him
looking over my head into the orchard behind me. He had no fear. If I
clapped my hands or shouted he would sometimes glance down at me, but



only for a second. Without binoculars I could see his eyes, and every detail
of his plumage. With them I could see the smallest features, such as the stiff
rictal bristles quivering round the base of his bill. The feathers of his back,
mantle, and secondaries, were closely barred dark brown and buff, and were
tinted reddish. The upper tail coverts were plain reddish brown, lighter in
colour than tail or mantle; the primaries were black. The scapulars were
distinctive: barred black and gold, with a luminous golden sheen, like satin,
which showed up at a great distance in dull light.

After much staring and peering, with his head never still, the hawk
occasionally flew forward and up into the wind, hovered for twenty to thirty
seconds, then went back to his perch. He did not stoop or make any sort of
attack. Distant partridges called whenever he flew up, but those close by
were hidden in the long yellow grass, and I flushed them from places where
the hawk had hovered. He was back on his perch by then and was not
interested in pursuit. Sparrows shrilled at him from bushes, hopping about
in agitation, turning their small, angry faces upward. He ignored them, just
as he ignored my vacuous, upturned face. He concentrated fanatically on his
curiously unsuccessful hunting, or pretence of hunting.

Between two and three o’clock he became increasingly alert and restive.
At three he flew south-east and out of sight. His orchard hunting was
obviously over. He flew into the dead oak, an hour later, where he stayed till
dusk. He caught and ate six worms. Each time, he simply planed down to
the cornfield, picked up a worm in his talons, and carried it back to a branch
of the oak. Holding it down with one foot he ate it slowly in four or five
bites. All his movements were leisured and deliberate. He had the look of a
gourmet relishing some rare seasonal delicacy. More substantial prey had
been eaten earlier. Worms, like mice, are merely savouries, which moulting
peregrines seem unable to resist.



March 21st

A tawny owl, long dead, lay at the edge of South Wood. I lifted its broad
wings, and powder down puffed out of them like dust. When I threw the
light dry carcass aside, the long talons caught uncannily in my gloves, as
though they still had life. The gristly, powerful legs, feathered to the toes,
end in these curved hooks, sharp and hard as steel needles. They seem
imperishable. They will outlive the crumbling bones and the blowing
feathers, as the grass grows tall above them.

Under a blackthorn, beside the brook, I found a freshly killed wood-
pigeon. Blossom was drifting down into the drying blood. A footpath runs
between the two woods, and is separated from them by small thorn-hedged
fields and a scattering of oak and elm. There is a dead tree to the south of
the path: twenty feet of ruined elm, branchless, jagged at the top like a
broken tooth. On this mossy fang the lighter, golden-coloured tiercel was
resting. He flew east when I approached, circled, then drifted down towards
me in a series of steep glides and stalls. I stood near the dead tree and
watched his descent. The big rounded head, suspended between the rigid
wings, grew larger, and the staring eyes appeared, looking boldly through
the dark visor of the eye mask. There was no widening of the eyes in fear,
no convulsive leap aside; he just came steadily down and glided past me,
twenty yards away. His eyes were fixed on my face, and his head turned as
he went past, so that he could keep me in view. He was not afraid, nor was
he disturbed when I lowered and raised my binoculars or shifted my
position. He was either indifferent or mildly curious. I think he regards me
now as part hawk, part man; worth flying over to look at from time to time,
but never wholly to be trusted; a crippled hawk, perhaps, unable to fly or to
kill cleanly, uncertain and sour of temper.



Soon the high white clouds were breaking up, and melting in the sun. I
kept the hawk on the move, hoping he would soar. At half past one, tired of
being chased, he glided slowly up, spread his wings along the warm surface
of the air, and rose from sight. Circling and drifting, he floated off into the
sky till my eyes saw only a sharp speck piercing through the blue, then
nothing. Using binoculars, I found him again, cutting long graceful arcs
across feathers of white cloud above the wooded ridge. I lay on my back on
the dry earth, and watched him slowly shrink and fade. He created beautiful
patterns and doodles in the sky, as swiftly evanescent as the swirling shapes
of waves upon the shore. The sun was warm, hedges were fretted with
green, larks sang up beneath the soaring hawk. There was firmness of heart
in the land at last.

The hawk passed up into the lighter air above the hills, and I lay
contentedly among the small sounds of the field, awaiting his return.
Twenty minutes later he drifted back from the east and began slowly to
descend. He swept to and fro across the wind, circling in figures of eight,
crossing above the footpath and circling over the fields on either side. When
each figure was completed, he glided straight forward above the path,
moving very smoothly and fast into the wind, with wings curved back.
Then he turned slowly into the next figure. He was using the long straight
footpath as a guiding line. He came down a thousand feet in this way, but
even when almost overhead he was still merely a speck in the sky. Through
binoculars he was just recognisable as a hawk. Easily, majestically, he
subdued and rode upon the wind, soothing it down under the soft hollows of
his wings, mastering the sudden tempests and spanning the deep concavities
of the turbulent air.

A sudden lunge, a steep glide down towards the North Wood, and the line
has broken. The hawk dives down like a fish that is suddenly free. A



woodpigeon flies above the wood, looks up, veers wildly, but flies on. The
dark speck of the hawk plunges, dilates to colour, recoils like a gun as the
golden feet flash forward to strike. Grey feathers spurt outwards and float
upon the air. The dead pigeon threshes down in to the trees. The hawk has
gone. The air seems empty and slack.

Late in the afternoon I find the kill, lying on its back in swampy green
ground between high thin birches and hornbeams. The footprints of the
hawk are trampled deep in the mud; the pigeon’s feet are clean. It has been
hollowed out to the bone, like an ivory boat.

March 22nd

Clouds high, wind cold, horizons picked clean by the wind. The orchard
tiercel, at twelve o’clock, perched in his usual elm above scolding
blackbirds and chaffinches. He flew up wind and hovered, fluttering in the
strong grip of the wind, sky showing between all his wide-splayed wing and
tail feathers. Tiring, he glided south, went low through the orchard and out
across the fields. Hundreds of feeding jackdaws and woodpigeons went up
wildly, rose high, scattered, left the place completely. Jackdaws spiralled
away east, woodpigeons climbed out of sight to the west.

The tiercel returned to the orchard, and kept watch from tree-tops for an
hour. When crows chased him from a poplar, he began to fly faster, with
longer and more determined wing-strokes. From then on, he was much
more active and alert. There is often a time in the peregrine’s day when he
is becoming hungry, but is still reluctant or unready to hunt. If he is then
disturbed, by man or by mobbing birds, he acts as though released from
doubt, and begins to hunt at once.



After dodging away from the crows, he flew back to the elm where I had
seen him earlier. He perched higher than before, leaning forward, flicking
his head from side to side, restlessly shifting the grip of his feet. When he
dived, and flowed down from the tree with wings uprising, his eyes were
focused on something he had seen in the orchard. He flew carefully, softly,
up wind, and glided slowly out across open ground. He stopped, hovered
twenty feet up, then dropped gently down on his prey. He rose heavily and
flew low between trees, carrying a red-legged partridge, one of a pair that
had wandered too far from cover. I ran after him. He dropped the partridge,
but went back for it immediately. His recovery of the prey was amazingly
fast. He flicked down and up again like an eye blinking. Then he went out
of the orchard and across the brook, flying with quick deep wing-beats,
sinking nearly to the ground, rising again, sagging and rebounding like a
woodpecker. A red-legged partridge weighs a pound to a pound and a half.
The tiercel carried it for at least a mile at a speed between thirty and forty
miles an hour.

March 23rd

Today was a whole season away from yesterday, warmed by a strong west
wind and mellow sunlight, hazing down to a yellow scented dusk. Three
hundred golden plover fed in meadows by the river, with lapwings, gulls,
and fieldfares. They moved slowly through the grass, like grazing cattle.
Then every bird rose, as though a net had been twitched beneath them and
had flung them up together into air. Small birds took to trees, gulls and
plover to the sky. Six snipe flew with the plover, and stayed with them in
their high gyrations.



Through this flickering web of wings I saw a peregrine flash in the sun,
and a plover tumbling down. It took me a long time to find it, and the hawk
had gone by then. The plover had been struck from below. There was a
wound in its side, as though it had been stabbed with a thin-bladed knife.
Some flesh had already been eaten from the breast. One of its legs was
withered and useless. It is astonishing how unerringly a peregrine can select
a deformed or abnormal individual from a large flock of apparently
identical birds. It may be that even the slightest physical weakness or
difference in plumage can disastrously affect a bird’s ability to escape.
Perhaps a sick bird does not wish to live.

As I entered the orchard, the dark tiercel glowed up to an alder beside the
brook and watched me walk between the apple trees. He flew to the hazel
hedge, and I sat down twelve yards away from him. We looked at each
other for a while, but the hawk lost interest and began to watch the grass.
When he flew stiffly past me, I knew by the sharp jerking of his wings that
he had sighted prey. He hovered, dived into the grass, rose with a mouse in
his foot. He carried it across to the dead oak and ate it there, tilting his head
far back to watch the shining southern sky, where the golden tiercel was
soaring to the coast and gulls were circling. When the long trail of bird-
clouds had passed below the hill, he went back to the brook.

I kept very close to him as he hovered over the orchard or rested in
alders, but he ignored me completely. He looked intently at the grass near
my feet, seeing or hearing some movement of which I was quite unaware,
although I was only two yards from it and the hawk was thirty. His eyes
followed this movement. Suddenly his head jerked up and he flew quickly
across to hover above the grass ten years away. He turned on his side,
closed his wings, and stooped. It was a fall of six feet only, but the
technique of the stoop is the same for six feet as for six hundred. He hit the



grass hard, but without impact, soft and silent as an owl. He rose from it
lightly, carrying a large dead mouse, which he took to an apple tree and
swallowed in two bites, first the head, then the rest. All this was done
within twenty yards of me and I did not even have to keep still.

He rested for ten minutes, then hovered over the northern half of the
orchard, between the pond and the hazel hedge, where the grass is shorter.
He quartered the ground thoroughly, and seemed keener than ever. Eating
the second mouse had increased his hunger. For half an hour he hovered in
the gusty wind, without resting. He stooped only once, and missed. The
sunlit orchard was very quiet, laned with pale amber light. The only sounds
were the songs of thrushes and blackbirds, muted by distance, the
occasional call of a moorhen, the creak and rustle of twigs in the wind. The
only movement was the silent threshing of the hawk’s long wings beating
through the sunlit aisles. Silent to me; but to mice in the short grass, to
partridges hidden and dumb in long grass under the trees, his wings would
rasp through the air with the burning whine of a circular saw. Silence they
dread; when the roaring stops above them, they wait for the crash. Just as
we, in the war, learnt to dread the sudden silence of the flying bomb,
knowing that death was falling, but not where, or on what.

In the mellow sunlight of the warm unclouded spring, the peregrine
shone and blinked behind the branches of the apple trees like a setting sun.
When I walked through the orchard, he followed me, hovering above,
hoping I would flush something for him. Down by the brook, a stoat came
running and jumping through the tussocky grass and the brambles, carrying
a water vole in his jaws, holding it high so that it did not drag in the grass.
The soft vole, fat and flabby in death, was twice the size of the thin-flanked
stoat. It was like a tiger carrying a bullock. I left the hawk to his patient
hunting, and the stoat to his meal.



For one tiercel peregrine there is the cloudless sky, the wide valley, the
hills, the estuaries, the sea itself; twenty paradisal miles of hunting land, a
million birds to choose from, ten thousand feet of warm and windy air to
sail and soar upon. For the other tiercel, just as strong, with the same sharp
bill and biting feet, there is only the quiet corner of an orchard, an acre of
grass and apple trees, a few mice, a partridge perhaps, worms, and then
sleep. He seems to be hypnotised by this small symmetry of trees. He is like
a gambler who cannot resist just one more throw in the hope that his luck
will change.

I went along the brook and up to the dead elm to see if the golden tiercel
had come back from the coast. He was not there, so I sat down to wait in a
corner of the field. The shadow of a big oak was imprinted on the bare earth
in front of me, and I could see the shapes of small birds flitting through the
phantom crown of branches. I was almost asleep when a kingfisher flew
overhead and went down to the brook. I had never seen one against the sky
before; always I had seen them lit from below by reflecting river light.
Flying high over dry earth, against the matt surface of a cloud, it seemed a
feebler and much less splendid bird. Wild things are truly alive only in the
place where they belong. Away from that place they may bloom like
exotics, but the eye will seek beyond them for their lost home.

The tiercel glided down from the east at one o’clock and settled in a
small oak on the far side of the field. I crept along in the shadow of a
blackthorn hedge till I was only forty yards away from him, with the sun
behind me. He faced the sun, and soon became drowsy and slack on his
feet. He drew one leg up into his feathers, and slept, waking frequently to
preen and look around. Hawks sleep lightly. They wake to the movement of
a leaf in the breeze, to the swaying whisper of grass, to the lengthening and



shutting-off of shadows. They are fugitives who have escaped from
everything but fear.

The sun lowered, and the hawk shone in the amber light, every feather
sleek and burnished or rippling in the breeze. He shone in the network of
contorted branches like a splendid copper vessel splashed with gold. The
big eyes protruded slightly from the angle where the vertical moustachial
lobes met the dark horizontal eye bars. The bare blue-grey skin surrounding
them gleamed white whenever the hawk turned his head. The oaks and
elms, the sky and clouds above, were all reflected in those brilliant sepia
eyes, as though they were painted in miniature on a glaze as smooth as the
white of an egg. They were strangely indolent eyes. Sometimes they
seemed to dusk over with a faint purple bloom like the mineral film coating
the lenses of binoculars or the bloom on the dark skin of a plum.

Between half past three and four the hawk became more alert, flexing his
tail, shifting his feet about, looking around and glancing up at the sky with
quick turns of his head. He flew without warning, circled up above the
field, sailed out into a long glide as though intending to soar. The glide
changed to a downward swoop, and as I followed him down I saw a pair of
kestrels rising into view, flying low above the brook. The peregrine struck
at them, and they dived into a tree together. The male kestrel flew away to
the south, calling shrilly; the female stayed in the tree. The peregrine flew
north, carrying the mouse that one of the kestrels had dropped. These
kestrels were attacked because the tiercel is now defending a territory and
will not tolerate other raptors there. He might have killed one of them if he
had not seen the falling mouse. He was unable to resist his instinctive urge
to follow it down and catch it.

The peregrine returned to his perch, but he did not relax at all. His eyes
had lost their languor. They had a pale brown glare, like wintry sunlight



shining through the thickness of a wood. He circled up into the warm blue
haze and soared away down wind. The air was heavy and sweet-smelling,
borne in the wind like pollen.

I knew he would not come back today, and all the birds around me knew
it too. Woodpigeons began to move about again. A flock of them flew
across the fields between the two woods, keeping close to the ground, never
rising more than a yard above it. They feared the stoop, for many have died
while crossing from wood to wood. The kestrels flew to the dead elm,
tremulously calling. In the nettles at the foot of the tree I found pellets
dropped there by both kestrel and peregrine. The peregrine’s contained
many woodpigeon feathers, and several large gritty stones an eighth of an
inch across, with sharp points and edges. It picks them up, as an aid to
digestion, when it bathes in the brook.

For an hour longer I scanned the distant ridges, while all around me birds
sang and fed in peace. Imprisoned by horizons, I envied the hawk his
boundless prospect of the sky. Hawks live on the curve of the air. Their
globed eyes have never seen the grey flatness of our human vision.

It was high tide at the estuary. As the land light faded, the sky above
would grow bright with the shine of brimming water. The peregrine would
fall upon the scattered tribes of sleeping waders. Their wings would rise
into the sunset, like smoke above the sacrifice.

March 25th

White waves swept over molten blue water, searing the warm sea-wall. The
tide was rising. The sun-glittered estuary was bright with falls of shining
birds. Shelduck floated into creeks and bays, or rested big and white on
green marshes. Redshank and skylark sang. Lapwings tumbled and danced.



Ringed plover pondered the waves, or shoaled above them silvery, like fish
flying. One sang his deep song along the thinning edge of shore, ‘cook-a-
doo, cook-a-doo, cook-a-do’, wings tilting and rolling. Slow majestic pintail
rode high upon the water, a patrician elegance of brown and white, aloof
and narrow-necked. Tree-fringed islands softened the splinters of white sea-
wall that pierced out to the long horizon. Distant almond blossom shone
like coral.

Pairs of partridges whirred dryly from the wall. At first their parched
calls were quite unsynchronised. Then the jerked down-beating wings
began to force out a diminishing throaty sound that gradually expired as the
birds glided over a hedge and dropped to cover. They were like wound
clockwork toys slowly spluttering into silence.

When the spring tide cleared the saltings, waders took to the sky,
shimmering and skimming in grey and silver discs, spilling and raining
down, then whirling up like waves lifted from the water. I kept hearing a
curious snoring sound, followed by bubbling, like someone breathing in and
then gargling. Occasionally I saw a trail of bubbles in the water. Eventually
the dark, whiskered muzzle of a seal appeared above the surface, and then
the whole sleek streaming head. He looked at me, breathed in, and dived
below. Slowly he splashed and idled round the bay and out to the estuary
again. It is a good life, a seal’s, here in these shallow waters. Like the lives
of so many air and water creatures, it seems a better one than ours. We have
no element. Nothing sustains us when we fall.

A dead porpoise was humped upon the shingle, heavy as a sack of
cement. The smooth skin was blotched with pink and grey; the tongue
black, and hard as stone. Its mouth hung open like the nail-studded sole
gaping from an old boot. The teeth looked like the zip-fastener of a
gruesome nightdress-case.



I found sixteen peregrine kills: three black-headed gulls, a redshank, and
a wigeon, on the shingle; five lapwings, two wigeon, a rook, a jackdaw, and
a shelduck, on the marsh. The shelduck lay at the end of a long trail of
feathers torn out by the ripping impact of the stoop. A black-headed gull
had been plucked and eaten on the smooth green lawn of a summer
bungalow. It lay at the exact centre, reclining in a mass of white feathers,
like a dead flower among spilt petals.

Late in the afternoon, a falcon peregrine flew down the estuary; lean,
majestic, big as a curlew. Far above, there were flocks of grey plover
glittering in high sunlight like the pilot fish that swim before a shark. The
falcon glided, and began to soar. Drifting in the warm west wind, she
circled up and disappeared into the blue mist of the distant sky. Nothing
happened. The tide was ebbing, and waders crowded the growing line of
shore. Gulls began to move out from the land. Half an hour later, I was
looking through binoculars at a flock of starlings flying high overhead,
when I saw beyond them a dark speck that did not move. It did not move,
but it grew larger. It grew larger very quickly. It was the falcon falling in a
tremendous stoop. Coming straight down at me, it had not the shape of a
bird. It was like a falling head, a shark’s head dropping from the sky. It
made a faint sighing that quickly hardened to a shrill whining sound, like
the wind harping through high wires. A great black-backed gull obscured
the peregrine for a second as it passed over towards the shore. Its yellow
bill, red-spotted, gleamed in the sun; its cold, pale eyes looked down. It had
its usual heavily indifferent expression. There was a loud slamming bang.
The gull buckled like hot metal. Its head jerked and flopped. The falcon had
struck it in the neck.

After the long, almost gradual descent, this final flinging blow seemed
dazzlingly fast. The falcon hooked and tore the gull’s neck apart with her



hind talons. She shivered away from the impact, like a splinter of wood
flying from a cut log. Then she curved gently out and up above the water,
recovering control. From a hundred feet up, the gull slid down quite slowly
and emptied itself out upon the shingle. The falcon dropped beside it, and
began to feed. The flesh was peeled away. The raw bones stood to the sky,
like the ribs of a wrecked ship.

March 27th

Soft, reflective, mooing sounds came from a small oak in the hedge beside
the sea-wall. It was a hollow tree, with a short stubby bole, and a crown of
branches growing outwards from the hollow centre. When I stood beside it,
I could just see the top of a little owl’s head above the rim of the bole. He
knew I was there, and after a minute he walked up a branch to have a look
at me. We were about ten feet apart. He blinked; first with both eyes, then
with the left one only. He bobbed deeply at the knees in a sort of quick
curtsy, and stretched his neck up till it was thin and elongated. The tufty
white stripes above his eyes moved and crinkled. Then he looked away, as
though suddenly embarrassed.

He walked a bit farther up the branch, watching his feet as he did so, and
turned to have another look at me. Slowly I raised my binoculars. The owl
was startled, and ducked his head. But he was also curious, and for several
minutes he stared straight into the lenses. His huge round eyes were bright,
yet quite expressionless, as though they had been painted on to his head.
The black pupil was the same width as the vivid yellow iris. He blinked a
lot, and the grey nictitating membranes clicked sickeningly across his eyes
for a second, like a doll’s eyes closing. He did not seem able to focus me. I
felt I was without meaning for him. I was like one of those trick



photographs of a familiar object; if it cannot be recognised it is just nothing
at all. His interest gradually slackened and he began to look away. He forgot
me quite suddenly, and fluttered down into the tree. I was outside and he
was inside, and he had nothing to say to me.

A little owl’s legs are surprisingly thick and powerful for so small a bird.
They look slightly hairy, like an animal’s legs. The whole bird looks
completely out of proportion when perching, like a two-legged head. One
must try not to be anthropomorphic, yet it cannot be denied that little owls
are very funny to watch. In flight, they are just owls, but at rest they seem to
be natural clowns. They do not know it, of course. And that makes them
much funnier, for they always appear indignant, outraged, brimming over
with choler. There is nothing funny about their sharp claws and rending
beak. They are killers. That is what they are for. But whenever I see one
close, in a tree, I laugh aloud.

At dusk, before hunting begins, they are different again. Their spring
song is a single woodwind note, rising, hollow, full of sweet pathos. It
sounds like a distant curlew calling in a dream. The owls answer one
another across the fields and valleys as dusk gathers in the trees. Then the
spring night comes, smelling of cold grass.

Leaving the owl to his fretful sleep, I walked along the sea-wall towards
the mouth of the estuary. Quiet sunlight gleamed the falling tide. Over a
ploughed field something snake-like slithered and swam. It was a stoat
following the scent of its prey, moving keenly and fast. It ran up and down
furrows, bounded across ridges, doubled back, looped, twisted, worked
farther out into the field, then came back towards the edge again. It
crouched, ran, sprang, and crept, quivering with excitement, seeing the
vivid colour of a smell. It was like a man trying to escape from a maze. It
leapt on to the marsh, and I saw its red-brown back undulating away



towards a grazing rabbit that was big with disease and helpless as a bogged
cow. But the stoat did not kill it. It survives, protected by the horror of its
own private death.

A pair of shoveler landed in the fleet, hitting the water with a whooshing
splash after stalling for a long time. The rich bishop’s purple of the drake’s
belly glowed in the sun. He floated deep in the water, hanging his heavy bill
like the low jowl of a bloodhound, his dark head shining green and glossy.

On the shingle beach I found the remains of two woodpigeons, which a
peregrine had killed quite recently. The high spring tide, by a ghoulish
freak, had draped the headless carcass of the great black-backed gull on a
strand of barbed wire, close to the sea-wall. That was a remarkable kill,
even for a falcon. A great black-backed gull weighs four to five pounds, a
falcon two to two and a half. The flayed carcass of the gull was as heavy as
a full-fleshed woodpigeon. These big gulls are messy, absent-minded
killers. I was not sorry to see one die.

A flock of twenty bar-tailed godwits fed at the tide’s edge with curlew
and grey plover. One godwit was very restless. It flew over the mud-flats,
plunging and cork-screwing wildly, tossing and slashing its long bill about
like a fencer’s foil. It careered erratically from one group of waders to
another, swooping and flinging up above them, flushing dunlin, putting up
duck from the saltings. It seemed to be deliberately mimicking the attack of
a hawk. Its actions were remarkably like those of a hunting peregrine. If I
had not been able to see the length of its bill, I would, at a distance, have
mistaken it for a hawk. It is very curious that, an hour later, a tiercel
peregrine came quickly from inland and swooped at waders in just the same
way as the godwit had been swooping. He chased a godwit for several
minutes, and eventually disappeared beyond the island, still in close pursuit.



At four o’clock, tiercel and falcon soared above the estuary together. A
heron rose from feeding in the shallows, and flew heavily inland towards its
nest. I expected to see the two peregrines stoop at it in the spectacular
manner so often described in books about falconry. But they did not stoop.
The falcon ignored the heron. The tiercel swooped past it and attacked it
from below, chattering round its head like a monkey. When the heron
disgorged a fish, the tiercel dived after it and made several attempts to catch
it, but without success. Then he soared up to rejoin the falcon, and they
circled out of sight across the marshes to the north.

Day ended with moonlight on the water. Brilliant stars appeared, many
birds called, lights glimmered out across the estuary. Red clouds shone
above the inland west.

March 28th

All day the south-west wind rose. The warm, sunlit air of morning towered
away to clouds. At eleven o’clock, two hundred woodpigeons clattered up
from the orchard as the dark brown tiercel arrived there from the south. I
had just entered at the eastern end. We met by the brook. For an hour he
watched and hovered, perching on many trees. He caught a mouse. To me
he was still apparently indifferent, but he kept me in sight, when I moved,
by following or flying higher. He has found a meaning for me, but I do not
know what it is. I am his slow and moribund companion, Caliban to his
Ariel.

Each time I have seen him he has tried to soar, but the weather has not
been favourable. His attempts have been feeble and tentative. At half past
twelve today he tried again. He rose to three hundred feet, turned, and
glided down wind. He wanted to pull out of the glide into an upward circle,



but he was travelling too fast. He flashed above the orchard, folded his
wings back, and stooped to perch on the hazel hedge. After another half
hour of restless flying and hovering, he returned to the hedge. I sat with my
back against an apple tree, watching the hunched, unhappy-looking hawk.
The sun was hot, the grass dry and warm. Skylarks sang, white clouds
drifted above. Down by the brook, a green woodpecker called. The hawk
looked up at the sky, shifted his feet about, looked down at the hedge, then
flew. He had not seen prey. He flew very lightly, buoyantly, his wings just
surfing the breeze. He slanted and jinked upward like a snipe, touching air
deftly, delicately, seeking wing-hold on its gliding smoothness.

In the lower slope of the orchard there is a slight hollow where no trees
grow and the grass is scanty and short. The ground there is sheltered from
the wind, and warm air rises from it. The hawk spread his wings and tail
above this hollow, leaned slowly round into a long half-circle, and turned
down wind. He drifted away, and higher. Soon he was high and small and
black above the northern end of the orchard. After weeks of skulking, of
perching and hovering, he was released, afloat, aloft: he had wrenched
himself free.

An abrupt and narrow turn, and he was suddenly still, head to wind, a
thousand feet up. For five minutes he hung motionless, tensing and flexing
his swept-back wings, dark anchor mooring white cloud. He looked down at
the orchard beneath him, twisting and turning his head, mobile, menacing,
like the head of a snake looking out of a rock. The wind could not move
him, the sun could not lift him. He was fixed and safe in a crevice of sky.

Loosened suddenly out into air, he straightened his wings and circled
slowly higher. He slowed, steadied, balanced, and again was still. He was a
small speck now, like the pupil of a distant eye. Serenely he floated. Then,
like music breaking, he began to descend.



He slid forward and down to his left for two hundred feet, and then
stopped. After a long still pause, he came down two hundred feet to his
right, then stopped. In this vertical zigzag, from wing-hold to wing-hold, he
slowly descended the sheer face of sky. There was not hesitation or
checking. He simply dropped, and then stopped, as a spider drops on a
thread, or a man on a rope. At last the long exhalation of descent was over.
He was back in the thick-rinded air of earth.

I thought he would rest, but above open ploughland he rose again, unable
to resist the basking warmth of the sky. Very slowly he rose, for he was still
unpractised. His wings strained out and spread to their utmost, his head
stretched forward, his eyes looked upward. After the first wide circle he
knew he was safe. He relaxed, and looked down again. Under a big white
cloud he wound away northward, dwindling up in his long sweeping circles.
But he was reluctant to leave the orchard and he would not keep with the
cloud. He glided slowly back, through a thousand feet of sunlit air, to perch
in a tree near the brook. There he rested, after forty minutes of flight, but he
did not sleep. When I went closer, he did not notice me. He did not look at
anything. His eyes were open, but unfocused. He flew south, moving like a
sleepwalker, gazing forward enrapt. His wings just touched and skimmed
the air. The sun shone upon him, and he gleamed like a shield of silver
water, glowed purple-brown and wet like dark ploughland after rain.

Beyond the line of poplars, he circled and began to soar again. This time
he pulled across the wind, rising swiftly to the north-west, moving far out
and very high above the river valley. Gliding, spiralling, hovering, sculling,
he seemed to be freed at last from his orchard obsession. Free! You cannot
know what freedom means till you have seen a peregrine loosed into the
warm spring sky to roam at will through all the far provinces of light. Along
the escarpments of the river air he rose with martial motion. Like a dolphin



in green seas, like an otter in the startled water, he poured through deep
lagoons of sky up to the high white reefs of cirrus. When my arms were
aching, and I could watch him no longer, he blurred into a tiny speck and
vanished from the bright circle of my vision. Soon I found him again, and
saw him grow larger. Gradually, steadily, he grew larger. From thousands of
feet above the valley he was diving back to the orchard, which he was not
yet ready to leave completely. He grew from a speck to a blur, to a bird, to a
hawk, to a peregrine; a winged head shouldering down through the wind.
With a rush, with a flash, with a whirr of wings, he came down to the hedge
ten yards away from me. He perched, he preened, he looked around; not
tired, not tested even, by his half-hour of festive flight. With the whole
valley to choose from, he had chosen to come back to the orchard where I
was standing. There is a bond: impalpable, indefinable, but it exists.

It is now four o’clock. The sun is still warm, the sky almost cloudless.
The tiercel looks upward. Following his gaze, I see a falcon circling over
from the east. In the purity of sunlight, her clenched feet, and the pale
feathers above them, gleam out in ivory and gold. The whole bird shines
with a solid Aztec radiance, as though it were cast in bronze, not buoyant
and feathery and hollow-boned. She saw the tiercel circling, and has come
from the estuary to join him. That was the purpose of his flight. He rises
from the orchard, and together they float slowly overhead, drifting, drifting
and calling. Their harsh calls strike hard on the flinty sky. Peregrines often
call when they first come to their winter home and again when they leave it.
Slowly their slack circles tighten. Soon they are circling at great speed, one
high above the other. In long sweeping arcs they rise away to the south-east,
fast glides alternating with many deep, chopping wing-beats. There is
urgency and strength in every movement. The sun and wind command them
no longer. They have their own power, and know their course at last.



Now they can see the coast of Holland, a hundred miles away. They can
see the winding mouths of the Scheldt, the white line of the dykes, and the
far glitter of the Rhine, standing in the shadow of the night to come. They
are leaving the familiar pattern of woods and fields, rivers and coloured
farms: leaving the estuary, its green islands and the never ceasing
movement of its serpent mud; leaving the tawny out-growths of the saltings,
the sudden straightness of the coastline, the sharp sunlit edges of the land.
These vivid images shrink into a rainbow of crushed colour, and set below
the horizon of their memory. Other images arise, as yet like mirages
distorted, to be made clear in the long whiteness of the continental coast, in
far islands now in darkness, in cliffs and mountains sailing out from night.

March 29th

Two hundred golden plover fed in growing corn, listening and stabbing
forward and down, like big thrushes. Many were already in summer
plumage. Their back chests shone in the sun below the mustard yellow of
their blacks, like black shoes half covered with buttercup dust. On the river
bank I found the remains of a hare. It had been dead for several days. Fur
had been plucked from the exposed bones. Some of the thinner bones had
triangular pieces nipped out of them by a peregrine’s bill. It may have been
found dead and eaten, but it is much more likely that it was killed by two
peregrines hunting together. I have found hares like this before, usually in
March, when moulting peregrines kill many mammals.

Robins sang in a wood near the river, clear as spring water, fresh as the
curled, crisped heart of a lettuce. Like the tinkle of a harpsichord, their song
has a misty brightness of nostalgia. The wood smelt of bark and ashes and
dead leaves. Circles of cold sky shone at the end of rides. A cock bullfinch



squatted on a sagging larch twig. He stretched his neck up towards the twig
above him, bit off a bud with a delicate snip and twist of his bill, and
chewed it ruminatively. Then he hung his head downwards and snipped off
buds from a lower twig. He was a red and black fatty, idly grazing,
occasionally exerting himself to breathe out the husky ‘du-dudu’ of his
song, fat dewlap gently quivering. He was like a munching bullock feeding
on hawthorn leaves. But the pull and twist of his bill to break off a bud
reminded me of a peregrine breaking the neck of its prey. Whatever is
destroyed, the act of destruction does not vary much. Beauty is vapour from
the pit of death.

I went to the brook to look for the golden tiercel. I had not seen him in
the valley since the 24th. At one o’clock a kestrel hovered above the fields
near South Wood. His wings flicked the wind gingerly, like fingers lightly
touching a hot iron. They quivered up and down like the blade of a ham
knife. He dropped lower, and stayed still, wings bent back from the carpal
joints, their pale edges flashing in the sun. Then he plunged vertically,
parachuting down with bent wings streaming above. (Kestrels do not fold
their wings to their sides when diving, as peregrines do.) He levelled out at
the last moment, and thudded onto something hidden in the grass. It hung
limp and grey from his bill as he flew to a molehill to eat it. When I moved
towards him, he went at once, leaving his prey behind. It was a common
shrew, very small and light. The impressions of the kestrel’s gripping toes
still showed on its soft grey fur. I replaced it on the molehill, hoping the
hawk would come back for it when I had gone.

For two hours I waited under the wych elm near the dead tree, but the
peregrine did not appear. A curious bleating sound began in the sky above
me, very faint at first, gradually becoming louder. It was a snipe drumming.
I looked for him at fifty feet, but found him eventually at nearer five



hundred. Small as a lark, he circled very fast, covering a large area. He
shone and twinkled in the sun, or cut across white clouds like a black
diamond. Every twenty seconds he tilted into a shallow dive and spread his
tail feathers wide apart so that the air beating against them made that
curious comb-and-tissue-paper bleating sound, which is called drumming.
There were eight to ten distinguishable buzzing notes, the fourth or fifth
being the loudest. They rose to a crescendo, then died away as the snipe
resumed his level circling. The sound was astonishingly loud and vibrant. It
was like a succession of giant arrows thrumming violently overhead. It was
an ominous sound, as though an oracle was about to speak from the sky. It
gave me the feeling of having nowhere to hide. After circling and
drumming for five minutes, the snipe dropped to the marshy ground near
the brook. There are always snipe there in March, if the water-level is high,
but they never remain to breed.

Half an hour later, drumming began again. The snipe circled till he was
even higher than before, till he was only just visible. As I watched him I
saw what I took to be a second snipe, circling lower down. But in
binoculars I recognised it at once as the tiercel peregrine. He rose quickly
towards the snipe, which was not aware of danger till the hawk was within
fifty feet of him. Then his drumming stopped and he began to jink up at a
steep angle, as he does when flushed from the ground. The hawk toiled after
him. The snipe flew downwards but the hawk stooped at once and forced
him to climb again. This manoeuvre was repeated ten or eleven times, till
both birds were almost hidden in the upper sky. They towered to a great
height above the river, where I expected the almost exhausted snipe to make
his last effort to escape by dropping down into a reed-bed. He fell quite
suddenly, as though he had been struck. He tumbled vertically down. The
hawk slanted down more smoothly, cutting in towards him. Five hundred



feet above the river the two silhouettes merged into one dark bird, which
rose again, and came slowly back to the brook. The tiercel took his prey to
the dead elm. He plucked and ate it there, while sunlight glowed his feather-
rippling back to the colour of golden wheat. He rested after feeding, then
flew east towards his roosting tree, a solitary elm on one of the estuary
islands.

March 30th

Rain fell till two o’clock, followed by showers and mist and watery
sunlight. I found the peregrine at three, perched in an elm near North Wood.
He was large and puffy with moisture, and he would not fly far. A
tremendous gust of rain blew over at half past three. The peregrine faced it
till he was drenched, then he flew to a hollow tree and crept inside, out of
the wind. When the rain stopped, he flapped slowly and heavily down to a
field of stubble where sparrows were feeding. They did not scatter till he
plunged among them. He caught one easily and carried it up to the elm to
eat. His slow, heavy flight was just like a crow’s, and the sparrows were
deceived by it.

The sun came out, and the hawk began to dry his dripping feathers. A
storm swelled up from the south. I lost sight of the hawk in the crackling
gloom. Rain fell from a purple cloud, and the wind rose to a gale. A stoat
ran past me, leaping with the lightning flashes. He carried a dead mouse in
his jaws.

When the rain lifted, mist rose from the drenched grass. Everywhere
there was the ripple and bubble of the lost rain seeking its stillness in the
slow river water. The hawk had gone. Little owls lamented in the early
dusk.



March 31st

It was a cool limpid sunrise, just a lightening of the eastern haze, a faint
intensity of cloud. A late barn owl wavered by the river, white above a
black reflection. The peregrine glided over, swooped at the quiet owl.
Reflections swayed and clashed, like a rush of pike-torn water. The owl
dodged as nimbly as a lapwing, but it flew much faster; slashes of flake
white glimmered across green fields. The peregrine lifted from the chase,
soared in the first sunlight, circled east; the owl crept to darkness in a
hollow tree.

Two lesser spotted woodpeckers flew into a grove of larches. I heard
their strident, slightly muffled calls. The slurred, breathy notes were
exhaled with effort; a querulous, strangulated neighing. They perched on a
high larch twig, a foot apart, hissing and buffeting each other with their
wings. Then they retreated into ballet attitudes. They stood erect, with leaf-
shaped wings held open to show the wavy markings on the pale undersides,
pointing their bills vertically upward. They looked like strange primeval
butterflies clinging to a huge tree-fern in a steamy prehistoric jungle. One
flew to a dead willow. He landed on the side of the tree, without loss of
speed, as though his large feet were disced with suckers. White bars shone
across the darkness of his elliptical, ladybird back, which always looks as if
a small white-painted ladder had been leant against it, leaving wet rung
marks. He drummed on the dead wood in long rattling sequences, with only
short pauses between them. His bill bounced back too fast for the individual
taps to be seen; the shuddering head was blurred. His drumming is a little
slower than the great spotted woodpecker’s. It is pitched higher, and it does
not die away. With practice, the two can always be distinguished. The ear
learns quicker than the eye.



After drumming, he tapped on the tree a dozen times, slowly,
emphatically, and very loudly, drawing his head so far back that he had to
lean outwards to the full extent of his legs. The second bird came bounding
across, and landed on the other side of the tree. Both were still for a minute.
Then the second bird fluttered aggressively at the other, and drove him off,
taking his place at the sounding-board. When the lesser spotted
woodpecker’s drumming is prolonged, it has a slight resemblance – both in
resonance and vibration – to the song of a nightjar. Undoubtedly the sound
is mechanically produced, by the stuttering rattle of the bill against dead
wood, but it may also echo against the bird’s syrinx in some way. That
could explain the incredible loudness of the sound. The loudest drumming
is produced with the tips of the mandibles held wide apart.

Willow warblers and chiff-chaffs sang softly in the faint green mist of the
hill woods. The big head of a tawny owl bobbed across the gloomy gaps of
light in a fir plantation. Where the sun shone, there were blue shadows
fumed with a humming warmth of insects. Down through the trees, I could
see the small fields, and the dark indentation of the river. The peregrine
appeared, stooping at a gull. They passed like a moving film, flicking
behind trees, then snapping off into darkness.

The estuary was quiet; no hawks, no kills. A pair of lapwings called
across the marshes, the hen in the grass, the cock singing and displaying.
He flew like a mad clown, whirling orange, black, and white. His wings
seemed to cartwheel along the ground, like windmill sails walking. They
flexed like fins, waved like tentacles, as he tumbled, swooped, and climbed,
tangling with the air.

April 2nd



Spring evening; the air mild, without edges, smelling of damp grass, fresh
soil, and farm chemicals. There is less bird-song now. Many of the singing
birds of March were migrants, and have gone back to the north. Most of the
blackbirds and skylarks have gone, but a hundred fieldfares still roost in
trees by the river. Reed buntings have come back to their nesting territories.
The white rumps of wheatears star the dark brown ploughland. Two
peregrine kills lie beside the river. Both are woodpigeons. One is hardly
touched; light still shines with an intense, fanatic blueness from its fish-like
eyes. The other has been remarkably well eaten. It is deep in a reed-bed,
near a huge pile of plucked feathers; just a husk of hollow bones.

A swallow flits past, purple against the roaring whiteness of the weir,
blue over the green smoothness of the river. As so often on spring evenings,
no birds sing near me, while all the distant trees and bushes ring with song.
Like all human beings, I seem to walk within a hoop of red-hot iron, a
hundred yards across, that sears away all life. When I stand still, it cools,
and slowly disappears. Seven o’clock. Under elms and hawthorns it is
already dusk. A bird flies low across the field, coming straight towards me.
It skims over the long grass, like an owl. The deep keel of its breast-bone
actually touches and parts the grass as it comes. Its wings beat easily,
fanning high, their tips almost meeting above its back. Its head is broad and
owl-like. There is a wonderfully exciting softness and silent stealth in its
fast approach across the shadowed field. It is looking down into the grass,
and only occasionally glancing up to see where it is going. As it comes
nearer, I can see that it is a hunting peregrine, a tiercel, trying to flush
partridges by flying very low.

He sees me and swerves to his right, swings up to perch in a big wych
elm. The last pale sunlight shines on his broad back, which gleams like
cloth of gold. He is alert, avid, never still. Soon he dives smoothly down



and flickers erratically away to the north-east. He lands on an overhead
cable, out in the open fields, and stays there for fifteen minutes. He is very
upright and watchful, a bulky silhouette in the fading light, looking back
over his left shoulder. Then he flies low and fast across ploughland and
behind trees, accelerating with long cleaving wing-strokes. Spring dusk;
creak of bats’ wings over the steel river, curlew-call of the lemuring owls.

April 3rd

It was warm. The wind slowly lifted the sunlit haze of morning. Clouds
formed, but broke again to blue. A noctule bat flew above the river for half
an hour, hawking for insects and occasionally calling. The sun shone on its
fuzzy brown back, and showed up its long furry ears. I could not find the
peregrine.

Great spotted woodpeckers were noisy in South Wood. Seven sailed out
of a tree together, chittering like piglets. They separated, and floated away
on stiffly outstretched wings. They settled on the surrounding trees, and
drummed for a second before dispersing; glorious clowns in Arden. A great
spotted woodpecker’s drumming has a rich hollow sound if the texture of
the wood is right. He looks at the tree for a moment, then leans slowly back
and tilts quickly forward. After the initial blow, the others follow in a rapid
volley. The bill seems merely to rebound from the wood, like a ball
bouncing less and less. The taps get steadily softer and the bill closer and
closer, till in the end it is almost resting against the tree, and the drumming
dies away. He waits for a reply. He may wait for twenty minutes in the same
position. When he hears drumming, he answers it at once.

A nuthatch scuttled across beech bark, well concealed until the rich
‘quee, quee, quee, quee’ of his song rang out. His back matches the bark,



his breast is the colour of a dead beech leaf. He also sang a loud high-
pitched trill, a shivering mechanical sound, like a woodpecker drumming a
triangle.

In early April, wherever there are hornbeams there are flocks of singing
greenfinches. Many were droning and purring drowsily in the sunlit coppice
of North Wood. Some were feeding in the deep leaf-mould, with
chaffinches, great tits, a marsh tit, and a robin. Frequently the flock flew up
to the trees with a dry rustle of wings, then drifted silently down again
through the dust-moted trellis of sun and shade. The yellow sunlight
flickered with a thin drizzle of bird shadow. Flocked birds seem to be
threaded on one huge nerve. They react extravagantly to the slightest
change of light or movement. Suddenly I saw a hawfinch among them,
bulky and masterful, a boar of a bird, with a heavy yellow bill like the prow
of an icebreaker. He called: a loud emphatic ‘tsink’, a hiss and a pop and a
whistle, all combined. I looked for him again, but could not find him. I did
not see him come. I did not see him go. Like other belligerent-looking
birds, hawfinches are wary and timid.

The thick scent of bluebells mingled with the smell of sulphur drifting
from the orchard. A cuckoo flew slowly up from the direction of the river,
following the windings of the brook. He came into the wood, and began his
two months of unwearying song. Even if one is very close and can see him
clearly, the two notes of his song seem to come from far away inside him.
They are still muffled, as they were at a distance. He sings with an insane
concentration. His eye has a fishy glaze. Its orange-yellow iris looks like a
coloured bead pinned to his head. He is a tiresome lecherous bird, forever
singing and listening for the bell-like ululation of his mate. After feeding in
the wood he flew out across the fields, and was immediately chased by the
peregrine, who may have been waiting for him, having heard and identified



his song. He dodged back into the wood, and did not leave it again. Most
hawks kill and eat cuckoos whenever they can, possibly because they find
them easy to catch.

I followed the peregrine – it was the golden-coloured tiercel – across to
the dead elm, where he rested for an hour, watching the sky. At five o’clock
he circled up in wide rings and began to soar. He drifted east, calling and
looking down. He called for a long time, as the hawk that departs calls
down his sorrow to the one that stays. Then he glided away towards the
coast. Slowly his speed increased. He was travelling on an immense
parabola, and long before his final vertical fall was ended he had vanished
into the hard clear light of the eastern sky.

A green woodpecker called and flew high above the open fields. A jay
flew from tree to tree, crossing warily between the two woods; the first I
had seen away from cover since October. Long-tailed tits flitted down from
the hedges to collect feathers for their nests from kills the peregrine had
made. These birds knew, as I knew, that the last peregrine had left the
valley. They possessed the freedom I had lost.

April 4th

Wild cherry lined the green lane to the creek with the green and white of
leaf and blossom. Bullfinches puffed out black and white and scarlet,
flashed, and vanished into husky calling. Colour faded to the brim of water,
and the land ended.

The sky was grey, but brightness floated in upon the tide. Larks sang. It
was the best of the day. Dusk was already moving through the distant trees
and hedges. The creeks and bays were quiet and undisturbed. The songs and
calls of birds blended with the sway and ripple of the tide. I had come there



to search for the peregrine. It had been late when he left the valley the
previous evening, and I thought he might pause to hunt along the coast
before migrating. The wind had backed to the north and the day was damp
and cold. But the estuary was too peaceful, the birds too much at ease. The
calm and empty sky was hawkless. On the sea-wall I found the body of a
carrion crow. A peregrine had killed it not many hours before. Black
feathers wreathed its bloodstained bones. Its grim, skull-cracking, eye-
piercing bill pointed to the sky. It was a head and wings.

At three o’clock I suddenly felt sure that, if I went at once to the coast,
eight miles away, I should find the peregrine there. Such certainty comes
seldom, but when it comes it is as irresistible as the downward bending of
the dowser’s twig. I went.

It seemed hopeless. Dark clouds gloomed low in the cold north wind, and
the light was very bad. The falling tide was far out across the saltings. The
fields were as grey and bleak as the distant sea. Land and sea had been
beaten flat into the same dull toneless metal. I love the desolate, but this
was beyond desolation. It was dead.

A shelduck lay on the mud, shining like a broken vase; green-black and
white, chestnut-bronze, vermilion. Feathers had been plucked from its
breast, flesh had been sliced from the bone; deep down inside, the blood
was wet. The peregrine had fed; was he still near? I clambered up the side
of the sea-wall and looked cautiously over the top.

He was there, less than a hundred yards away, perching on an overhead
wire, outlined against the dark inland sky. He must have flown there while I
was hidden behind the wall. He faced the wind, waiting for night, drowsy
and unwilling to move. A corn bunting flew up beside him, and squeezed
out its parched and feeble song. When I went closer, the bunting flew, but
not the hawk. At twenty yards he began to look uneasy. He drifted lightly



from the wire, flexed his wings once, turned, and glided down wind. I ran
along the path beside the wall and saw him alighting on a fence-post on the
inland side of the dyke. As I approached, he moved farther inland, flitting
from post to post. When the fence ended, he flew across to a small thorn
bush on the far side of the old sea-wall.

Screened by the low green bank of the wall, I stumble along on my hands
and knees towards the place where I think the hawk will be, hoping he will
stay there till I come. The short grass is dry and brittle and sweet-smelling.
It is spring grass, clean and sharp as salt water. I bury my face in it, breathe
in it, breathe in the spring. A snipe flies up, and a golden plover. I lie still
till they have gone. Then I move forward again, very softly, because the
hawk is listening. Slowly the dusk begins to uncoil. Not the short wild pang
of winter dusk, but the long slow dusk of spring. Mist stirs in the dykes and
furs the edges of the fields. I have to guess where I am in relation to the
hawk. Three more yards, and I decide to take a chance. Very slowly I
straighten up and look over the top of the wall. I am lucky. The hawk is
only five yards away. He sees me at once. He does not fly, but his feet grip
tightly on the thorny twigs of the bush, the ridged knuckles tense, and big
with muscle. His wings loosen, and tremble at the edge of flight. I keep
still, hoping he will relax, and accept my predatory shape that bulks against
the sky. The long feathers of his breast are rippled by the wind. I cannot see
his colour. In the falling gloom he looks much larger than he really is. The
noble head lowers, but lifts again at once. Swiftly now he is resigning his
savagery to the night that rises round us like dark water. The great eyes look
into mine. When I move my arm before his face, they still look on, as
though they see something beyond me from which they cannot look away.
The last light flakes and crumbles down. Distance moves through the dim
lines of the inland elms, and comes closer, and gathers behind the darkness



of the hawk. I know he will not fly now. I climb over the wall and stand
before him. And he sleeps.



Afterword
by Robert Macfarlane

The Peregrine is fifty years old, but it feels as if it were written yesterday.
In the half-century since its publication, this fierce little book has only
tightened its talon-grip on us. It reads now as uncannily prophetic: of the
Anthropocene, of extinction events, of technology and nature’s
entanglement, of dark ecology, even of virtual reality. In ancient Rome a
‘haruspex’ was a person trained in a form of divination based on inspecting
the entrails of sacrificed animals. Baker’s book – strewn as it is with
eviscerated birds, obsessed as it is with prediction and tracking – is a text of
killing and foretelling: of seeing the future in blood and guts. It has
haruspicated our present, and I suspect its prescience is not yet all used up.

The story of The Peregrine’s writing is remarkable, and has a mystery at
its heart. For around a decade – from 1954 to 1964 – a myopic, arthritic
office-worker from Essex called John Alec Baker tracked the peregrine
falcons that hunted over the landscape of his county. He pursued them on
bicycle and on foot, watching through binoculars as they bathed, flew,
stooped, killed and roosted. He learned to predict their locations by means



of an intelligence that began as logic and ended as instinct, and in a
relationship that began as fascination and ended as obsession. Even the
savage winter of 1962–1963 – when the sea froze for two miles out from
the shore, and spear-length icicles hung from eaves and trees – did not deter
Baker from his quest. After a day in the field, he would retreat to the spare
room of his Chelmsford terrace house, and write up the details in journals
that together run to more than 1600 manuscript pages.

Then for three years – from 1963 to 1966 – Baker compressed those
journals into a book fewer than 60,000 words long, and written in ecstatic,
violent, enraptored prose. The journals were coal to The Peregrine’s
diamond: crushed, they became the book. He collapsed ten years into a
single ‘season of hawk-hunting’, and ‘stripped’ the narrative ‘down to the
livid bone’, to borrow a phrase from one of his early poems. The same
actions recur across the book’s course: man hunts falcon, falcon hunts prey.
Repetitious in its structures, the prose is also huge in its drama. Much of
this drama arises from the extraordinary energy Baker invested in his
language. Grammatically, his prose is dense in metaphors, similes, verbs
and adverbs; accentually, it is thick with stressed syllables. This
combination of axe-knock stresses and ultra-kinetic syntax results in a style
that is shocking to read.

The mystery: at some point during the writing of The Peregrine, Baker
went back to his journals and destroyed nearly all of the pages and passages
in which he had recorded his field-sightings of the falcons. He left no
account of why he had done so, and no version of the originals. By means
of this redaction, he ensured that the most remarkable sequences of the
published book flew free from any tether, and could not, as it were, be read
back against the real.



Birdwatchers speak of the ‘jizz’ of a bird to mean the sum of
characteristics – shape, plumage, posture, flight-style, call, habitat – that
allow its instant identification from a general impression. A bird’s jizz is its
gist and vibe: the aggregation of its particulars into a compound signature
of life. Baker’s style has its own jizz. I think I could encounter a sentence of
his prose anywhere, and identify it immediately as his. Adjectives and
nouns wrenched into verbs; surreal similes; flaring adverbs: these are
among the specifics that make up its unique gestalt. ‘Five thousand dunlin
… rained away inland, like a horde of beetles gleamed with golden chitin’.
‘The north wind brittled icily in the pleached lattice of the hedges’. ‘Four
short-eared owls soothed out of the gorse’. A yellow-billed cock blackbird
is ‘like a small mad puritan with a banana in his mouth’. A woodpigeon
dead on a winter field ‘glow[s] purple and grey like broccoli’. I’ve never
taken LSD: thanks to Baker, I don’t need to. His Essex is landscape on acid:
super-saturations of colour, wheeling phantasmagoria, dimensions blown
out and falling away, nature as hyper-nature. Baker has inspired many
imitators over the years, all aiming to riff and rip their ways to a
comparable intensity of description. I’ve been one of them. But our style
always feels brittle and synthetic in comparison to the original: made of
Bakerlite.

Early in The Peregrine, Baker describes a dunlin being taken by a falcon
that approaches it from behind at greater speed. ‘The dunlin,’ he writes,
‘seemed to come slowly back to the hawk. It passed into his dark outline
and did not reappear.’ The image is space-operatic: a small craft caught in a
larger craft’s tractor beam, and drawn relentlessly in. Baker’s book
possesses a comparable traction. It locks onto its readers, and they pass
involuntarily into it. It is one of the few books I know that leaves no one
indifferent. By no means everyone likes it. I’ve heard it described as



fascistic for its fetishisation of northerliness, purity and predation. I know
people who turn away from its misanthropy, which I prefer to think of as
species shame. But no one doubts the book’s bleak bite.

Unlike much that passes for the culture of nature, The Peregrine cannot
be passively consumed. It sticks in the craw, rakes the mind. The reprimand
it offers – with its rituals of killing, and the spitting self-hatred of its
narrator – to sentimental representations of a capitalised ‘Nature’ is one
reason for its contemporary grip. In an age of mass extinction it has become
hard to locate salvation or self-knowledge amid pure mountain peaks and
storm-tossed waves. The sublime and the picturesque – old categories for
the perception of nature – have come, under the sign of the Anthropocene,
to collapse into something close to kitsch. Baker’s sanguinous nature is very
far from kitsch. It occurs at the frayed edges of things, in a messy landscape
of medieval field-patterns and suburban sprawl, salt-marshes and sea walls.
Human experience is drastically de-centred in favour of what the
philosopher John Gray, another of the book’s admirers, calls the ‘godless
mysticism’ of creaturely life. The Peregrine is not ‘green’ literature. It
suggests no basis for the establishment of an environmental ethics born of
commonality. Yet its furious vision has given it an oddly hopeful power
over many of its readers.

The Peregrine is a record of obsession, and it has inspired obsession in
turn. Over the years I have been sent and told many stories of the effects of
The Peregrine on individual readers. A former student of mine who took
part in the Kingsnorth power station protests cited The Peregrine as the
main influence in her decision to move to direct action. A man wrote to say
that he had grown up in working-class Walsall, ‘deep in the Black Country
of England’, and at the age of nine had read The Peregrine: ‘a whole new
world opened up to me amongst the post-industrial gloom of the 1980s’. It



was, he said, ‘directly as a result of the book that I came to know the
kingfishers that lived on the canal banks of the town and from there arose a
lifelong fascination with the more-than-human world’. He had gone on to
become a professional conservationist, working especially to bring nature
into the lives of young people on an everyday basis.

Several years ago I came to know a young musician living a marginal life
in a south London squat, and performing as the front man for a hardcore
punk-rock band. He was a talented, troubled person for whom ‘nature’ as
conventionally experienced was irrelevant. But he had found his way to The
Peregrine, and the book’s dark fury spoke to him. He read it repeatedly, and
began to mimic Baker’s mimicry of the falcons. Once, on a London street
outside a club, he demonstrated the action of ‘mantling’ – when a peregrine
spreads its wings and arches over its prey to hide it from other predators. He
and I collaborated on a project one summer, and there were plans to work
together again. Then he died of a heroin overdose in a squat, aged twenty-
three. He was buried in a winter field in Cornwall, with the cars of his
friends pulled up near the grave, their stereos blasting out his music in
tribute, with a copy of The Peregrine for company in his coffin.

No other book – save perhaps Nan Shepherd’s The Living Mountain,
which stands as The Peregrine’s golden twin, offering light to its darkness,
relation to its depletion, and love to its harm – has been so influential on the
recent British literature of landscape. Roger Deakin, Tim Dee, Kathleen
Jamie, Richard Mabey, Helen Macdonald, James Rebanks and I are among
the many to have acknowledged its force. The Peregrine is increasing its
territorial range, too. It was recently published in Germany, and editions are
forthcoming in Chinese, Dutch, Spanish and Hebrew.

The book’s impact is not confined to literature. A well-known opera
company is presently considering an adaptation. A one-man theatrical



interpretation is in development. A decade ago the composer Lawrence
English picked up a copy of the book from a friend’s desk in London, and
opened it at a random page. He read a description of an owl silently
hunting, and was gripped by the intensity of ‘listening’ in the prose. ‘The
book changed my life,’ recalled English in 2015. To him it marked a
‘turning point in the twentieth century’ in its ‘recognition of the role
humans play in shaping their environment’. In response, English produced
an album that surprised me when I first heard it for its absence of dynamism
and gleam. Instead, responding to The Peregrine’s preoccupation with
absence, English used frost-bitten drones and high strings to compose a
burnt-out, irradiated soundtrack: a half-life soundscape of white ash.

It was English who sent a copy of The Peregrine to Werner Herzog.
Herzog read it and was astonished. He has since written and spoken often of
the book, and now specifies it as one of only three required texts for his
Rogue Film School – along with Virgil’s Georgics and Hemingway’s story
‘The Short Happy Life of Francis Macomber’. Herzog describes The
Peregrine as ‘ecstatic’ in the radical sense of the word: not just entranced or
frenzied, but literally beside oneself, out of oneself. There are moments, he
notes, ‘where you can tell that [Baker] has completely entered into the
existence of a falcon. And this is what I do when I make a film, I step
outside of myself into an ekstasis, in Greek to step outside of your own
body, a point outside.’

The attraction of The Peregrine to a film maker is obvious: the
exceptionally pristinated vision, the sudden rapid pull-shots (a stooping
lens), the immense field of vision, the swivelling eye. The attraction to
Herzog in particular is clear, too, compelled as he has been in so many films
by obsession, extremity and wildness (Fitzcarraldo, Grizzly Man, The Cave
of Forgotten Dreams, The Ends of the Earth). The puzzle to me, for years,



was why Herzog had not yet filmed The Peregrine. At last in 2015 I wrote
to him to ask if he was planning to do so. ‘If anyone can, it should be you,’
I said. I sent him a photograph of my local peregrine perched on a church
spire, and one of the body of a white dove the falcon had killed, beheaded,
eviscerated, and let fall to the pavement below. Herzog replied the next day,
generously but adamantly. ‘A feature film would be very wrong. There are
texts that should never be touched. Georg Büchner’s LENZ is one of these
cases. In fact, whoever tries to make a feature film of THE PEREGRINE
should be shot without trial.’ Ah. Right. Message received and understood.

In a preface to the 2004 NYRB Classics edition that brought The
Peregrine back into print, I described it as ‘not a book about watching a
bird, [but] a book about becoming a bird’. Baker himself often suggests a
comparable process of conversion, writing of how – by means of primitive
rituals of following and mimicking – ‘the hunter becom[es] the thing he
hunts’. Thirteen years on, however, and I no longer believe that The
Peregrine is a book about ‘becoming a bird’. More accurate, it now seems,
to say that it is a book about ‘failing to become a bird’. It is true that Baker
longs for the de-territorialised experience of the falcons, wishing as they do
to live in a ‘pouring-away world of no attachment’. And there are numerous
moments of extreme identification, as when he finds himself ‘crouching
over [a] kill, like a mantling hawk’. But these ecstatic moments are always
followed by Baker’s wounding awareness of his anchorage in a crabbed
human body. Again and again, subject-object distance is almost closed –
only to yawn wide again. Baker craves to ‘think like a falcon’ (to adapt the
title of Thomas Nagel’s famous 1974 thought-experiment) but also knows
he cannot slip his form or quit his species.

Baker tells us almost nothing about himself. He is, as English nicely puts
it, a ‘ghost of a narrator’. He scarcely eats or drinks, doesn’t sleep, never



defecates, has no life beyond the fields and the sky, hardly describes his
clothing or his body. In mystical terms, he is an ascetic depleting himself in
advance of disembodiment. In shamanic terms, he is a body preparing for
sky-burial. In terms of virtual reality, he is readying himself for upload into
the cloud, and transformation into pure avatar. However imagined, though,
this activity of self-depletion can never quite be finished. We should
therefore hear the many performative utterances that are scattered through
the book, seeking by force of grammar to conjure a conversion from human
to falcon – ‘I am hawk’, ‘we are one’ – as failed abracadabras. The book’s
desolation arises in part from this futile longing for a magical
metamorphosis.

On 1 July 1940, when Baker was fifteen years old, the Secretary of State for
Air in Britain issued the ‘Destruction of Peregrine Falcons Order’. Adult
and juvenile birds were to be shot, eyasses killed in the nests, eggs smashed
and eyries disrupted. The order was made under war-time emergency
defence regulations: peregrines were deemed too great a threat to the carrier
pigeons that RAF bomber crews routinely took with them on flights. If a
plane ditched at sea and a location could not be radioed through, the
pigeons would be released with a leg-tag to report their position. Falcons
were dispensable, airmen were not – and so the falcons died. During the six
years that the Destruction Order was in force, around 600 peregrines were
shot, and unnumbered eyasses and eggs were destroyed. In certain counties
– especially in southern England – peregrines were almost exterminated. By
the time the order was lifted in 1946, the number of nesting pairs in
England had been reduced to around half of its pre-war level.

The recovery of the English peregrine population from its war-time
decline was incomplete when the next major human threat emerged. In



1956 – two years after Baker took up bird-watching – the first symptoms of
the crisis became visible, as increasing numbers of peregrine pairs failed to
hatch chicks. The toxins of organochlorine pesticides used in agriculture,
most notably DDT, were concentrating as they moved up the food-chain.
Raptors suffered increased adult mortality, and a thinning of the shells of
eggs to the point of non-viability. The result in the late 1950s and early
1960s was, in raptor-specialist Derek Ratcliffe’s words, ‘a spectacular crash
of population with a speed and on a scale seldom found in the vertebrate
kingdom’. By 1963, only three territories were reported as occupied by
peregrines in southern England, and Scottish and Welsh populations were
also in free fall. ‘Few winter in England now, fewer nest here,’ writes Baker
early in his book; ‘the ancient eyries are dying’. Baker was well aware of
the connection between pesticide use and peregrine death: thus his hissing
fury in the book at what he calls the ‘filthy, insidious pollen of farm
chemicals’. ‘If further decline had continued unchecked,’ noted Ratcliffe
later, ‘extinction of the peregrine in Britain could have occurred around
1967’ – the year The Peregrine was published.

As the falcons were dying, so the Essex landscape was also undergoing
its most drastic transformation since The Enclosures. Urban growth caused
green belts to bulge and break, and the post-war drive to big-field farming
and agricultural self-sustainability for Britain resulted in the destruction of
thousands of miles of hedgerows. We know from Baker’s letters and poems
that his affection for the Essex countryside, especially inland Essex between
Great Baddow and West Hanningfield, was profound, and his pain at its
disruption correspondingly acute. The voices of Housman and Clare haunt a
protest poem called ‘The Lost Kingdom’ from the early 1950s. ‘All has
changed,’ wrote Baker there:



Across the green fields
Lie long rows of the sharp, red roofs.
They have built over my childhood dreams,
There is no way back to the bright fields of my youth.

An even greater threat hangs over The Peregrine, though, than the
extinction of single species in a single country, and the devastation of a
loved landscape. In the famous prologue of Carson’s Silent Spring, an
imaginary American town is poisoned by a ‘white … powder’ that drops
from the air ‘like snow upon the roofs and the lawns, the fields and the
streams.’ This is the ‘powder’ of agrichemicals – but of course it is also the
ash of radioactive fall-out. It is hard to read Silent Spring outwith its Cold
War context, and I also take Baker’s book to be nuclear as much as it is
pesticidal. Baker was researching his book through the first decade of
atomic and hydrogen bomb testing, and writing it through the Cuban
Missile Crisis. Construction began in 1957 of the massive nuclear power
station at Bradwell-on-Sea, right in the heart of Baker’s hunting territory,
and generation started there in 1962. His prose is riven with nuclear
anxieties: this is a book in which death comes repeatedly from the air, and
in which the landscape is figured often as ‘burning’ and ‘dying’ at a
planetary scale.

The avian and the military – the ‘hawk and the helmeted airman’, in
Auden’s phrase – were always closely entangled for Baker. Seeking to
imagine the falcon’s perspective, he studied aerial photographs in a book
called Britain: The Landscape Below. ‘A bird’s-eye view,’ read the book’s
back jacket, ‘offers a vast panorama … much that is too vast to comprehend
from the ground … placed within an all-embracing perspective and seen
anew’. How fascinated and appalled Baker would be by drones, the new



predator species that patrol our contemporary skies. I imagine him studying
drone over-flight videos, allowing him to see that ‘pouring away world of
no attachment’ in glistening motion. It would not have surprised him, I
think, that so many drone/UAV models are named after raptors: among
them the Eurohawk and the AsTec Falcon, the Israeli Innocon Falcon Eye
and, yes, the Teledyne Ryan BQM-145 Peregrine. Surely he would grimly
have enjoyed, too, the curled-back irony that now sees police forces in
Europe training golden eagles to ‘take out’ drones suspected of criminal
activity (the eyesight and speed of the eagles is such that they are able to
strike between the revolutions of a drone’s rotor-blades, and thus avoid
injuring their feet).

The hawk and the helmeted airman are entangled in The Peregrine, but
they are not equivalent. Again and again, Baker categorically distinguishes
between human killing and animal killing. The first is murder, the latter
instinct. ‘No pain, no death is more terrible to a wild creature than its fear of
man,’ wrote Baker in the book’s most furious passage. ‘We are the killers.
We stink of death. We carry it with us. It sticks to us like frost. We cannot
tear it away.’ The peregrine is an evolution-engineered killing machine
designed to deliver death, but its subjection to instinct means it is acquitted
of guilt. Humans can help themselves, and in their consciousness lies their
culpability.

Fifteen years ago, relatively little was known about Baker. Partly, this was
because the necessary research hadn’t been undertaken, and partly because
of Baker’s strategic development of his own mystery. A few months after
The Peregrine was published, he was given an Arts Council award of £1200
in recognition of the book’s achievement. The Daily Telegraph reported on
the award on 7 December 1967: ‘The most unusual of the 14 [recipients of



the awards] is John Baker, who lives in a council house in Essex and does
not want to say which town in case the neighbours discover what he does.
He has no telephone and never leaves his home’.

As the cult of Baker has spread and strengthened, much more has become
known in terms of biography. Thanks to the efforts of David Cobham,
James Canton, Mark Cocker, Hetty Saunders (Baker’s first biographer), and
especially John Fanshawe – who painstakingly gathered and secured
Baker’s archive, including the journals and book-drafts – our picture has
now filled out considerably. The shilling life goes something like this.
Baker was born on 6 August 1926 in Chelmsford, Essex, the only child of
an unhappy marriage. His parents were Congregationalists: his father, who
worked as an electrical designer, suffered prolonged mental ill-health due to
a bony growth that pressed onto his brain (his treatment was, brutally, a
lobotomy). At the age of eight, Baker contracted rheumatic fever, the after-
effects of which would be lifelong. It induced arthritis that spread and
worsened as Baker aged, and at seventeen he was diagnosed with
ankylosing spondilitis, an inflammatory form of acute arthritis that fuses
muscle, bone and ligament in the spine. Codeine managed but did not
eliminate the chronic pain, and Baker underwent agonising long-needle
‘gold’ injections into his joints in an attempt to slow the progression of his
disease. But his body nevertheless succumbed: his knees and hips first, and
then his hands, which were thoroughly stricken by the 1960s: fused
knuckles, fingers beginning to curl over into talons.

Despite the pain, photographs from Baker’s youth show him as a cheerful
and sociable young man. Golden hair; hands in pockets; always the thick
spectacles. Arms round his friends; drunken embraces in wartime pubs;
walks along the sea-wall. He was six feet tall, deep-voiced and strongly
built, though the spondilitis diminished his stature. He was an ardent reader



and a prolific correspondent: his letters from the war years speak of an
intellectually adventurous, and loquacious, teenager, passionate above all
about landscapes and literature. He would often spend weeks writing a
single letter: one to his friend Don Samuel stretched across 64 pages of blue
notepaper. ‘Dear Sam,’ it opened, ‘Here beginneth what promises to be
indeed a “weird” if not a “wonderful” letter. Many subjects will drift
leisurely across the pages – vague substances phantasmal, trailing clouds of
unwieldy imagery …’. The letter ended with loving descriptions of the
‘delicately balanced’ Essex landscape: ‘green undulating fields, rugged,
furrowed earth, luscious orchards, pine clumps, rows of stately elms’. ‘In
things beautiful there is an eternity of peace, and an infinity of sight,’
concluded the myopic Baker, longingly. Such letters – and the list of the
titles in Baker’s library collected by Fanshawe – demolish any notion of
him as a working-class savant or peasant poet who intuited his way to a
searing style. Baker was widely read, and his reading contains some
influences that blaze through in The Peregrine: Ted Hughes’ The Hawk In
The Rain, the poems of Gerard Manley Hopkins, T.E. Hulme and Louis
MacNeice, the Old Testament, Robbie Burns and J.G. Ballard among them.

In the early 1950s, while working for the Automobile Association in
Chelmsford, he met his wife, Doreen, a wages clerk at the company. They
married in October 1956: the marriage would be lifelong, childless and
loving, though – one suspects – difficult at times for Doreen. Also in the
early 1950s, Baker was introduced to birdwatching by a friend from work,
Sid Harman. Soon Baker began birding alone. Whenever possible, he would
cycle out – on his Raleigh bike, with khaki canvas saddle-bags – in search
of birds, into the two hundred square miles of coastal Essex that comprised
his hunting ground. He would pass London’s overspill factories and car



dumps, heading for the inland fields and woods, or to the lonely sea-walls
and saltings of the shore.

Baker would wear his standard birdwatching clobber: grey flannel
trousers, an open-necked shirt, a jumper knitted by his mother, a Harris
tweed jacket, a flat cloth cap, and a gabardine mac to keep the weather off.
He would take a packet of sandwiches (made by Doreen) and a thermos
(filled with tea by Doreen), and a pair of binoculars or a telescope. He
would also carry a notebook, and Ordnance Survey maps on which he
marked in biro the locations of his sightings, with circled capital letters – K,
P, HH, BO – recording raptors by species. M is for Merlin, P is for
Peregrine. He would also ink straight lines onto the map, dividing up his
terrain into areas that could be covered in a single session of hunting: a
landscape drawn and quartered (another form of evisceration). At the end of
each bird-day he would return to a meal (cooked by Doreen) and then head
upstairs to his study room to transpose and expand his notes. He was,
Doreen remembered after his death, ‘a prickly customer’, who became a
‘loner’ as an adult. Limited in sight and mobility, and suffering near-
constant pain from his arthritis, he was prone to bursts of anger.

It is hard to read The Peregrine outside the knowledge of Baker’s double
disability: his curtailed vision and his stiffened body. The peregrine was his
dream-totem and also his prosthesis, perfected in precisely the ways that
Baker was lessened. He chose as the object of his obsession a bird with
astonishingly acute eyesight that was capable of the fastest speed of any
creature on earth. A peregrine’s eyeballs are designed rather like binoculars,
such that images are magnified by around 30 per cent in comparison to
human vision, allowing it to spy prey from sky-high – and then stoop on it
at up to 270 mph.



What Baker could not see unaided, he saw with the aid of technology: his
Miranda 10 x 50 binoculars, his featherweight J.H. Steward spotter-scope.
‘Binoculars and a hawk-like vigilance,’ he wrote, ‘reduce the disadvantage
of my myopia.’ The Peregrine is therefore a product of what Tim Dee has
called ‘the magnified century’. Dee suggests that Edward Thomas, serving
on the Western Front in the spring of 1917, fifty years exactly before the
publication of The Peregrine, offers the first recorded use of binoculars for
the purpose of birdwatching. Thomas was a forwards observer for an
artillery battalion: his task was to spot shell-fall and report back its position
to his battery for aiming adjustments. To Thomas – a passionate naturalist
from a young age – it was inevitable that his binoculars should stray from a
bomb-blast (‘standing up like a birch-tree’, as he wrote in his war diary) to
a pair of scuttling partridges in No-Man’s Land, or from a pair of duelling
planes to a hovering kestrel. There was a risk to Thomas’s use of
binoculars, though: flashes of light off the lenses could betray his position
to German snipers detailed specifically to target observers, some of whom
were killed by bullets that entered the outward lens of a binocular before
passing through the barrel and into the brain.

Faces, in The Peregrine, usually have something held up to them: some
object or prosthesis interposing between eye and world. Imagery recurs of
visors, masks, helmets and lenses. I have come to think of Baker’s style,
indeed, as a kind of augmented-reality visor – an Oculus Rift of text that
enables otherwise impossible precisions of seeing and movement. This is
one reason why reading Baker is such hard, unsteadying work. He causes us
to lose our usual footings in the world. Landscape becomes surface,
unfolding around us as we go. The brain is strained by the dynamism and
dissonance of his prose, and the eyes by its uncanny geometries. Depths of
field deepen and flatten unpredictably. Focal range ramps and flattens.



Horizons lure and retreat. One ends a reading of Baker – lifts the visor –
exhausted and exhilarated.

Peregrines didn’t become extinct in England. Science saved them, and so
did literature. In part because of the research of Derek Ratcliffe and others
into the link between pesticide use and eggshell thinning in British raptor
populations, and in part because of the global impact of Rachel Carson’s
Silent Spring, the use of DDT and other organochlorines was banned. The
impact on bird-life of the ban was considerable. Writing in 1991, Ratcliffe
noted that:

the present state of the British Peregrine population represents a most
heartening turn-around in fortunes from the dark days and gloomy
predictions of the early 1960s. Who could ever have imagined that in
some districts it would by 1991 outnumber the Raven? It is not often
that we are able to celebrate a conservation success, but this one is
better than probably any of us had dared to hope.

Twenty-five years on from Ratcliffe’s relief, however, and fifty years on
from Baker’s book, the ‘conservation success’ story of the peregrine in
Britain looks both less and more secure.

Less secure, because raptor persecution in the UK is presently at
atrocious levels, in large part as a result of the driven-grouse shooting
industry. Hen harriers are close to extinct in England, and scores of birds of
prey – peregrines among them – are illegally killed on and around the
grouse moors of Britain each year. The majority of upland populations of
peregrines are presently in decline.



And more secure, because peregrines have now moved into our cities and
onto our infrastructure in increasing numbers. Before the 1980s there were
only a handful of records of peregrine falcons nesting on man-made
structures in Britain, with Chichester Cathedral the oldest known nest site.
In 1991, eight pairs nested on man-made structures; in 2002, 62 pairs. In
2014 there were nesting peregrines on an estimated 180 man-made
structures, including churches, radio masts – and the cooling towers of the
partially decommissioned nuclear power station at Bradwell, around which
Baker had birded half a century previously. Increases have happened in
cities worldwide. New York alone now has more than 16 nesting pairs, on
bridge-girders and apartment-block window ledges. Brick, steel and glass, it
turns out, provide prime peregrine real estate.

Yes, the peregrine has proved to be an excellent urban adaptor, or what in
German is known as a Kulturfolger – a ‘culture-follower’. This bird of cliff
and crag has pursued us in among our skyscrapers and tower blocks, our
gothic towers and our brutalist infrastructure. The conditions in cities are
advantageous for falcon life. High buildings give good vantage points for
hunting, and secure locations for nesting. Cities tend to be warmer than
open country, and more protected from the elements, thus reducing the
likelihood of death by cold to fledglings and adults. When fledglings fall
from the nest, they are sometimes replaced by helping human hands, giving
these young a second chance. Most importantly, cities offer an abundance
of prey, chiefly in the form of pigeons (another massively successful
Kulturfolger): falcons even seem to be evolving new hunting and killing
techniques among the skyscraper canyons of high-rise cities. The result of
these accumulated benefits is that peregrines can breed earlier, more often
and more successfully in cities.



Peregrines have come to Cambridge, the city in which I live. For several
years a pair has nested in the steep-sided chalk pit at Fulbourn, a mile or so
from my house, and the closest thing to a sea-cliff you can get in landlocked
Cambridgeshire. Those birds would occasionally come and hunt over the
city centre; I once saw my friend Helen Macdonald, now internationally
famous as a raptor-writer, hurrying excitedly down Pembroke Street with a
pair of binoculars in her hand: ‘There’s a peregrine perched on King’s
College Chapel,’ she said as she passed. Then a new pair came to the
Cambridge University Library, a modernist masterpiece of red-brown brick
that holds two million books. They nested on a sixth-floor ledge, and blood-
spotted pigeon feathers would now and then spiral down to settle at the feet
of library users as they pushed through the bronze revolving front door.
After two years on the library, the pair moved to a nineteenth-century
Gothic revival building in the heart of the city, nesting just twenty feet or so
above tarmac level. And somehow they fledged a single chick there, amid
the ruckus of the street.

The falcons are resident there still, and have become part of the life of the
city in wonderful ways. Each morning for nine months of the year I pass
under the church whose spires the falcons like to use as look-out points and
plucking posts. When I can, I stop briefly, lean my bike up against a wall,
take out my mini-binoculars, and try to catch a glimpse of the birds. Most
times I see one or both of them, perched on the eastern spires: flint-blue
back, barred chest and underwing, and the bath-duck yellow of eye-ring and
feet. Occasionally a shrapnel-burst of pigeons from the belfry tells me
they’re hunting. Sometimes I walk friends or visitors down to the busy
crossroads, saying that I have something to show them, but without telling
them what. Then I point up, like a cheap conjuror pulling a truly magical
trick. Look there, on the left-hand spire – no, it’s not a gargoyle, it’s a



peregrine falcon, yes, a peregrine, right here in the heart of the city, right
now. We squint up at this impossible creature, shake our heads in disbelief,
feel both its closeness to us and its drastic distance from us.

How did Baker put it? ‘The hardest thing of all to see is what is really
there’.



On the Essex Coast

A man stands on the high sea-wall, solitary like a Roman centurion
watching from the last rampart of the land. To the north the wall reaches
away, narrowing, flattening. From its vanishing there rises – four miles off
but seeming much closer – the grey loafshape of St Peter’s Chapel. And
unseen, lost deep in the mud to the east of the Chapel, lie the last fragments
of the Roman fortress of Othona. To the south a similar diminishing hairline
of sea-wall winds out to the horizon. Above it, five miles removed, is the
faint blur of Foulness Island and the uplifted thorn of its church spire.
Foulness. Already the name has a cold and final sound. There is barbed
wire in it, and emptiness. It is the future. Quickly the watcher looks away.

Inland, the flat fields fade to the first trees, elm-rows, farm-clusters. A
mile of empty fields, some still dark, some stippled green with April corn.
The farms are far apart. Between them the blue distance is a misty forest.
Many skylarks sing above the fields, redshanks call from the endless dyke
that runs beside the wall. Seaward, there is no sea yet; only the vast
moorland of the slumberous saltings three-quarters of a mile wide, with a
long silver creek snaking up into the skyline; nothing but saltmarsh,
skylarks, redshanks calling, and the distant horizon voice of a curlew.



North-eastward the saltings are narrower. There are mudflats visible
beyond, pebbled with feeding waders and the shining white stones of
shelduck. Above them floats the thin ethereal cloudline of the waves. And
above the remote blue of the sea, shining in sunlight ten miles way, the
buildings of Claxton glitter like the towers of Xanadu.

This is the Dengie coast, seven miles of sea-wall north to south, a great
arc of saltings outside it, half a mile of mudflats beyond. An austere place
perhaps, withdrawn, some might say desolate. But the silence compels. It is
very old silence. It seems to have been sinking slowly down through the sky
for numberless centuries, like the slow fall of the chalk through the clear
Cretaceous sea. It has settled deep. We are under it now, we are possessed
by it. When strangers come here, many will say, ‘It’s flat. There is nothing
here’. And they will go away again. But there is something here, something
more than the thousands of birds and insects, than the millions of marine
creatures. The wilderness is here. To me the wilderness is not a place. It is
the indefinable essence or spirit that lives in a place, as shadowy as the
archetype of a dream, but real, and recognisable. It lives where it can find
refuge, fugitive, fearful as a deer. It is rare now. Man is killing the
wilderness, hunting it down. On the east coast of England, this is perhaps its
last home. Once gone, it will be gone forever. And of course it is doomed.
The mountains, the moors; for a time, for a few decades, they will shelter
the wilderness still. But it will go down. The habitat may look much the
same: just a reservoir or two, the hydro-electric temples, the tight clasp of a
motorway, the roaring concrete of airports. But the wilderness cannot
endure these things. It is the goaded bull at bay, pierced by the lance of the
picador, bewildered by the pain of the spiked banderillas spraying up from
its back like a crown of thorns awaiting the quietus of the ritual sword.



I walk out across the saltings. This is an ancient path, marked out by
stakes and withies, but there are deep gutters to ford, narrow rills to leap
across. Sea aster, sea lavender, glasswort, and samphire grow thickly,
matted like heather. There is a sea smell, and a mud smell. The saltings are
dark green in shadow, tawny in the sun. Many skylarks sing high above in
the mauve haze of the mild April afternoon. Gulls circle lazily, and
occasionally call. Big white clouds rise slowly from the rim of the sea but
do not come any nearer. The easterly breeze is gentle, without hostility. A
kestrel hovers: tremor and pause, floating glide, tremor and pause; hunting
hunger balanced by infinite patience. Far back across the saltings, the sea-
wall is now only a low ruled line. A few dark specks revolving beyond are
rooks above the hidden elms deep down inland. All is so flat and endless
now that one seems to be at the bottom of a steep-sided valley, with land
and sea rising all around. The eye has forgotten perspective. There is
solitude here, utter unblemished solitude.

Suddenly, I come to the steep ten-foot escarpment of the saltings. A huge
plain of mud reaches out to the horizon, brown, or yellow, or bleached
white where there are patches of sand or shining shingle. The sea is nearer
now, blue-grey, but still far out, as though it were quite motionless and
innocuous. But it is moving in. The tide has turned, and slowly the expanse
of mud is narrowing, the sea growing taller and greyer above it. I raise my
arms till they rest upon the horizon. Hundreds of waders rise as though
conjured up into the sky. Smoothly the sky turns through the bright sphere
of my binoculars, articulate with birds. Mallard and teal rise steeply. The
voices of the curlew and dunlin and redshank rise and fall over the
gleaming mud. A hundred yards off, a ringed plover has not yet flown. But
it jerks and bobs uneasily, and its rounded call sounds constantly within its
soft plump body, like the melancholy tolling of a distant bell-buoy. The bird



is much closer than the sound. Far out, under the line of the sea, some grey
plover are still feeding. Swishing low overhead, the wader flocks hurtle
down; they tremble silvery, and rise into twists of golden-brown, like
smoke, then rain, fish-scale shimmer, the shapes of fins or curved sails,
composing, erasing. Now the ringed plover has flown. It sweeps low,
singing as it flies. The swarms of waders settle on the mud; redshank and
skylark sing again.

The east coast is purest in winter: thorned wind from the ice-age
numbing the hands and face, the small December sun withering down, the
inland west kindling briefly before a cold unearthly dusk. The few dead
stunted trees that grew here are the bones of the east wind. When the tide is
high, huge rafts of whistling wigeon and silent mallard float over the hidden
saltings, rising and falling in rhythm on the undulant water. Dark lines of
Brent geese claw steadily along the shore of the sky. Sometimes the grey
clouds of knot and dunlin on the mudflats are fired upward by a merlin’s
phantom flickering, by a low rushing and darting over mud and marsh faster
than the eye can follow. More rarely, a merlin will fly higher, black star-
shape twinkling through white sky, beneath it a delirium of panting wings.
From the sea-wall, where the grass is long, one may flush a short-eared owl,
the flowing brown bird sailing and rowing silently away without haste, the
easy languid flight seeming to express a noble disdain. This is a splendid
spring day, tranquil and relaxing. But in winter there is a greater fulfilment.
A man then is very small and puny, a cringing figure under the vast power
and solitude of the sky.

The mudflats are flooded now by the incoming tide, and the shallower
lakes of yellow or brown that still shine through are filling with grey sea. It
is time to go back to the sea-wall, passing again under the bright chains of
lark-song, under the slanting trill of a meadow pipit. Curlew and redshank



rise and call, as they have done on this coast for thousands of years, as they
called from the shores of the old Cretaceous sea, long before the first man
appeared. I stumble over a dead, mummified object. It is a red-throated
diver so matted and bound with oil as to be almost unrecognisable, the mere
torso of a bird. It stinks of oil. It is an atrocity, a stumpy victim of our
modern barbarity. Born, perhaps, upon some island in a Scottish loch,
cherished by local birdlovers, watched to maturity, then seen to depart in
the full power and splendour of its beauty, a messenger from the wilderness:
now here it has been returned like a crushed and mutilated fugitive thrust
back across a frontier. We must not let its death be soothed away by the
lullaby language of indifferent politicians. This bird died slowly and
horribly in a Belsen of floating oil, as thousands of others have done, as
millions more may do in the vile years to come. Involuntarily my gaze turns
towards Foulness, towards the future.

I blunder on across the saltings, in too great a rage to see or hear anything
clearly. After a day of peace, I have seen the ineffaceable imprint of man
again, have smelt again the insufferable stench of money. A yellow wagtail
flits ahead of me, a brilliant torch flaming up into the sun. That at least
seems to be still clean, still untainted. Yet who can know what insidious
chemical horror may be operating beneath those brilliant feathers?

The evening has come, and the tide still rises. Soon it will cover the
saltings. The breeze is strengthening. Night and wind and tide are moving
in together. A primrose sky has flowered beyond the western trees; to the
east there is a narrow band of purple above the grey line of the sea. Very far
off, near one of the tree-guarded farms, a blackbird sings. Slowly the light
gathers in the west, and the sky reddens. The dusk drifts down upon the
darkening tide. A swallow comes in from the sea, swoops blue over the
dyke, and fades black as it flits inland. Gulls are coming out from the land



to roost; they call as they glide down to the saltings. Yet still the silence
deepens, made more profound by the shallow cries of hundreds of hidden
birds. A partridge calls near the shadowy dyke, and the first stars hover
above the rising sea. The few scattered lights of Foulness shine up one by
one, like candles burning about a dark catafalque. I seem weightless now,
suspended in the grains of the dissolving day. The greatness of the sea-night
closes above me as I kneel in the spring grass of the wall.

In ten years’ time, the largest airport in the world will have been built a
few miles from here. Then, night and day, the endless barrage or roaring
sound will tear away this silence forever and this last home of the
wilderness will be imprisoned in a cage of insensate noise. Cordoned by
motorways, overshadowed by the huge airport city, the uniqueness of this
place will be destroyed as completely as though it has been blown to pieces
by bombs. It is not merely that this incredible barbarism will be inflicted
upon us. One grieves that such a wonderful opportunity has been cast away,
a chance to preserve the coastline of Essex, from Shoeburyness to Harwich,
to protect it from further urban encroachment, to keep it unchanged as a
national nature reserve. Essex has suffered so much; the new towns, the vast
growth and overspill of London, the lancing through of motorways. We
could at least have been allowed to keep the best of our county, the peace of
its ancient bird-haunted coast that is the only peace that is left. All we can
do now is to try to preserve whatever may remain, so that some of the wild
life will survive. Then the birds will still call as they have done today,
though the sound will never reach us. But they were here before the coming
of man, they will endure the shadow of our tyranny, they will fly out into
the sun again when we have gone.

J.A. Baker, 1971
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